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22.1 The fossil record 
22.1.1 Introduction
The broad-scale distribution of fossils within Victoria is controlled by general
global patterns in the biological evolution of life on Earth, the local
development and environmental evolution of habitats, and the occurrence of
geological processes conducive to the preservation of fossil floras and faunas.
Early Palaeozoic fossils are mostly marine in origin because of the
predominance of marine sedimentary rocks in Victoria and because life on
land was not significant during most of this time interval. Middle Palaeozoic
sequences have both terrestrial and marine fossil records.Within Victoria,
marine rocks are only very minor components of strata deposited during the
late Palaeozoic, so that few marine fossils are known from this time period.A
similar situation existed during most of the Mesozoic except towards the end
of this era when marine conditions began to prevail in the Bass Strait region.
During long intervals in the Cainozoic, large areas of Victoria were flooded
by shallow-marine seas, particularly in the southern basins of Bass Strait, as
well as in the northwest of the State (Murray Basin). Cainozoic sediments
contain an extraordinary range of animal and plant fossils. During the
Quaternary, the landscape of Victoria became, and continues to be,
dominated by continental environments including, at times, extensive fresh-
water lake systems. Fossil floras and faunas from sediments deposited in these
lake systems and from other continental sediments, as well as from
Quaternary sediments deposited in marginal marine environments,
collectively record a history of rapid fluctuations in climate and sea level.
22.1.2 Palaeozoic fossil assemblages
Cambrian
The oldest fossils found in Victoria are Cambrian.They are mostly found in
shales and limestones, occurring as minor components of Cambrian
sequences within two N–S fault-bounded belts known as the Heathcote Belt
and Mt Wellington Belt (see Chapter 3). Shale of the Knowsley East
Formation near Heathcote and Lancefield contains a rich diversity of
hydroids, some siliceous sponges and a variety of trilobites. Along the
Wellington River in east-central Victoria, the Cambrian Dolodrook
Limestone Member, which comprises allochthonous blocks that have been
redeposited in the Garvey Gully Formation, contains various species of
trilobites and brachiopods as well as rarer shelly fossils.The Knowley East
fauna is thought to be Middle Cambrian while the Garvey Gully Formation
faunas are slightly younger, nearing the Middle–Late Cambrian boundary.
The fossils so far found are mostly benthonic (bottom dwelling) and shallow-
marine in origin, although the fauna of the Knowsley East Formation is
probably from slightly deeper marine waters than those of the Dolodrook
Limestone Member.
Ordovician
Fossiliferous Ordovician sedimentary rocks are widespread across central and
eastern Victoria.There are three broad Ordovician palaeoenvironments in
which fossils are preserved.
The first is the shallow-marine, carbonate-shelf palaeoenvironment of
the Digger Island Marlstone at Waratah Bay in southeastern Victoria 
(Fig. 22.1) (see Chapter 4). Containing abundant trilobites, brachiopods,
ostracods and algae, the marlstone is the only Ordovician rock with a
diverse fauna of shallow-marine shelly fossils in Victoria, although more
extensive comparable fossiliferous sequences occur to the south in
Tasmania.Whilst it appears that the hinterland to the Ordovician seas lay
in western Victoria, the limited extent of Lower Ordovician shelf deposits
in Victoria suggests that the Early Ordovician continental shelf was
relatively narrow in this region. The western landmass (Delamerian
Highlands) was an actively eroding landscape. Eroding land surfaces were
devoid of the stabilising effect of land plants, which were yet to evolve, and
large quantities of detrital sediments were rapidly transported eastwards
into deep-marine depositional basins. To the south, however, there was
substantially less terrigenous sediment moving across the continental shelf,
perhaps reflecting increased distance from the highlands. In this
southeastern region, Early Ordovician sea-floor environments were
suitable for the accumulation and preservation of carbonate-dominated,
shallow-marine deposits such as the Digger Island Marlstone.
The second Ordovician palaeoenvironment in Victoria is a mostly dysoxic
deep-water sea floor setting.This palaeoenvironment is represented by black
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shale sequences such as those in the Bendoc Group of eastern Victoria and the
Romsey Group of central Victoria (Fig. 22.2).These sequences mostly contain
fossils of planktonic (floating) and nektonic (swimming) organisms, with
graptolites as the principal fossil type.Graptolites, extinct colonial and planktonic
organisms, display an extensive array of biostratigraphically useful evolutionary
trends within Victorian Ordovician sequences (see Chapter 26).After they died
and sank to the ocean floor they, together with nektonic(?) phyllocarid
crustaceans, rare conodonts and coiled nautiloids, were well preserved in
hemipelagic organic-rich muds.Very rare benthonic gastropods are also known
from these sequences.At several levels in the Ordovician sequences there are
cherts that are considered to be derived from accumulations of the siliceous
remains of planktonic radiolarian tests. However, the tests are generally no
longer recognisable because of diagenetic alteration.
The Castlemaine Group (Lancefieldian to Darriwilian) and the Sunbury
Group (Late Ordovician) are thick submarine-fan turbidite sequences, in
which graptolites are mostly limited to intercalated hemipelagic beds.The
turbidites are largely unfossiliferous except for rare shelly fragments, probably
transported from shelf regions.
In eastern Victoria, Upper Ordovician rocks are dominantly hemipelagic
black shale and mudstone (Mount Easton Shale, Bendoc Group) which
contain one of the richest and most diverse Late Ordovician graptolite
successions in the world.The youngest Ordovician fauna in Australia occurs
in the Darraweit Guim Mudstone which, apart from an impoverished
graptolite assemblage, contains a benthonic trilobite and several nektonic
fossils including a nautiloid and a small gastropod. Black hemipelagic
mudstone dominates in the Upper Ordovician rocks and points to a
persistent anoxic environment.Abundant burrows occur in Gisbornian rocks
and reappear in the late Eastonian, becoming gradually more abundant until,
by latest Bolindian time, burrowed rocks predominate.
Silurian
The Silurian sedimentary rocks of Victoria exhibit a temporal progression
from the dominantly deep-marine palaeoenvironments in the Lower Silurian
to more extensive shallow-marine and terrestrial palaeoenvironments in the
Upper Silurian. In general, Silurian strata possess a broader range of shallow-
marine shelly fossil assemblages than the preceding Ordovician strata. Silurian
shallow-marine fossils are generally preserved in siliciclastic facies, although
rare allochthonous fossiliferous shallow-marine limestone blocks, redeposited
into deeper marine settings, are also present. Indeed, many Silurian shallow-
marine fossil assemblages in siliciclastic facies also appear to have been
transported into deeper marine environments within mass gravity deposits
such as turbidites. Trace fossils are common in some Silurian sequences.
Graptolites are less common than in the Ordovician, but remain important
for correlation.This is particularly the case for Lower Silurian units, such as
the Springfield Formation, which yield characteristic Llandovery graptolite
assemblages. Early and middle Silurian shelly fossils are uncommon, although
transported assemblages are present in the Llandovery ‘Illaenus’ band and
Chintin Formation of central Victoria. Upper Silurian formations, such as the
Dargile Formation and McIvor Sandstone, contain rich Ludlow fossil
assemblages.These include graptolites, brachiopods and trilobites, as well as a
diverse array of echinoderms which are commonly articulated, suggesting
that they may have been transported and buried alive. Macrofossils of
transported land plants occur in Upper Silurian shallow-marine siliciclastic
sediments near the township of Yea in central Victoria.These are amongst the
earliest fossil land plant occurrences known from anywhere in the world (see
Chapter 26).They probably inhabited the transition zone between aquatic
and terrestrial palaeoenvironments, perhaps living in marshes that were in
close proximity to extensive shallow-marine realms.
The Late Silurian to Devonian transition within the Grampians Group
of western Victoria is characterised by the occurrence of restricted marine
fossil assemblages composed of lingulid brachiopods, ostracods and fish
remains, as well as near-shore, trace-fossil assemblages.
Devonian–Permian
Lower Devonian strata include a wide range of shallow and marginal marine
palaeoenvironments, which yield rich and diverse fossil assemblages.
Graptolite fossils are rarer than in lower Palaeozoic strata, although when
present they are useful indicators of geological age. Early Devonian graptolite
faunas are known from the Wilson Creek Shale, which also possesses a rich
and well-preserved flora of early vascular land plants.The influx of probable
coastal-plain plants into marine sequences containing Late Silurian to Early
Devonian graptolites is indirect evidence for the local expansion of
nonmarine aquatic swamp and marsh habitats.
The most conspicuous fossil assemblages of the Lower Devonian of
Victoria, however, occur within Pragian to Emsian carbonate sequences, such
as those outcropping near Buchan in eastern Victoria.The lower part of the
fossiliferous sequence in the Buchan district includes a carbonate nodule-
bearing unit known as the Fairy Sandstone. The nodules yield brackish-
water(?) fossil assemblages of charophytes, ostracods, conchostracans and fish
remains, as well as abundant fragments of terrestrial plant material.This fossil
assemblage perhaps provides early evidence of the colonisation of nonmarine
habitats by previously exclusively marine invertebrate groups such as
ostracods. Stratigraphically higher within the Buchan area is the Buchan
Caves Limestone, a very shallow-marine carbonate unit with a rich
assemblage of invertebrate fossils including brachiopods, stromatolites,
stromatoporoids, colonial and solitary corals, gastropods (mostly towards the
base), crinoid ossicles and ostracods, amongst others.
There are slightly younger shallow-marine limestone sequences in the
region.The Rocky Camp Member of the Murrindal Limestone is an isolated
carbonate-mound deposit with abundant crinoid, receptaculitid (calcareous
algae) and trilobite fossils.The McLarty Member of the Murrindal Limestone
is a macrofossil-poor, organic-rich, lagoonal carbonate unit dominated by
grains of fine carbonate mud derived from the mechanical disintegration of
calcareous algae. Other carbonate units in the Buchan area, such as the
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Fig. 22.2: Weathered Ordovician (Bendigonian) slates containing phyllocarid 
and graptolite fossils; western side of Fryerstown–Chewton Road. Photograph 
by F. Holmes.
Fig. 22.1: Digger Island, near Walkerville, Waratah Bay; type locality of the Digger Island
Marlstone (Early Ordovician). Photograph by F. Holmes.
Taravale Formation, lack a diverse benthonic macrofossil fauna, but possess
rich fossil assemblages of nektonic groups such as nautiloids and conodonts,
in addition to the tentaculitids.The presence of conodonts in the deeper
water Taravale Formation is important for the global biostratigraphical
correlation of these carbonate sequences. Except for agglutinated
foraminiferids, benthonic microfossils are not common in these deeper
muddy carbonates, although the presence of probably neritic ostracods
suggests that deposition took place within the photic zone.
The Tabberabberan Orogeny terminated the widespread occurrence
of shallow-marine environments during the Early Devonian. Limited,
predominantly nonmarine, Upper Devonian to Lower Carboniferous
sequences are known from the Mansfield district and a few other localities
in eastern Victoria (see Chapter 6).These siliciclastic ‘red bed’ sediments
include common assemblages of fossil plant fragments, reflecting the
greater spread of plants within terrestrial environments by this time. Other
fossils within these sequences include age-diagnostic fish faunas and the
track-ways of amphibians that reflect the beginnings of land colonisation
by vertebrates. Trace fossils left by the activity of invertebrates are also
common in these sequences.
No Late Carboniferous fossils are known from surface outcrops in
Victoria. Permian rocks preserved in isolated fault blocks are of fluvioglacial
origin with rare marine incursions.The fossil assemblages of terrestrial plants
(Glossopteris and Gangamopteris; Figs. 22.3, 22.4) and associated palynological
assemblages (Fig. 22.5) indicate an Early Permian (Sakmarian) age. Marine
faunas are severely restricted, with only two horizons known.The lower, with
brachiopods, indicates an early to middle Sakmarian age while the apparently
higher, with conulariids and foraminiferids, indicates a late Sakmarian or
slightly younger age. Late Permian fossils are unknown from Victoria.
22.1.3 Mesozoic fossil assemblages 
Triassic sedimentary rocks in Victoria are extremely limited. However,
fluviatile units containing Late Triassic plant fossils outcrop at Bald Hill,
Bacchus Marsh (Council Trench Formation). No Triassic marine sediments
or fossils are known from Victoria.
One of the most profound palaeoenvironmental events recorded in Victoria
was the opening up of the rift valley between Australia and Antarctica during the
Jurassic–Cretaceous. In Victoria, Jurassic sedimentary rocks are confined to the
base of thick fluviatile sequences originally deposited in this rift valley.Known as
the Casterton Beds (Upper Jurassic), they contain sparse fossil plant remains
characteristic of their age. Continued deposition within the rift valley led to the
accumulation of a vast thickness of Lower Cretaceous fluviatile sandstones,
mudstones and coals known as the Otway Group in southwestern Victoria and
the Strzelecki Group in southeastern Victoria.These sequences contain a suite of
well-preserved plant macrofossils and microfossils.The Otway and Strzelecki
groups have also yielded an internationally significant cool-climate dinosaur and
Early Cretaceous mammal fauna. In addition, rare lacustrine deposits such as the
Koonwarra fossil bed in Gippsland enclose beautifully preserved fish and insect
faunas, along with impressions of aquatic crustaceans and bird feathers.
During the Late Cretaceous, the sea flooded into the western end of the rift
valley region in southern Victoria and deposited marine and estuarine mudstones
and sandstones.These rocks are not exposed and fossils are known only from
subsurface cores derived from the Sherbrook Group. Fossil marine
invertebrates/protozoans of the Upper Cretaceous include bivalves and
foraminiferids, whilst the plant/algae record includes very abundant terrestrial
spore and pollen grains, as well as marine dinoflagellates.These fossil assemblages
record the earliest marine conditions in the Bass Strait region.
22.1.4 Cainozoic fossil assemblages
Cainozoic fossil floras and faunas and their associated palaeoenvironments are
extremely diverse in southeastern Australia.This is largely a consequence of
the extensive flooding of the failed rift valley between Victoria and Tasmania,
which formed the Bass Strait seaway.
Paleocene strata are best exposed in coastal cliff sequences in the vicinity
of Princetown in southwestern Victoria. Here, Upper Paleocene
conglomerates and mudstones of the Pebble Point Formation unconformably
overlie Lower Cretaceous sediments of the Otway Group. A Late Paleocene
molluscan fauna is known from the Pebble Point Formation at this locality, as
well as sparse foraminiferid, shark tooth and ostracod faunas.These onshore
rock exposures and offshore cores through both the Lower and Upper
Paleocene portions of the Pebble Point Formation contain extensive marine
dinoflagellate and terrestrial spore–pollen assemblages.
The Lower Eocene Dilwyn Clay, which overlies the Pebble Point
Formation in the Princetown region, yields rare moulds of marine
invertebrate fossils and extensive assemblages of marine and terrestrial plant
microfossils. Elsewhere in Victoria, Paleocene to Lower Eocene strata yield
mostly terrestrial plant fossils. Strata with rich Late Eocene to Early
Oligocene shelly fossils outcrop near Johanna River and Castle Cove along
the western coast of Victoria. Here, the Browns Creek Clay and Castle Cove
Limestone yield abundant bivalves, gastropods, foraminiferids, ostracods,
coccoliths, bryozoans, corals, brachiopods and echinoids, to name only the
more common groups. This diverse benthonic and planktonic biota is
evidence of the earliest development of substantial well-oxygenated, offshore
neritic conditions in the western Bass Strait region.At the eastern end of Bass
Strait, more restricted marine conditions prevailed during this time, as
indicated by the low-diversity assemblages (predominantly agglutinated
foraminiferids and marine palynomorphs) of the Gurnard Formation.
In south-central Victoria, Paleocene and Eocene floras occur in the
terrestrial Eastern View Formation, which includes the Deans Marsh and
Anglesea coal measures, and which disconformably overlies Otway Group
strata. Conformably overlying the Eastern View Formation is the Upper
Eocene to Lower Oligocene Anglesea Sand. The Eocene–Oligocene
boundary occurs in the non-calcareous Anglesea Sand outcropping near
Point Addis.Within south-central Victoria, Eocene and Lower Oligocene
facies are dominated by terrestrial plant microfossils with appreciable marine
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Fig. 22.3: Outcrop of the Bacchus Marsh Formation (Lower Permian) on Bald Hill,
Bacchus Marsh. Photograph by R. Pierson.
Fig. 22.4: Gangamopteris leaf from Mortons Quarry, Bald Hill, Bacchus Marsh, length
of specimen 8.5 cm, N. Archbold private collection. Photograph by N. Archbold.
palynomorphs becoming significant around the Eocene–Oligocene
boundary.This pattern is also evident in the onshore regions of Gippsland,
where the Upper Eocene – Lower Oligocene ‘older’ coal measures occur
over extensive areas of the Latrobe Valley (see Chapter 16). In regions of 
the Gippsland Basin with a more seaward palaeogeography, units such as 
the Lakes Entrance Formation possess calcareous faunas dominated by
planktonic foraminiferids.
Uppermost Lower Oligocene calcareous units are known to extend
subsurface across Bass Strait.The occurrence of foraminiferids and ostracods in
these units marks the initiation of the Bass Strait seaway as a broad, well-
oxygenated water mass connecting the Southern and Pacific oceans. Upper
Oligocene formations with diverse shallow-marine calcareous fossils are very
broadly distributed throughout Bass Strait and the adjacent onshore lowlands of
Victoria.These units include the neritic Point Addis Limestone and Jan Juc Marl
of western Victoria (sometimes together referred to as the Jan Juc Formation),
and the neritic Longford Limestone and Wuk Wuk Marl (which are part of the
Gippsland Limestone) of eastern Victoria.These formations yield rich fossil faunas
including bivalves, gastropods, foraminiferids, ostracods, coccoliths, bryozoans,
corals, brachiopods and echinoids. Hemipelagic bathyal calcareous facies of
Oligocene age are also known from offshore regions of Bass Strait, these being
dominated by planktonic foraminiferids.
Miocene strata of Victoria exhibit a very extensive range of
palaeoenvironments, represented in both onshore outcrops and offshore oil
well sections. Lowermost Miocene sediments are exposed in cliffs at Jan Juc
Beach, where the Oligocene–Miocene transition is taken as the boundary
between the Jan Juc Formation and the overlying Puebla Clay.The Puebla
Clay and the (in part) correlative Zeally Limestone preserve evidence of a
diversity of shallow-shelf habitats and include abundant molluscan,
brachiopod, echinoid, bryozoan, ostracod and benthonic foraminiferan
faunas. Planktonic foraminiferids are reasonably abundant in the upper beds
of the Puebla Clay. Biofacies of the mid-Miocene indicate a broad range of
continental-shelf habitats for onshore outcrops and both shelf and
continental-slope habitats for offshore regions beneath Bass Strait. Of
particular note, the uppermost Lower Miocene to lowermost Middle
Miocene marine sediments of southern Victoria (e.g. the Balcombe Clay)
have probably the greatest diversity of marine invertebrate macrofossils and
microfossils of any Cainozoic interval represented in southeastern Australia.
This diversity reflects the generally high sea levels and extensive flooding of
the Bass Strait hinterland at this time. Distinctly warm-water invertebrate
faunas are conspicuous in some Miocene carbonate facies, e.g. the Batesford
Limestone.The palaeobathymetric ranges indicated by latest Middle Miocene
to Late Miocene biofacies are far less than for underlying Miocene intervals,
reflecting the generally lower relative sea levels of the later Miocene.
Early Oligocene to early Middle Miocene nonmarine sequences,
including the considerable thicknesses of the ‘younger’ coal measures of the
Gippsland Basin, yield palynofacies that generally reflect warm, wet
palaeoclimates. Late Miocene marine invertebrate biofacies indicate a
substantial climatic cooling from a warm peak around the Early–Middle
Miocene boundary.
Across the Late Miocene – Early Pliocene transition, there is a dramatic
faunal changeover event across southeastern Australia. Within the Black
Rock Sandstone, Moorabool Viaduct Sand and Jemmys Point Formation,
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Fig. 22.5: Palynomorphs from the Bacchus Marsh Formation near Morven Farm, Bacchus Marsh, R. Pierson private collection (photographs by R. Pierson). Based on the
biostratigraphical scheme of Price (1997), the palynological assemblage illustrated indicates an Early Permian (Sakmarian) age. (a) Plicatipollenites malabarensis (Potonié & Sah)
Foster, pollen, x 290. (b) Granulatisporites confluens Archangelsky & Gammero, spore, x 795. (c) Pseudoreticulatispora pseudoreticulata (Balme & Hennelly) Bharadwaj & Srivastava,
spore, x 765. (d) Protohaploxypinus amplus (Balme & Hennelly) Hart, pollen, x 420. (e) Quadrisporites horridus (Hennelly) ex Potonié & Lele, alga, x 700. (f) Caheniasaccites ovatus
Bose & Kar, pollen, x 350.
rich but variable benthonic macrofossil and microfossil faunas (molluscs,
echinoids, ostracods and benthonic foraminiferids) indicate a range of
shallow- and marginal-marine (estuarine and lagoonal) environments.
Shallow-marine lags of invertebrate and vertebrate fossils are a conspicuous
feature of outcrops of this age in southern Victoria.
Generally, Late Pliocene and Quaternary marine invertebrate fossil
assemblages reflect episodes of relatively rapid sea-level changes. Sediments in
coastal outcrops, in which these assemblages occur, predominantly
accumulated in shallow, open marine, lagoonal or estuarine environments.
Further, Quaternary floras and palynofacies from lacustrine (lake) and paludal
(swamp) deposits in southern Victoria indicate rapid climatic change through
this period. In northwestern Victoria, rapid palaeoenvironmental change is
also evident in Quaternary sequences such as the Blanchetown Clay and the
Bungunnia Limestone. Of special note are invertebrate faunas dominated by
freshwater ostracods, which indicate the existence of a large Pleistocene lake
(Lake Bungunnia) within the Murray Basin. Some smaller lake deposits
formed by the damming of streams by basalt flows, such as those at Newham
near Woodend, contain large concentrations of freshwater diatoms. Other
small lacustrine deposits in southern Victoria, such as the Pleistocene Lara
Limestone, are known for fossil assemblages of land vertebrates, in particular
representatives of the marsupial megafauna.
Younger Pleistocene and Holocene formations, such as the Doutta Galla
Silt of the Port Phillip district, contain hominid fossils marking the
colonisation of Victoria by Homo sapiens.
22.2. Invertebrate fossils
22.2.1. Introduction 
Invertebrate palaeontology has made the prime contribution to the
development of the Standard Geological Time Scale, as geological periods
and epochs are largely based on the evolutionary history of marine
invertebrate groups represented in the fossil record. During the 20th Century,
invertebrate palaeontology has differentiated into many specialist
subdisciplines. For instance, studies on early, middle and late Palaeozoic
trilobite faunas are seen as separate areas of expertise by some because of the
complexity of knowledge required to classify these fossils accurately. Similarly,
local brachiopod faunas from different intervals in the Palaeozoic have mostly
been considered in separate scientific works (e.g. Cambrian and Ordovician
— Laurie, 1987; Brock & Talent, 1999; Silurian and Devonian—Talent,
1956a,b, 1964). In Victoria, common macrofossils found in Palaeozoic marine
sequences include stromatoporoids, corals, brachiopods, molluscs, trilobites,
echinoderms and graptolites. Mesozoic terrestrial invertebrate faunas
composed principally of insects are known from a few isolated localities
throughout the State, such as near Koonwarra in Gippsland. Common
Cainozoic macrofossil invertebrates include molluscs, brachiopods,
echinoderms, corals and bryozoans, although the last require microscopic
examination of fine features to differentiate genera and species.
In addition, there is an enormous abundance and diversity of microfossils
preserved in Palaeozoic and Cainozoic strata throughout Victoria. Palaeozoic
carbonate rocks commonly contain abundant calcareous ostracods (e.g.,Warren
& Talent, 1967; Tarsilli & Warne, 1997), sporadic benthonic arenaceous
foraminiferids (Bell, 1996) and organic chitinozoans (Winchester-Seeto, 1993),
as well as conodonts, a phosphatic fossil group now regarded as chordates.
Conodonts have been critical in Victorian Ordovician to Devonian
biostratigraphy. In Ordovician strata, their main application has been to provide
correlations between the local Victorian graptolite-bearing Ordovician
siliciclastic turbidite/black-shale sequences and shallow-marine successions
elsewhere that are dominated by shelly faunas (I. Stewart in Cas & Vandenberg,
1988). It is, however, in local Devonian carbonate sequences that conodont
biostratigraphy has been most extensively used (Mawson et al., 1992).
Microfossils have been employed particularly successfully in the
correlation of Cainozoic strata. This is in part due to the evolutionary
expansion of planktonic marine organisms in post-Jurassic world seas of the
newly evolving Pacific,Atlantic and Indian oceans. Planktonic foraminiferids
from the Cainozoic strata of Victoria include globally distributed index
fossils, the local occurrences of which provide important marker biohorizons.
Benthonic foraminiferids occur in great abundance in Cainozoic strata and
have been extensively used in the evaluation of Cainozoic palaeo-
environments. Also significant amongst Cainozoic microbenthos are the
marine and nonmarine ostracods. Ostracods have also been widely used in
Cainozoic palaeoenvironmental analysis.
The radiolarians were probably an important source of silica for the
Palaeozoic cherts found in Victoria. These planktonic organisms are also
present in some southeastern Australian post-Palaeozoic sequences, although
they have not been extensively studied.
The following sections on invertebrate taxa are not exhaustive of
Victorian invertebrate palaeontology, but highlight the most common and
widespread groups or introduce new findings of stratigraphical value.
22.2.2 Early and middle Palaeozoic 
invertebrate fossils
Trilobites 
The oldest trilobite known from Victoria is an Early Cambrian protolenid
(P. A. Jell in VandenBerg & Wilkinson, 1982) from volcanogenic sandstone
within the Mount William Metabasalt (Heathcote Volcanic Group) in the
Heathcote district. In the overlying Knowsley East Formation, trilobite faunas
of Middle Cambrian age occur at two horizons referred to as the Dinesus
(lower) and Amphoton (upper) bands, but few of the species present have been
described (Chapman, 1917; Etheridge, 1896; Gregory, 1903c; Öpik, 1949).The
faunas were listed by Thomas & Singleton (1957, pp. 155-156) as including
Peronopsis, Dinesus, Kootenia, ‘Amphoton’ and Centropleura in the Dinesus band,
and Peronopsis, Dinesus, Solenoparia, Nepea, Dorypyge,‘Amphoton’ and Fuchouia in
the Amphoton band. The Dinesus band fauna was correlated by Thomas &
Singleton (1957, p. 161) with the European early Middle Cambrian
Ptychagnostus gibbus Biozone.The earliest Late Cambrian trilobite faunas of the
Dolodrook Limestone in the Dolodrook River area of east-central Victoria are
also undescribed, apart from a few forms documented by Chapman (1911).
These faunas, including Hypagnostus, Acmarhachis?, Pseudagnostus, Phoidagnostus,
Blountia, Bynumia, Tricrepicephalus, Corynexochus, Eugonocare and Aphelaspis
(Singleton inThomas & Singleton, 1957, p. 158; Shergold, 1973), were assigned
by Öpik (1967, p. 32) to the Mindyallan and Idamean stages.
The diverse Early Ordovician trilobite fauna of the Digger Island
Marlstone at Waratah Bay was described by Jell (1985), who gave the age as
early Tremadoc (approximately equivalent to Lancefieldian zone La1).The
fauna includes Micragnostus, Neoagnostus, Shumardia, Parahystricurus, Leiostegium,
Onychopyge, Pseudokainella, Australoharpes, Landyia and Victorispina. Only one
other trilobite is known from the Ordovician of Victoria, namely a species of
Songxites from the late Bolindian (Rawtheyan) Darraweit Guim Mudstone at
Darraweit Guim (Campbell, 1973;VandenBerg et al., 1984b).
No Early Silurian (Llandovery) trilobites have been formally described
from Victoria, but faunas of this age are present in the Springfield Formation
in the Keilor–Sydenham area, and in the overlying Chintin Formation in the
Springfield and Kilmore areas (Rickards & Sandford, 1998).These faunas
include fragmentary specimens of Decoroproetus, Radnoria, Gravicalymene?,
Trimerus, Cromus?, Acernaspis? and Dalmanites, as well as indeterminate
Cheiruridae, Phacopidae and Odontopleuridae (Sandford, 1996). A
distinctive genus in strata of Wenlock age in the Darraweit Guim Province of
the Melbourne Zone is the blind trilobite Thomastus (Öpik, 1953; Sandford
& Holloway, 1998), which dominates the fauna of the ‘Illaenus’ band of the
Costerfield Siltstone in the Heathcote district. It also occurs in the Chintin
Formation at Bylands (Fig. 22.6b) and the Anderson Creek Formation at Bulleen
and North Balwyn. Other trilobites present in these faunas are Ananaspis,
Dalmanites, Maurotarion and Trimerus? in the ‘Illaenus’ band of the Costerfield
Siltstone;Decoroproetus?,Ananaspis,Struveria?,Dicranurus, and an unnamed genus of
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Fig. 22.6: Trilobites (a–d), brachiopods (e, h, j–l), bivalves (f, i) and a gastropod (g). (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by D. Holloway).
(a) Cromus cf. spryi (Chapman), P136974, and Raphiophorus jikaensis (Chapman), P134034 (small specimen on right); Melbourne Formation (Late Silurian, Ludlow), West Brunswick, x 2.7.
(b) Thomastus aops Sandford & Holloway, P139969A, Bylands Siltstone (Silurian, Wenlock), Bylands, x 1.8. (c) Gravicalymene? angustior (Chapman), P12675, Humevale Formation
(Early Devonian, Lochkovian–Pragian), Lilydale, x 1.2. (d) Odontochile formosa Gill, P147848, Humevale Formation (Early Devonian, Lochkovian–Pragian), Kinglake West, x 0.7. (e)
Tyersella typica Philip, P127684A, internal mould of dorsal valve, Boola Formation (Early Devonian, early Pragian), Tyers area, x 1.9. (f) Panenka gippslandica (McCoy), P104339
(upper) and P104340, Norton Gully Sandstone (Early Devonian, Emsian), Jordan River, x 0.5. (g) Straparollus (Euomphalus) northi (Etheridge), P42143, Lilydale Limestone (Early
Devonian, middle–late Pragian), Cave Hill Quarry, x 0.6. (h) Notoconchidium tasmaniensis Etheridge, P59524, internal mould of ventral valve, Dealba Sandstone Member, Mount Ida
Formation (Late Silurian–Early Devonian), Heathcote district, x 2.3. (i) Ctenodonta (Praectenodonta) raricostae (Chapman), P17419, internal mould of right valve, Humevale
Formation (Early Devonian, Lochkovian–Pragian), Killara, x 1.4. (j) Spinella buchanensis buchanensis Talent, P127697, dorsal view; Taravale Formation (Early Devonian, latest
Pragian?–Emsian), Buchan district, x 1.1. (k) Boucotia australis (Gill), P127615, internal mould of articulated valves, Humevale Formation (Early Devonian, Lochkovian–Pragian),
Seville, x 4. (l) Maoristrophia keblei Gill, P14612, internal mould of ventral valve, Humevale Formation (Early Devonian, Lochkovian–Pragian), Mooroolbark, x 2.1.
blind acastid in the Chintin Formation; and Eudolatites? in the Anderson Creek
Formation.Trilobites of Ludlow age are widely distributed in the Darraweit
Guim Province. They occur in the Dargile Formation and the McIvor
Formation in the Heathcote district (Talent 1964); the Kilmore Siltstone in the
Kilmore district (Gill 1945, 1948; McCoy 1876a); the lower part of the
Humevale Formation in the Clonbinane district; and the Melbourne Formation
in the Melbourne district (Chapman 1912d); these faunas have been most
recently redescribed by Sandford (2000). Forms present include Raphiophorus,
Decoroproetus, Maurotarion, Gravicalymene?, Cromus (Fig. 22.6a), Trimerus, Ananaspis,
Dalmanites and Kettneraspis (see also Sandford, 2000). In East Gippsland, Ludlow
trilobites are present in the Gibbo River Siltstone of the Wombat Creek district
(Batocara, Coronocephalus, Prantlia) and in the Cowombat Siltstone of the
Limestone Creek area (Batocara) (Chapman, 1915; Strusz, 1980).
Diverse trilobite faunas of Early Devonian (Lochkovian) age occur in the
Darraweit Guim Province, in the Dealba and Stoddart Sandstone members
(units 2, ‘Pentamerus beds’ and 3, ‘Pleurodictyum beds’) of the Mt Ida
Formation in the Heathcote district (Thomas, 1937;Talent, 1964; Holloway
& Neil, 1982; Sandford, 2002) and in the Humevale Formation in the
Kinglake and Lilydale–Killara districts (Chapman, 1915; Edgecombe, 1993;
Gill, 1938, 1939, 1945, 1947b, 1948, 1949b; McCoy, 1876a; Shergold, 1968).
The faunas include Scutellum, Scabriscutellum, Proetus (Coniproetus),
Cornuproetus, Sculptoproetus, Cyphaspis, Crotalocephalus, Crotalocephalina,
Calymene, Gravicalymene? (Fig. 22.6c), Dipleura, Echidnops, Lochkovella,
Odontochile (Fig. 22.6d), Acaste, Acastella, Acanthopyge (Lobopyge), Leonaspis?
and Dicranurus. In the Mount Easton Province, the upper part of the Boola
Formation (early Pragian age; Mawson & Talent, 1994) in the Tyers district
contains Crotalocephalus, Kettneraspis and Gravicalymene? (Philip, 1962), as well
as undescribed phacopids. Slightly older (late Lochkovian or very early
Pragian; Mawson & Talent, 1994) are limestone megaclasts in the Wurutwun
Formation in the Deep Creek – Marble Creek area containing the
monotypic genus Azyptyx (Holloway, 1991) and rare ‘Scutellum’, Proetus,
Cornuproetus?, Cyphaspis, Gravicalymene? and Ceratocephala. Only a few, poorly
preserved trilobites have been recorded from the Norton Gully Sandstone
(Emsian) in the Loyola district, including Maurotarion (Chapman, 1915) and
‘Phacops’ (Etheridge & Mitchell, 1896). In East Gippsland, Talent (1963)
recorded a few trilobites from the Tabberabbera Formation (late Lochkovian
to Pragian age), including Harpes, Cornuproetus, Cyphaspis, Gravicalymene?,
Crotalocephalus and Ananaspis. The very diverse but mostly undescribed
trilobite fauna of the Murrindal Limestone (early Emsian age) in the Buchan
district includes Scutellum and Xyoeax (Holloway, 1996) as well as Harpes,
Proetus, Myoproetus, Cornuproetus, Piriproetus, Tropidocoryphe, Alberticoryphe?,
Scharyia, Cyphaspis, Crotalocephalus, Gravicalymene, Phacops, Dudleyaspis,
Leonaspis, Koneprusia, Ceratocephala, Ceratocephalina and Acanthopyge (Lobopyge).
Graptolites 
The Ordovician graptolite record of Victoria is one of the most complete in
the world (see Chapter 26), contrasting strongly with the impoverished and
sporadic Silurian and Devonian record. Graptolites are the most important
fossils in the Ordovician, where they have enabled the rocks to be subdivided
into 31 zones, grouped into nine superzones, locally called ‘stages’.The zones
and stages are fully described in Cas & VandenBerg (1988). Minor changes
made to this scheme by VandenBerg & Cooper (1992) are:
1. Zones La1 and La1.5 were renumbered La1a and La1b, respectively.
2. The uppermost Yapeenian zone,Ya3, of McLaurin (1976) was not
regarded as sufficiently distinctive to warrant full zonal status so that only a
two-fold subdivision,Ya1 and Ya2, was accepted.
3.A new Ca4 zone of Isograptus victoriae maximodivergens was recognised.
4. A new subzone, Da4b, was allocated to the uppermost Darriwilian
interval containing Dicranograptus and Dicellograptus but preceding the
appearance of Nemagraptus.
The Bolindian was subdivided into five zones: Bo1, Climacograptus?
uncinatus; Bo2, unnamed; Bo3, Paraorthograptus pacificus; Bo4, Normalograptus?
extraordinarius; and Bo5, Normalograptus? persculptus (Table 22.1).
All zone index species, and many other characteristic species, were
illustrated by Cas & VandenBerg (1988) and VandenBerg & Cooper (1992).
In the Silurian and Lower Devonian rocks, graptolites are much sparser.
Despite this, they remain the key to correlating the very sparsely fossiliferous
Silurian rocks. Garratt (1983b) organised the Silurian and Devonian
graptolites into a series of zones, which have recently been modified on the
basis of numerous new identifications (Rickards & Sandford, 1998).
Currently recognised zones are shown in Table  22.1.
The graptolite faunas of Victoria, and of Australasia in general, belong to
the low-latitude Pacific Province (Bulman, 1971; Skevington, 1969, 1974). In
terms of the depth-zone model of Cooper et al. (1991), the Ordovician deep-
water (below shelf/slope break) turbidite/black-shale facies of southeastern
Australia and New Zealand contains the isograptid biofacies (Fortey, 1984),
with a more diverse graptolite fauna representing the epipelagic and deep
water biotopes (Cooper et al., 1991). Graptolites are sparse in the Silurian and
Devonian but most also appear to represent a deep-water biofacies. The
overall diversity of Ordovician faunas in particular (approximately 320 
taxa, not including the 26 or so undescribed taxa—see VandenBerg &
Cooper, 1992) is linked to a rapid evolution rate.These features, together
with the continuous fossil record, allow reasonable estimates to be made of
both the real (evolutionary) ranges of taxa and their evolutionary rates
(origination, extinction, diversity change, etc.) in the Pacific Province.
VandenBerg & Cooper (1992) calculated an average duration of 2.5 zones for
each graptolite taxon, approximately equivalent to 5 million years each.
There are several main bioevents discernible in the Ordovician
succession, each marked by the entry of one or very few species followed by
very rapid diversification.
Reign1 of the anisograptids (Lancefieldian).
Reign of the dichograptids and sigmagraptids (Lancefieldian–Darriwilian).
Reign of the isograptids (Castlemainian–Yapeenian).
Interval of the glossograptids (mid-Castlemainian–Eastonian).
Reign of the diplograptids and orthograptids (Darriwilian–Bolindian).
Interval of the dicranograptids (Gisbornian–Darriwilian).
Interval of the monograptids (Darriwilian–end Ordovician).
Reign of the anisograptids
The appearance of anisograptids also marks the base of the Lancefieldian
stage2 and the appearance of graptolites in the sequence.The first zone, La1a,
contains a sparse fauna comprising two pelagic species of Rhabdinopora (Fig.
22.7d) and two of Anisograptus, joined in the succeeding La1b zone by
Psigraptus. By the start of the next zone, La2, these are replaced by a diverse
fauna that includes Anisograptus, Adelograptus, Paradelograptus, Clonograptus and
Kiaerograptus. Of these, only Clonograptus survives into the Bendigonian,
reaching its greatest diversity in Be1 but then declining rapidly. Only a single
species survives into the Chewtonian.
Reign of the dichograptids
Dichograptids make their first appearance in the Lancefieldian with species of
three genera, Didymograptus (s.l.), Tetragraptus (s.l.) (Fig. 22.7b) and Temnograptus,
present in both La2 and La3.An explosive radiation occurs at the beginning of
the Bendigonian, where 28 dichograptid species grouped into ten genera and
subgenera make their appearance in Be1: Dichograptus, Didymograptus
(Didymograptus), D. (Expansograptus), D. (s.l.), Loganograptus, Pendeograptus,
Temnograptus (Schizograptus), T. (Kellamograptus), Pseudophyllograptus and T.
(Tetragraptus). Especially striking is the diversity of the multibranched
dichograptids. Only seven more genera and subgenera, D. (Corymbograptus),
Mimograptus, Orthodichograptus, Zygograptus, Triaenograptus and Tridensigraptus
make their entry after zone Be1, most of them in the Bendigonian and
Chewtonian, with Pseudobryograptus making a very late appearance in the
Darriwilian.The last surviving dichograptid occurs in the early Gisbornian.
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1 ‘Reign’ in this context means that this element is truly dominant in the time range; ‘interval’ means the element is a prominent component.
2 ‘Stages’ in the Ordovician of Australasia are used in the sense of superzones defined solely by their graptolite content—see VandenBerg & Cooper (1992).
Interval of the sigmagraptids
Sigmagraptids are an important component of the Early Ordovician and show an
even more remarkable explosive radiation at the beginning of the Bendigonian
than did the dichograptids. From a complete absence in the Lancefieldian, they
expand to 13 species, grouped into six genera (Acrograptus, Etagraptus,
Goniograptus, Kinnegraptus, Sigmagraptus, Trichograptus and a probable new genus),
in zone Be1.A further genus,Laxograptus, appears in Be3,but sigmagraptids went
into rapid decline after the Chewtonian,with only four species persisting into the
Castlemainian. Two new genera, Brachiograptus and Pterograptus, make their
appearance in the Darriwilian,but no sigmagraptid survived into the Gisbornian.
Reign of the isograptids
While the isograptids were dominant in sheer numbers during their reign, they
remained a group of relatively low diversity represented by six genera, of which
only one, Isograptus, produced more than a single species.The appearance of the
isograptids is gradual, with a single lineage, the Isograptus victoriae lineage (Fig.
22.7f), beginning with Isograptus primulus in the upper Chewtonian (Ch2) and
continuing with increasing rhabdosome size through the Castlemainian and
Yapeenian. In Ca3 there are still only two isograptids, I. victoriae maximus and I.
caduceus imitatus, and only in Ca4 is there a diverse isograptid fauna with five
taxa, all belonging to Isograptus.The remaining genera, Oncograptus (Fig. 22.7a),
Cardiograptus, Paracardiograptus, Skiagraptus and Bergstroemograptus, evolved during
the Yapeenian and Darriwilian, and no isograptid survived into the Gisbornian.
Interval of the glossograptids
The first glossograptid, Pseudisograptus, made its appearance in the mid-
Castlemainian (Ca3) and in the succeeding zone is represented by four
species. Glossograptids are an important element in the remainder of the
Middle Ordovician, with three genera—Apiograptus, Cryptograptus,
Pseudisograptus—in the Yapeenian, joined by Glossograptus and Paraglossograptus
in the Darriwilian. Both survived the mass extinction event in the late
Darriwilian, and the last glossograptid, Corynoides, first appears in the upper
Gisbornian (Gi2), where it occurs in staggering abundance (thousands per
square metre) on some bedding planes. Both Cryptograptus and Corynoides
disappeared in the Eastonian.
Reign of the diplograptids and orthograptids
In Victorian strata, biserial forms traditionally classified as ‘Climacograptus’ are
often too poorly preserved to establish their true generic, and hence familial,
identity.Trends in diversity and succession are, therefore, to be read with this
in mind.The earliest member of the group, Hallograptus, makes its appearance
in the Darriwilian (Da2). In Da3 it is joined by four species of
Pseudoclimacograptus and the first Amplexograptus. Species diversity remains low
in the Darriwilian: a total of eight species occur, belonging to three genera.
This changes drastically in the Gisbornian, where five new genera make their
appearance.They are Climacograptus, Orthograptus, Lasiograptus, Neurograptus
and Ensigraptus, with a total of twelve species. Climacograptus bicornis, typical of
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Period Series Stage Zone Zonal graptolite
Devonian Lower Emsian ‘Monograptus’ aequabilis notoaequabilis
Pragian ‘Monograptus’ thomasi
Lochkovian No faunas
Silurian Prˇ i´dol i´ No faunas
Ludlow Ludfordian Bohemograptus bohemicus
Gorstian Lobograptus scanicus – Neodiversograptus nilssoni
Wenlock Homerian Monograptus ludensis, Gothograptus nassa
Sheinwoodian Monograptus riccartonensis
Llandovery Telychian Monoclimacis crenulata
Monoclimacis griestoniensis
Monograptus crispus
Monograptus turriculatus
Aeronian Monograptus sedgwickii
Monograptus convolutus
Pristiograptus leptotheca
Coronograptus magnus
Coronograptus triangulatus
Rhuddanian Coronograptus cyphus
Cystograptus vesiculosus
Akidograptus acuminatus
Ordovician Upper Bolindian Bo5 Normalograptus? persculptus
Bo4 Normalograptus? extraordinarius
Bo3 Paraorthograptus pacificus
Bo2 Not named
Bo1 Climacograptus? uncinatus
Eastonian Ea4 Dicellograptus gravis
Ea3 Dicranograptus kirki
Ea2 Diplacanthograptus spiniferus
Ea1 Diplacanthograptus lanceolatus
Gisbornian Gi2 Orthograptus calcaratus acutus
Gi1 Nemagraptus gracilis
Middle Darriwilian Da4b Not named
Da4a Pseudoclim. (Archiclim.) riddellensis
Da3 Pseudolimacograptus? decoratus
Da2 Undulograptus? intersitus
Da1 Undulograptus austrodentatus
Yapeenian Ya2 Cardiograptus morsus
Ya1 Oncogaptus upsilon
Castlemainian Ca4 Isograptus victoriae maximodivergens
Ca3 Isograptus victoriae maximus
Ca2 Isograptus victoriae victoriae
Ca1 Isograptus victoriae lunatus
Lower Chewtonian Ch2 Isograptus primulus
Ch1 D. (Didymograptellus) protobifidus
Bendigonian Be4 Pendeograptus fruticosus 3-br
Be3 Pendeograptus fruticosus 3-br + 4-br
Be2 Pendeograptus fruticosus 4-br
Be1 Tetragraptus approximatus + P. fruticosus
Lancefieldian La3 Tetragraptus approximatus
La2 Adelograptus victoriae
La1b Psigraptus
La1a Rhabdinopora scitulum and Anisograptus
Table 22.1: Graptolite zones in the Ordovician, Silurian and Lower Devonian.
the Gisbornian, often occurs in abundances of thousands of rhabdosomes per
square metre (Fig. 22.7c).The greatest diversity is reached in the Eastonian,
where 23 species occur. Genera that make their appearance here are
Diplacanthograptus and Nymphograptus.The group is well represented in the
lower three zones of the Bolindian, with fifteen species belonging to eight
genera. Genera that appear in this interval are Appendispinograptus,
Euclimacograptus, Orthoretiograptus, Paraorthograptus and Sinoretiograptus.
However, none of the species of the group survives into the late Bolindian.
Interval of the dicranograptids
Dicranograptids make their appearance in the Gisbornian and are 
a prominent component of Late Ordovician faunas. Of the 30 described
species present, 17 belong to Dicellograptus and 6 to Dicranograptus (Fig. 22.7e),
with the remaining seven species divided amongst three other genera:
Nemagraptus (1 species), Leptograptus (3), Pleurograptus (2) and Jiangxigraptus (1).
Dicellograptus is well represented in the early Bolindian but disappears
abruptly, together with the last Pleurograptus, within Bo3.
Interval of the monograptids
Only biserial monograptids occur in the Victorian Ordovician.They form a
small but important faunal element in the upper part of the sequence.The first
appearance of Undulograptus defines the beginning of the Darriwilian. Only
three genera are represented, Undulograptus, Glyptograptus and Normalograptus,
and in much of the time only one or two species are present. However, the
family survived the mid-Bolindian extinction and became more abundant 
and important in the late Bolindian, heralding its explosive radiation in 
the early Llandovery.
Silurian graptolites
The lowest Silurian zone, that of Akidograptus acuminatus, is known from
several localities low in the Deep Creek Siltstone, but their vertical
distance above the highest Ordovician graptolites is uncertain because they
occur in different structures (VandenBerg et al., 1984b). This is the only
occurrence of Akidograptus in Australia, and its preservation is very
fortuitous because most of the overlying rocks are unfossiliferous. Faunas
from the remainder of the Deep Creek Siltstone have enabled recognition
of the lower Llandovery triangulatus, magnus and leptotheca biozones
(Rickards & Sandford, 1998)3. The Springfield Sandstone is the most
graptolitic of the Silurian formations, with all of the mid- to late
Llandovery graptolite zones represented. By contrast, the Wenlock and
Ludlow record is poor and generally difficult to correlate, largely because
of the complete absence of Cyrtograptus from Victoria.
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Fig: 22.7. Graptolites. (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by D. Holloway).(a) Oncograptus upsilon T. S. Hall, P13071, Early Ordovician (Yapeenian, Ya1),
Yapeen, x 2.5. (b) Tetragraptus (Pendeograptus) fruticosus J. Hall, 3-branched form, P34278, Early Ordovician (Bendigonian), locality unknown, x 2.4. (c) Climacograptus bicornis
bicornis (J. Hall), P134906 (left) and P56046, Late Ordovician (late Gisbornian), Wellington River, x 1.3. (d) Rhabdinopora scitulum (Harris & Keble), P31912, Early Ordovician
(Lancefieldian, La1), Stauro Gully, Romsey district, x 2.4. (e) Dicranograptus hians T. S. Hall, P21936, Late Ordovician (Eastonian), Wellington River, x 1.4. (f) Isograptus victoriae
Harris, P44059, Early Ordovician (Castlemainian, Ca2), Castlemaine, x 2.3.
The dearth of graptolites in the Silurian and Lower Devonian rocks
appears to be largely due to the effects of burrowing organisms. Silurian seas
were just as rich in graptolites as those of the Ordovician. This is
demonstrated in a single black-shale bed 5 cm thick in the Yalmy Group,
which has yielded a mid-Llandovery fauna with five biserial monograptid
species (including the only known Victorian representatives of Petalograptus)
and eight uniserial ones.This exceeds, both in number of taxa and abundance
of graptolites, most Ordovician graptolite localities.
The youngest graptolites in Victoria occur in black shales in the Lower
Devonian. Two species occur, ‘Monograptus’ thomasi and ‘M.’ aequabilis
notoaequabilis.These two species span a time interval within the late Pragian
and early Emsian that corresponds to the ‘standard’ yukonensis Biozone.
Stromatoporoids 
Stromatoporoids occur in Victoria in rocks of Late Silurian (Ludlow) and Early
Devonian (Pragian–Emsian) ages. Silurian occurrences are in limestone bodies
within the Gibbo River Siltstone in the Wombat Creek – Mitta Mitta River
area (Chapman, 1912a), the Cowombat Formation in the Cowombat Flat –
Limestone Creek and Bindi areas (VandenBerg et al., 1984b), and the
Wibenduck Limestone (VandenBerg et al., 1992) in the Yalmy area (Talent 
et al., 1975).These faunas are poorly preserved due to recystallisation of the
limestones and have not been studied systematically.
The diverse Early Devonian stromatoporoid faunas of Victoria were first
described by Ripper (1933, 1937a, 1937b, 1937c, 1938), and have recently been
revised by Webby et al. (1993).The most diverse faunas are those of the Lilydale
Limestone (middle to late Pragian), the Buchan Caves Limestone (latest
Pragian?–Emsian) and the Murrindal Limestone (early Emsian) in the Buchan
district. More restricted faunas are found in the Pragian Waratah and Bell Point
limestones at Waratah Bay, the late Pragian limestones within the Norton Gully
Sandstone at Loyola, the Pragian–earliest Emsian age Coopers Creek
Limestone in the Tyers district, and the Emsian Tabberabbera Formation.
Webby et al. (1993) recognised three biostratigraphically distinct assemblages:
A Pragian assemblage, occurring in the Lilydale,Waratah and Coopers
Creek limestones, with key elements such as Plectostroma altum, Aculatostroma?,
Schistodictyon? cylindriferum, Pseudoactinodictyon, Atelodictyon chapmani,
Stromatoporella cf. granulata, Tubuliporella calamosa, Amnestostroma holmesae,
Salairella lilydalensis, Syringostromella zintchenkovi, Habrostroma tyersense,
Columnostroma clathratum and Dendrostroma?
A basal Emsian association in the Buchan Caves Limestone, with
Clathrodictyon? heathsense, Pseudotrupetostroma buchanense, Syringostromella cf.
labyrinthea, Coenostroma and Atopostroma distans.
An early Emsian association in the upper Murrindal Limestone,
with Petridiostroma delicatulum, Pseudotrupetostroma, Parallelopora ampla
and Atopostroma.
Many of the genera occurring in the Early Devonian assemblages of
Victoria, such as Pseudaoctinodictyon, Stromatoporella, Stictostroma, Tubuliporella,
Parallelopora, Psuedotrupetostroma and Coenostroma, are more characteristic of
succesions in Asia, Europe and North America that are Middle rather than
Early Devonian in age.
Corals 
At the species level, about 140 coral taxa have been reported from the
Palaeozoic rocks of Victoria, all of them in Silurian or Early Devonian
strata. No corals are known from lower in the Palaeozoic. Extensive marine
rocks of Middle Devonian to Carboniferous age have not been recognised
in the State and corals have not yet been reported from the cold-water
Permian marine rocks. Modern approaches to taxonomy have reduced the
overall number of species through recognition of numerous synonyms. All
currently recognised taxa reported to species level, with their occurrences,
are listed in Table 22.2 in Appendix 1.
Silurian corals
These are known from two main areas: the Melbourne Zone, and the
Wombat Creek and Limestone Creek regions north and east of Benambra.
Those from the Melbourne Zone, apart from the widespread tabulate coral
Pleurodictyum megastoma McCoy (the first Palaeozoic coral to be described
from Victoria) (Fig. 22.8e), are poorly known and preserved, and of little
significance stratigraphically.They are mostly solitary, and have been referred
to various species of Lindstroemia by Chapman (1925).The only compound
rugosan is the doubtful Columnaria flemingtonensis Chapman. Most of these
forms inhabited deeper-water, muddy-bottom biotopes.
In the northeast of the State, by contrast, corals occur in limestones at a
number of levels in the Silurian. The oldest appear to be those from the
Farquhar and Lobelia Limestone Members of the Towanga Formation, of late
Llandovery age (Simpson & Talent, 1995), from which the genera Phaulactis,
Heliolites, Propora and favositids are reported (Talent et al., 1975).These are
amongst the oldest Phaulactis reported from Australia. Among the youngest
limestones in the Enano Group are the McCarty’s and Claire Creek – Stony
Creek lenses along Limestone Creek at Cowombat Flat (latest Ludlow, crispa
Biozone) and a lens at Native Dog Flat (Pridoli), which have yielded
Mucophyllum crateroides, Stylopleura liliiforme, Fletcheria dendroidea, tabulates, and
a form reported as ‘Mazaphyllum cowombatense’ (Talent et al., 1975; Simpson &
Talent, 1995).The latter (invalid name) is of interest as it is the youngest by
far of the known occurrences of the genus (now Labechiellata).
Rhizophyllum cf. sinense, reported by Chapman (1920b) as the Devonian
R. enorme, was probably obtained from a limestone at Cowombat Flat.The
material determined as the Devonian species ‘Cyathophyllum’ sweeti is
probably from unit 3 of the bedded limestones (Simpson & Talent, 1995) of
the Claire Creek Limestone Member of the Cowombat Siltstone.
In the Wombat Creek Graben, at least two levels of limestones occur
within the Gibbo River Siltstone.The lower one yields Mucophyllum and
Propora, whereas the higher includes halysitids (Talent, 1965a), and is
presumably the source of the species reported by Chapman (1920b). His
report of Disphyllum robustum, a Middle Devonian species in New South
Wales, led to confusion about the age of this succession, but the identification
must be viewed with some doubt.
The assemblages are difficult to align with the informal Coral
Assemblages defined by Strusz & Munson (1997) because of their paucity.
Altogether, the Silurian coral assemblages of Victoria are in need of careful
revision and description.
Devonian corals
Limestones are rare in the earliest Devonian successions, and the oldest
Devonian corals, of probable Lochkovian age, are reported from mudstones or
small limestone bodies, possibly allochthonous (e.g. from a boulder in the
Eildon Sandstone at Eildon dam; Hill, 1947). During the Pragian, however,
major bodies of limestone were deposited, many of which have yielded
abundant coral faunas. (Fig. 22.8a-d).The most significant faunas have been
recovered from the Lilydale, Coopers Creek, Mansfield, Waratah Bay and
Buchan areas.The Coopers Creek fauna is the most extensive, due largely to
the thorough collecting and description by Philip (1962).
There is remarkably little overlap between the coral faunas of the major
limestones, most of the shared species being long-ranging tabulates. A
preliminary zonation of coral faunas for eastern Australia was set up by Philip &
Pedder (1967b), providing eleven zones spanning the Early and Middle
Devonian. Of these, the second (the Lyrielasma chapmani fauna) and the fourth
(the Chalcidophyllum recessum fauna) have their type areas in Victoria, in the
Coopers Creek Limestone and the Buchan Caves Limestone respectively.
Lyrielasma chapmani also occurs in the Waratah, Lilydale and ‘Loyola’ limestones,
which therefore indicates that all the major Victorian coral assemblages fall into
only two coral zones. However, the type species of the fifth coral zone,
Xystriphyllum mitchelli, is also reported from the much older Coopers Creek
Formation (Philip, 1962) and the Murrindal Limestone (Hill, 1950),which have
a slight difference in age.The corals of the Murrindal Limestone are perhaps the
youngest Palaeozoic examples known from the State, and the presence of X.
mitchelli at that level is consistent with its distribution in New South Wales.
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3 The two localities that Rickards & Sandford (1998, figs 2 & 6) place in the leptotheca Zone are from the Deep Creek Siltstone, not the Springfield Sandstone—see VandenBerg (1991).
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Fig. 22.8: Corals (a–e) and echinoderms (f–g). (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by D. Holloway). (a, b) Tanjilasma meridionalis (Philip), transverse
section P128606 and longitudinal section P128607, Coopers Creek Limestone (Early Devonian, Pragian–earliest Emsian), Tyers district; x 3.5 and x 2.3. (c, d) Loyolophyllum cresswelli
Chapman, transverse section P138944 and longitudinal section P138946, ‘Loyola Limestone’ (Early Devonian, late Pragian), Loyola, x 4.6 and x 2.0. (e) Pleurodictyum megastoma
(McCoy), P10875A, Cornella Member, Mount Ida Formation (Late Silurian – Early Devonian), Heathcote district, x 0.9. (f) sea star, Eoactis stachi (Withers & Keble), P49191, Melbourne
Formation (Late Silurian, Ludlow), Melbourne city, x 0.8. (g) crinoid, Helicocrinus plumosus Chapman, P384, Melbourne Formation (Late Silurian, Ludlow), West Brunswick, x 1.3.
Zhen (1998), in an overview of all Australian Devonian rugosans, reduced
the number of coral zones to four. For the Victorian faunas at least, the Philip
and Pedder choice of zonal taxa is supported by the correlation of limestone
units on the basis of conodonts (Mawson et al., 1992; Mawson & Talent, 1994;
Wall et al., 1995), although the degree of precision using the microfossils is
much greater than is afforded by current knowledge of fossil corals.
Conodonts 
Conodont data obtained from Victoria, mainly over the past 15 years, have
resulted in significant stratigraphic re-alignments for rocks of Ordovician
through to Early Devonian age and better understanding of the
transgression–regression pattern for the Silurian and Early Devonian.
Pioneering work by G. M. Philip on Early Devonian conodont faunas using
single-element nomenclature (e.g. Philip, 1965, 1966) has been revised in
terms of multi-element taxonomy and expanded. Zonal schemes established
on the basis of Northern Hemisphere sequences (Walliser, 1964; Klapper &
Johnson, 1975; Klapper, 1977; Lane & Ormiston, 1979; Aldridge &
Schönlaub, 1989; Klapper & Johnson, 1980; Jeppsson, 1997) are readily
applicable (e.g. Mawson, 1987; Mawson et al., 1988, 1992; Mawson & Talent,
1994; Simpson, 1995a,b; Simpson & Talent, 1995).
Biogeographic differentiation among mid-Palaeozoic conodont faunas,
even on a global scale, is subtle.There are, however, a few Early Devonian
conodonts occurring in Victoria that have limited distribution globally.These
include three polygnathid conodonts: Polygnathus trilinearis (Cooper, 1973;
Mawson et al., 1992; Mawson & Talent 1994) (Fig. 22.10e), reported
elsewhere only from Shishkat, Tajikistan (Bardashev, 1991; Bardashev &
Ziegler, 1992); Polygnathus zeravshanicus (Mawson et al., 1992; Mawson &
Talent, 1994; Mawson, 1998) (Fig. 22.10f) and Polygnathus hindei (Wall et al.,
1995), reported elsewhere from both Zinzilban, Uzbekistan (Mashkova &
Apekina, 1980;Yolkin et al., 1989) and Shishkat. Ozarkodina linearis, first
described from Buchan (Philip, 1966; Mawson, 1987), occurs elsewhere in
the Yukon, and on Ellesmere Island, Canada (Fåhareus, 1971), whereas
Ozarkodina prolata described from Buchan by Mawson (1987) has been found
otherwise only at La Grange, northwestern France (Bultynck, 1989).These
restricted occurrences of conodonts during the latest Pragian and Emsian
(pireneae–serotinus zones) suggest they were originally in close biogeographic
proximity to each other and/or that long-distance current transport occurred
between crustal blocks in southeastern Australia,Tajikistan and Uzbekistan,
and the northeast margin of Alaska.
Conodont data have shown that the Silurian sequences of eastern
Victoria, particularly in the region about the headwaters of the Indi, Buchan
and Tambo rivers, span almost all intervals from early Llandovery, apparently
Distomodus combinatus Zone (sensu Simpson, 1995b = approximately mid-D.
kentuckyensis Zone of Fig. 22.9), through to Prˇ i´dol i´ (Simpson et al., 1993;
Simpson & Talent, 1995). Unequivocal mid-Llandovery faunas are
represented. Late Llandovery celloni Zone and late Llandovery to earliest
Wenlock amorphognathoides Zone conodont faunas have been obtained from
several limestone bodies, notably the Lobelia and Farquhar limestone lenses
of the Towanga Sandstone in the Reedy Creek area in the upper Buchan
River. In the Claire Creek – Stoney Creek area, the sequence has been
documented (Simpson & Talent, 1995) as extending through the Wenlock to
high in the Ludlow. Interesting is the overlap of the zonal index species of the
typically European Wenlock sagitta Zone with first appearance of the zonal
index species of the cosmopolitan Ludlow ploeckensis Zone (Fig. 22.10s). Late
Ludlow crispa Zone conodonts have been documented from the same region
at Cowombat Plain (Simpson et al., 1993) (Fig. 22.10r) and latest Silurian
Prˇ i´dol i´ (eosteinhornensis Zone) faunas from high in the Enano Group
sequence at Native Dog Plain. Shallow-water conodont faunas from the
limestone bodies in the Wombat Creek Group of the Mitta Mitta River –
Wombat Creek – Gibbo River area include Ozarkodina excavata excavata,
species of Panderodus, and elements comparable with O. confluens.
Devonian conodont faunas of Victoria span a large part of the Early
Devonian. A small fauna including O. excavata excavata and a morph of O.
remscheidensis remscheidensis has been recovered from Pyles limestone deposit
near Benambra (Whitelaw, 1954).
Conodonts from the Lilydale Limestone (Wall et al., 1995) have shown
this sequence spans at least the kindlei and pireneae zones of the Pragian.
Conodonts from the Boola Fan in the Tyers–Boola area span an interval from
within the sulcatus Zone through the kindlei Zone, and presumably pireneae
Zone, into the early Emsian dehiscens Zone. Conodonts from the sequence
nicely demonstrate the evolution of the earliest polygnathids from
Eognathodus (Mawson, 1998) (Fig. 22.10a-d,k,q). To the northeast in the
Walhalla Synclinorium, limestone clasts from debris flows and isolated
limestone megaclasts suggest cannibalisation of the Waratah Bay Platform, a
persistently emergent part of the Selwyn Block (VandenBerg, 1988a; Mawson
& Talent, 1994;VandenBerg et al., 2000; Cayley et al., 2002—see Chapter 5).
Conodont data from limestone olistoliths in the Norton Gully Sandstone at
Loyola, near Mansfield (Cooper, 1973; Mawson et al., 1992) are also dated as
Pragian; palaeocurrent data indicate their source lay to the east (see
VandenBerg et al., 2000). On the Waratah Bay Platform, three Devonian units
outcrop.These are the Waratah and Bell Point Limestones — Pragian, sulcatus,
kindlei and possibly pireneae zones (Talent, 1989; Bischoff & Argent, 1990;
Mawson et al., 1992; Mawson & Talent, 1994) and the turbiditidic Liptrap
Formation, possibly an extension of the Walhalla Group of the Walhalla
Synclinorium farther north.
Several carbonate horizons occur in the locally richly fossiliferous
Wentworth Group, extending through Tabberabbera (Talent, 1963),
northwest of Bairnsdale. Conodonts recovered from these outcrops and from
limestone clasts from the oldest unit in the Wentworth Group, the Wild
Horse Formation, demonstrate that the sequence is late Pragian Polygnathus
pireneae Zone and younger (Mawson et al., 1992).
Conodonts from the Buchan Group of eastern Victoria (Fig. 22.10g–j, l–p)
have demonstrated that the group spans most of Emsian time (dehiscens to
serotinus zones) and apparently much of the pireneae Zone as well (Mawson,
1987; Mawson et al., 1992).The Taravale Marlstone has produced important
dacryoconarid faunas and late dehiscens Zone and perbonus Zone ammonoids
(Erben, 1964, 1965; Mawson, 1987; Alberti, 1993). The presence of strata
aligning with the pireneae Zone low in the Buchan Caves Limestone at Buchan
and Bindi is inferred from the widespread pireneae Zone transgression identified
in analogous sedimentary sequences elsewhere in southeastern Australia.
Amongst these is the Boulder Flat Limestone of far eastern Victoria where
pireneae Zone conodonts have been identified (Mawson et al., 1992).
Brachiopods 
The Silurian and especially Lower Devonian sequences of central and eastern
Victoria tend to be dominated by brachiopods and, in carbonate facies, by
coral–brachiopod faunas. Most of the brachiopod faunas have still to be
described and evaluated for their chronological and palaeo-ecological
significance. Some have chronological control from associated graptolite or
conodont data (cf. Fig. 22.9), but there is a lack of tight chronological control
for the late Ludlow to end-Lochkovian faunas indicated in Fig. 22.9.With the
notable exceptions of the diverse faunas from the Buchan Group and small
faunas from the Lilydale, Bell Point and Coopers Creek limestones and
limestone olistoliths in the Walhalla Synclinorium, most brachiopod faunas are
preserved as moulds.This has acted as a disincentive to taxonomic study. Seven
of the ten Ludlow to Emsian brachiopod-based faunal units proposed by
Garratt & Wright (1988) were based on Victorian faunas. Important in this
synthesis were notanopliids (Garratt, 1980, 1983a,b) that are more frequently
encountered in offshore, slope facies into which many of them may have been
transported attached to nekton (Gratsianova & Shishkina, 1977).
The sparse brachiopod faunas of the Springfield Formation (late
Llandovery age) and the more diverse faunas from the Chintin Formation are
poorly known. Faunas from the latter (Öpik, 1960;Talent, unpublished data)
are dominated by undescribed dalmanellids and strophomenidines. Late
Wenlock brachiopods from the ‘Illaenus’ band of the Costerfield Siltstone
(Öpik, 1953;Talent, 1964; Edwards et al., 1998) are dominated by the smooth
Australina tyro (Öpik) with rare occurrences of Leangella ino Öpik, small
chonetidines and strophomenidines.
Brachiopod faunas of the Melbourne Formation consist of relatively rare
and localised occurrences of coquinas with rhynchonellidines (e.g. in Moonee
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Ponds Creek).These have not been investigated since the days of Sir Frederick
McCoy, about 150 years ago, when they were identified with European forms
(summary in Chapman, 1914b). Associated forms include poorly known
dalmanellidines, while higher (basal McIvor Sandstone) is a widespread level
of sowerbyellids (prominent among which is Aegiria? thomasiTalent) associated
with occasional small rhynchonellidines and rare stropheodontoids, in places
forming a mappable interval in areas from Heathcote (Talent, 1964)
southwards towards Melbourne (e.g.Williams, 1964).
Chronological alignments in the succeeding thick clastic late
Ludlow–Lochkovian sequence of the Heathcote–Redcastle–Costerfield area
are problematic.The generally poorly preserved brachiopod faunas higher in
the McIvor Sandstone in the Heathcote–Redcastle area (Talent, 1964) are
dominated by rhynchonellidines with, at one locality only, the unusual
Notoconchidium tasmaniense (Etheridge) (Fig. 22.6h).Associated with them are
subordinate stropheodontoids, particularly Leptostrophiella and rare
Maoristrophia, retziioids (especially Molongia), atrypidines (especially
Australina), dalmanellidines resembling Salopina, small spiriferidines
resembling Howellella, generically unidentified orthotetoids and
strophomenidines including leptaenids and rare sowerbyellids.
The Cornella Member (‘Unit 1’) of the Mount Ida Formation is
characterised (Talent, 1964) by an assemblage of presently unidentifiable
species of dalmanellidines including Salopina, and Isorthis (Tyersella), the
stropheodontoid Leptostrophiella, various cuboidal and non-cuboidal
rhynchonellidines, the retzioids Molongia and Athyrisina, and the smooth
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Fig. 22.9: Cartoon displaying extent to which chronological control has been obtained for conodont data for Victorian sequences, and approximate time-relationships of
brachiopod-dominated faunas from the Silurian and Early Devonian of Victoria. Apparent overlap of brachiopod faunas in time reflects major palaeocommunity differences.  Faunas
in italics have received little or no documentation. No attempt has been made to compensate for manifest differences in duration of conodont zones. Alignments of 
Llandovery – early Ludlow faunas of central Victoria (based primarily on graptolite data) to the conodont scheme are approximate because of lack of conodont data and near
absence of graptolite data; alignments for late Ludlow– Prˇi´doli´ –Lochkovian faunas of central Victoria are tenuous.
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Fig. 22.10: Some key Silurian and Devonian conodont species (specimens with P numbers in Museum Victoria Collection; photographs provided by R. Mawson). (a, b) Eognathodus
sulcatus Philip iota morph, upper and lower views respectively, Boola Quarry, Tyers, x 45. (c, d) Eognathodus kindlei Lane & Ormiston, upper and lower views respectively of
P143156, Evans Quarry, Coopers Creek, from Mawson & Talent (1994, Fig. 16A, B), x 60. (e) Polygnathus trilinearis (Cooper), upper view of P142100, Boulder Flat, from Mawson et al.
(1992, Fig. 9G), x 50. (f) Polygnathus zeravshanicus Bardashev & Ziegler, upper view of P142102, Boulder Flat, from Mawson et al. (1994, Fig. 9H), x 90. (g, h) Polygnathus dehiscens
dehiscens Philip & Jackson, upper and lower views respectively, Buchan Caves Limestone, Slocombe’s Cave section, The Basin, x 40. (i) Polygnathus nothoperbonus Mawson, lower
view, low Taravale Formation, Slocombe’s Cave section, The Basin, x 40. (j) Polygnathus pseudoserotinus Mawson, lower view of AMF 66049, East Buchan, from Mawson, 1987 
(Pl. 25, fig. 11), x 60. (k) Icriodus steinachensis Al-Rawi eta morph, upper view of P143070, Tyers Quarry, from Mawson & Talent (1994, Fig. 9K), x 60. (l) Ozarkodina prolata Mawson,
lateral view of P142122, Buchan Caves Limestone, Sawpit Ridge section, Bindi, from Mawson et al. (1992, Fig. 10M), x 45. (m) Ozarkodina pseudomiae Mawson, lateral view, Buchan
Caves Limestone, Slocombe’s Cave section, The Basin, x 45. (n) Pandorinellina exigua exigua (Philip), lateral view, Taravale Formation, Old Tara Road Cutting, South Buchan, x 45. 
(o) Ozarkodina buchanensis Philip, lateral view of P142157, Buchan Caves Limestone, Sawpit Ridge section, Bindi, from Mawson et al. (1992, Fig. 12N), x 70. (p) Ozarkodina linearis
(Philip), lateral view of P142146, Buchan Caves Limestone, Sawpit Ridge section, Bindi, from Mawson et al. (1992, Fig. 12C), x 60. (q) Pedavis brevicauda Murphy & Matti, upper
view of P143034, Boola Quarry, Tyers, from Mawson & Talent (1994, Fig. 6G), x 45. (r) Ozarkodina crispa (Walliser) beta morph, upper view of P137682, Cowombat Formation,
Cowombat Plain, from Simpson et al. (1993, Fig 4N), x 50. (s) Ancoradella ploeckensis Walliser, upper view of P140261, unit 3, Claire Creek Limestone Member of Cowombat
Formation, Stoney Creek, from Simpson & Talent (1995, Pl. 5, Fig. 3a), x 30.
atrypidine Australina.There are also sporadic occurrences of Notoconchidium
tasmaniense (Etheridge, 1883), highly characteristic of the Dealba 
Sandstone Member (‘Unit 2’ or ‘Notoconchidium (‘Pentamerus’) beds’) of this
formation.This member has a similar but more diverse fauna including, in
addition, sporadic occurrences of Skenidioides, Plectodonta, poorly preserved
atrypidines, the strophomenidine Maoristrophia and nondescript species of
Howellella. The overlying Stoddart Member (‘Unit 3’ or ‘Pleurodictyum
beds’), has a diverse fauna of somewhat larger brachiopods, notably
Notoleptaena linguifera Gill, N. otophera Gill, Maoristrophia banksi Gill,
Mesodouvillina (Mesodouvillina) limbimura (Talent), Strophonella manta Talent
and Boucotia australis (Gill) (Fig. 22.6k). Also present are currently
unidentifiable species of the dalmanellidines Isorthis (Tyersella), Rhipidomella?
and Salopina?, rare plectambonitoids (Plectodonta), occasional leptaenids
including Leptagonia?, relatively common stropheodontoids including
Leptostrophiella, various rhynchonellidines, atrypidines including Australina,
athyrididines including Meristella and Nucleospira, the retziidine Molongia,
and the spiriferidines Howellella and Havlicekia.
The brachiopod-dominated faunas from higher in the McIvor
Sandstone and from the Mt Ida Formation have much in common with the
Prˇ i´dol i´ ? and Lochkovian of the Winduck and Amphitheatre groups of The
Meadows area, southwest of Cobar and the Bogan Gate – Trundle area of
western New South Wales (Sherwin, 1990, 1995; Fôldvary, 2000).Though
chronological alignments are imprecise, a broad biofacies pattern (Talent,
1964, and unpublished data) is apparent for the McIvor–Mt Ida interval.
Nearshore faunas dominated by bivalves tend to be replaced laterally and up-
sequence by faunas dominated by rhynchonellidine and retziidine
brachiopods with sporadic ‘Howellella’, replaced in turn (presumably down-
slope) by faunas dominated by dalmanellidines such as Isorthis,
plectambonitoids, leptaenids, orthotetoids, pentameridines, atrypidines
including Australina and rare larger spiriferidines. Brachiopods in this last
biofacies tend to occur rarely, in generally thin intervals of comminuted shell
‘chaff ’ with associated fragments of crinoids and rare solitary rugose corals.
Infrequent trilobites and molluscs are rarely complete and thus seldom
identifiable.This assemblage testifies to fragmentation during and perhaps
prior to major down-slope transport by turbidity currents. The
undocumented Wenlock Bullung Siltstone fauna (VandenBerg, 1988a) of the
Upper Yarra region may be a comparable but older example of such a fauna
displaced downslope. More distal are predominantly pelagic faunas with
graptolites and dacryoconarids and sporadic Panenka, Hercynella (both
bivalves), cephalopods and, rarely, conulariids, algae and land plants.These
slope environments do, however, have rare occurrences of unbroken shells:
notanopliids, small chonetidines and sporadic linguloids that are perhaps
autochthonous, but conceivably transported offshore attached to nekton.
What may be construed as a marine or quasi-marine community from a
shallower environment than that preserved in the Mount Ida Formation
occurs in the Silverband Formation within the predominantly nonmarine
Grampians Group of western Victoria (Talent & Spencer-Jones, 1963).The
brachiopod fauna is monospecific, consisting of the nondescript inarticulate
brachiopod Lingula borungensis (Chapman) occurring in places as pavements,
presumably generated by tidal sluicing. Associated are low diversity
thelodont–acanthodian–ostracod faunas (Talent & Spencer-Jones, 1963;
Turner, 1986). Radiometric data indicate the horizons are about Lochkovian
(Early Devonian) (Mawson & Talent, 2000).
The ‘Yeringian’ brachiopod fauna of the Humevale Siltstone, long assumed
to be Silurian but first demonstrated to be substantially Early Devonian by Gill
(1942), is more diverse than brachiopod faunas of the Mount Ida Formation.
Only a small proportion of the brachiopod faunas from low in the Humevale
Formation has been documented.The indoubtedly Upper Silurian Clonbinane
(= Mt Philippa) Sandstone Member and the ‘Macropleura Band’, respectively at
and about 130 m above the base of the Humevale Formation, have produced
notably diverse faunas (Williams, 1964; Garratt, 1983b), but these have not been
monographed. Salient elements of the lower Humevale brachiopod fauna are
Notoparmella plentiensis Garratt, Boucotia australis (Gill), and the large ‘Macropleura’
densilineata (Chapman). Undocumented are various dalmanellidines,
stropheodontoids, chonetidines, rhynchonellidines, atrypidines and spiriferidines.
The most diverse Humevale brachiopod faunas are from horizons of Lochkovian
age (late Lochkovian, and conceivably even earliest Pragian) in the
Mooroolbark–Lilydale–Coldstream area east of Melbourne, notably at
Mooroolbark and Chirnside Park, north of Lilydale. Most of the upper
Humevale brachiopod faunas have yet to be described, but typical elements are
the long-ranging Plectodonta bipartita (Chapman), as well as Notoleptaena otophera
Gill,Maoristrophia keblei Gill (Fig.22.6l),Sphaerirhynchia globularisTalent,Spinatrypa
fimbriata (Chapman), Boucotia australis (Gill), B. withersi (Gill), B. loyolensis Gill,
Notanoplia philipi Garratt and the large Plicocyrtina cooperi (Gill).These occur with
undescribed or poorly known species of Schizophoria, Fascicostella, Leptagonia,
Leptostrophiella, Costistrophonella?,Nucleospira,Cyrtinaella and various chonetidines,
rhynchonellidines, atrypidines and spirifidines, some of which have been named
but are in need of revision. Brachiopod faunas from about the middle of the
Humevale Formation have many elements in common with the brachiopod
fauna of the Maradana Shale about delta Zone of the Lochkovian in the vicinity
of Manildra, west-central New South Wales (Savage, 1974).
The fauna of the Boola Formation (Philip, 1962; revised by Talent et al.,
2001) — latest Lochkovian and earliest sulcatus Zone (Mawson & Talent,
1994) — consists of Dolerorthis persculpta Philip, Parmorthina impensa (Philip),
Isorthis (Tyersella) typica Philip (Fig. 22.6e), I. (Protocortezorthis) festiva Philip,
Plectodonta bipartita (Chapman), Notoleptaena otophera Gill, Strophonella
(Quasistrophonella) gippslandica Philip, Reticulatrypa thomsonensis Talent,
Spirigerina (Spirigerina) supramarginalis sibirica Rzhonsnitskaya, Australina
lenticulata (Philip), Boucotia australis (Gill) and Notanoplia philipi Garratt. As
well, there are species of the genera Dalejina, Schizophoria, Oglu
and Myriospirifer, chonetidines and poorly-known pentameridines 
referred to ‘Gypidula’.
The Boola Formation is overlain by sulcatus Zone (but not earliest sulcatus
Zone) to early dehiscens Zone limestones (Philip, 1965) of the Coopers Creek
Limestone (Mawson & Talent, 1994).The lower limestones of this unit—sulcatus
to kindlei Zones—have produced a small fauna with a few taxa co-occurring in
the underlying Boola Siltstone. These include Parmorthina impensa (Philip),
Isorthis (Tyersella) typica Philip, Plectodonta bipartita (Chapman), Notanoplia philipi
(Garratt) and Australina lenticulata (Philip),with species of Maoristrophia, rare large
cuboidal rhynchonellidines, Myriospirifer and small delthyridids.
On the western side of Waratah Bay there are outcrops of two Pragian
limestone units with ages constrained by conodont data (Talent, 1989;
Bischoff & Argent, 1990; Mawson et al., 1992; Mawson & Talent, 1994).
Impure limestones of early Pragian age (sulcatus Zone) from the Waratah
Limestone are coeval with the Coopers Creek Limestone. They have an
undescribed low-diversity brachiopod fauna, notably at Robins Rocks, with
a large cuboidal rhynchonellidine resembling Sphaerirhynchia, generally small
delthyridids and a rare orthotetacean. The unconformably overlying Bell
Point Limestone (later Pragian kindlei–pireneae zones) also has a low-diversity
brachiopod fauna of Buchanathyris westoni Talent, Athyris waratahensis (Talent)
and Spinella yassensis (de Koninck), similar to that occurring low in the
Buchan Caves Limestone of eastern Victoria.
Brachiopods have been described from limestone olistoliths of probable
early Pragian and possibly late Lochkovian age (Mawson & Talent, 1994) in the
Wurutwun Formation in Marble Creek and Deep Creek, east and southeast of
Walhalla. These include species of Dicoelosia, Leptagonia, Mesodouvillina
(Protocymostrophia)?,Gypidula, various rhynchonellidines including Aseptirhynchia?
and Taimyrrhynx?,with Reticulatrypa thomsonensis (Talent), Atrypa spp. and species
of Howellella including H. lirataTalent (Chapman, 1903b;Talent, 1956b;Talent et
al., 2001).Approximately coeval faunas from Norton Gully Sandstone clastics at
Loyola have produced Boucotia loyolensis (Gill) and species of Leptaenisca,
Leptagonia? and various atrypidines including Spinatrypa (Isospinatrypa)
(Chapman, 1913). The sparsely occurring brachiopods in associated but
stratigraphically higher limestone olistoliths of late Pragian – earliest Emsian age
(Mawson & Talent, 1994) have not been described.
Conodont data from the Lilydale Limestone (Wall et al., 1995) demonstrate
an age-span within the Pragian that includes the kindlei and pireneae zones.A
small fauna of spiriferidine and rhynchonellidine brachiopods from within the
kindlei Zone, associated with a rich fauna of tabulate and rugose corals,
stromatoporoids and gastropods, has yet to be documented.
Small, little-investigated brachiopod faunas are present in mudstones,
calcareous mudstones and thin limestones in the highest levels of the Enano
Group at Cowombat and Native Dog Plains in the headwaters of the Indi
and upper Buchan rivers in eastern Victoria.They are in horizons known
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from conodont data (Simpson et al., 1993; Simpson & Talent, 1995) to
include the late Ludlow crispus Zone and extend into the Prˇ i´dol i´
eosteinhornensis Zone. Atrypidines are common, especially Atrypoidea australis
(Mitchell & Dun) and Coelospira (Talent, 1959b).
The shelly fauna of the basal unit of the Wentworth Group, the Wild
Horse Formation, in the watershed of the Mitchell and Wentworth rivers,
includes poorly preserved, broken brachiopod material. However, the
occurrence of Polygnathus pireneae in limestone clasts from this unit provides a
maximum age of late Pragian (pireneae Zone) for the base of the Wentworth
Group and thus a maximum age for the faunas of the Dead Bull and
Kilgower Members of the overlying Tabberabbera Formation (Talent, 1963).
The Dead Bull fauna includes Reeftonia marwicki (Allan), Muriferella punctata
(Talent), ‘Adolfia’ glypta Talent, Howellella aff. textilis Talent, and poorly
preserved chonetidines and rhynchonellidines. Brachiopod faunas from the
Kilgower Member (Gill, 1949a;Talent, 1963; Johnson & Talent, 1967) are
more diverse and inferred to be pireneae Zone or perhaps as young as early in
the dehiscens Zone.They are from a similar biofacies as the Boola and upper
Humevale faunas and have a few species in common, notably Reeftonia
marwicki (Allen), Plectodonta bipartita (Chapman) and Sphaerirhynchia globularis
Talent. However, the majority of the species, despite being referrable to
genera found in the Boola and upper Humevale faunas, are specifically
distinct. These include Muriferella punctata Talent, Rugoleptaena undulifera
(Talent), Nadiastrophia superba Talent, Leptostrophiella affinalata (Gill),
Cymostrophia bellarugosa Talent, Parachonetes baragwanathi (Gill), Devonogypa?
polymita (Gill), Uncinulus calathiscus Talent, Eoglossinotoechia longisepta Talent,
Totia perflabellata (Talent), Spinatrypa (Isospinatrypa) undosa (Talent), Howellella
piger (Talent), H.? pinguisTalent,‘Adolfia’ glyptaTalent, Howellella textilisTalent,
Plicocyrtina cooperi Gill and Altajella? grayi (Talent).These occur together with
less readily characterised species of dalmanellidines, athyrididines, atrypidines
and spiriferidines. The youngest unit of the Tabberabbera Formation, the
Roaring Mag Member, has produced sheared athyrididines resembling
Buchanathyris and delthyridids possibly congeneric with Spinella (Talent,
1963;Talent et al., 2001), implying a fauna of similar biofacies but possibly
postdating the Buchan Caves Limestone.
Three faunas can be discriminated in the Buchan Group (pireneae to
serotinus zones) of eastern Victoria.The oldest, the low-diversity fauna of the
Buchan Caves Limestone (Talent, 1956a), is dominated by species of Spinella
and Buchanathyris, with S. buchanensis Talent and Howittia howitti (Chapman)
appearing near the top of the Buchan Caves Limestone.This fauna is best
known from the upper half of the formation at Buchan,The Basin and Bindi
and is early in the dehiscens Zone. Essentially the same fauna extends down
into the lower part of the formation to levels assumed to represent at least
part of the pireneae Zone, though this has been demonstrated with certainty
at only one locality, low in the Buchan Caves Limestone at The Basin,
northeast of Buchan.A smaller form of Spinella occurring at these levels may
be S. yassensis (de Koninck), better known from the Cavan Formation and
lower units of the Taemas Limestone of southeastern New South Wales.
The lower Taravale Marlstone, as typically exposed in the entrance cutting
to the Buchan Caves Reserve and as the Pyramids Member, is of late dehiscens
Zone age. Salient brachiopods include Dalejina philipi (Chatterton), Parachonetes
buchanensis (Gill), Protochonetes australis (McCoy), Coelospira dayi Chatterton,
Desquamatia (Variatrypa) erectirostris (Mitchell & Dun), Athyris waratahensis
(Talent), Ambocoelia? runnegari (Chatterton), Quadrithyrina allani Chatterton,
Howittia howitti (Chapman), rare H. multiplicata (de Koninck) and Spinella
buchanensis (Fig. 22.6j).Many of these forms occur in the uppermost beds of the
Buchan Caves Limestone at Bindi. Septachonetes teicherti (Gill) is abundant in
nodules at some horizons high in the Pyramids Member. Brachiopods are very
rare in the uppermost levels of the Taravale Marlstone (latest perbonus, inversus
and serotinus zones; Mawson, 1987; Mawson et al., 1992)
The Murrindal Limestone faunas (late dehiscens and perbonus zones;
Mawson, 1987 and unpublished data) are more diverse (J. Valentine,
unpublished data) and some of the horizons are silicified.The faunas include
many elements of the lower Taravale–Pyramids fauna, namely Dalejina philipi
(Chatterton), Parachonetes buchanensis (Gill), Protochonetes australis (McCoy),
several atrypidines including Coelospira dayi Chatterton, Desquamatia
(Variatrypa) erectirostris (Mitchell & Dun), and the spiriferidines Howittia howitti
(Chapman), H. multiplicata (de Koninck) and Quadrithyrina allani Chatterton.
Among other elements are Malurostrophia flabellicauda Campbell & Talent
(abundant in some horizons) and Mesodouvillina (Protocymostrophia) dickinsi
(Chatterton), Eoschuchertella murphyi (Chatterton), several rhynchonellidines
undescribed from this unit including Eoglossinotoechia? linki Chatterton,
several atrypidines including Peetzatrypa? penelopeae (Chatterton) and several
undescribed spiriferidines.The fauna has much in common with the faunas
of the Receptaculites and Warroo Limestone Members of the Taemas
Limestone,Taemas, New South Wales (Chatterton, 1973).
There are substantial contrasts in the brachiopod faunas from terrane to
terrane in eastern Australia.This may be a reflection of profound differences
in sedimentary environments, especially clastics compared with carbonate
environments, but may also include effects of substantial displacement causing
juxtaposition of terranes that were once much farther apart (Talent, 1985).
However, linkages between the brachiopod faunas of Victoria and New
South Wales, the West Tasmanian Terrane and the New Zealand terranes seem
to be stronger with one another than with other faunas of the Asia–Australia
hemisphere (Yolkina et al., 2000).
Molluscs 
Bivalves 
The only bivalve recorded from pre-Silurian rocks in Victoria is 
a fragmentary specimen from the Knowsley East Formation (Middle
Cambrian) in the Heathcote district, tentatively assigned to Grammysia
by Chapman (1917).
The diverse bivalve assemblages in the Silurian – Lower Devonian
sequences were first studied extensively by Chapman (1908), but most of
the forms he described have received no further attention and are in need
of revision.The oldest Silurian bivalves he recorded are species of Nucula
and Palaeoneilo from the Chintin Formation (late Llandovery and/or
Wenlock) in the Springfield area. From the Wenlock-age Anderson Creek
Formation at Warrandyte he recorded only Palaeoneilo. In the Ludlow, he
documented a rich fauna from the Melbourne Formation at South Yarra
and Flemington, and a more restricted fauna from the Kilmore Siltstone in
the Kilmore–Wandong district. Genera present in these faunas include
Orthonota, Grammysia, Leptodomus, Palaeanatina, Edmondia, Cardiola,
Ctenodonta, Nuculites, Nucula, Palaeoneilo, Parallelodon, Pterinea?, Aviculopecten,
Modiolopsis, Goniophora and Paracyclas.
Silurian – Lower Devonian strata in the Heathcote district contain
abundant bivalves (Öpik, 1953;Talent, 1964) but poor preservation limits
their identification.The lowermost unit with a significant fossil fauna, the
‘Illaenus’ band (Wenlock), contains Ctenodonta (Ctenodonta), Nuculites,
Palaeoneilo? and ‘Nucula’. Higher in the sequence, the McIvor Sandstone
(early Ludlow) contains Ctenodonta (s.l.) and Ctenodontella. Ranging
throughout the remainder of the sequence, in the McIvor Sandstone
(Ludlow) and the overlying Mount Ida Formation (Ludlow? - early
Lochkovian age), are Leiopteria, Actinopteria, Modiomorpha, Ctenodonta, Nuculites
and Eoschizodus. Also present are Paracyclas, Leptodomus and Glossites? in the
McIvor Sandstone, and Nuculana? Cypricardinia, Cypricardella, Anulipecten and
Goniophora in the Mount Ida Formation.
Elsewhere in the Darraweit Guim Province, Early Devonian bivalve
faunas occur in the Humevale Formation (Lochkovian–Pragian) in the
Lilydale–Killara and Kinglake districts (Fig. 22.11) and the Lilydale
Limestone (middle–late Pragian).The Humevale Formation fauna includes
Hercynella, Grammysia, Ctenodonta (Fig. 22.6i), Nuculites, Nucula, Palaeoneilo,
Pterinea, Actinodesma, Mytilarca, Actinopteria, Leiopteria, Glossites, Goniophora and
Cypricardinia (Chapman, 1908; Gill, 1950a), while the Lilydale Limestone
contains a much less diverse fauna with Lucina (Prolucina), Pterinea, Ambonychia
and Actinopteria (Chapman, 1908; Pritchard, 1913).
In the Mount Easton Province, the earliest Devonian bivalve fauna is that
of the late Lochkovian limestones in the Wurutwun Formation at Marble
Creek, Toongabbie, which contain Rhombopteria, Actinopteria and Pterinea
(Talent & Philip, 1956). In the Tyers district, Philip (1962) recorded
Actinopteria, Nuclites, Ctenodonta (Ctenodonta), Ctendonta (Praectenodonta),
Cypricardinia from the Boola Formation (early Pragian), and Actinopteria from
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the overlying Coopers Creek Limestone (Pragian–earliest Emsian age).The
youngest fauna in the Mount Easton Province is that of the Norton Gully
Sandstone (Emsian) in the Loyola and Upper Yarra regions, which includes
Grammysia, Panenka (Fig. 22.6f), Paracardium, Praelucina, Lunulicardium and
Actinopteria (Chapman, 1908).
In the Buchan Caves Limestone (latest Pragian? – early Emsian) in East
Gippsland, bivalves are a rather subordinate faunal element (Talent, 1956a, p.
45) but are nonetheless diverse. Genera present are Cypricardinia, Panenka,
Sanguinolites?, Nuculana, Eoschizodus, Schizodus, Glyptodesma, Aviculopinna,
Cornellites, Actinopterella, Mytilarca, Actinopteria, Phorinoplax, Goniophora,
Guerangeria and Paracyclas (Talent, 1956a; Johnston, 1993).The only bivalve
reported from the Murrindal Limestone (early Emsian), on the other hand, is
“a small genus, possibly Paracardium” (Teichert & Talent, 1958). In the
Tabberabbera district, a very diverse bivalve assemblage is present in the
Tabberabbera Formation (Emsian), from which Talent (1963) recorded
Pterinea (Pterinea), Leiopteria, Actinopteria, Ptychopteria, Leptodesma, Aviculopecten
(Pterinopecten), Modiomorpha, Goniophora, Sphenotus, Ctenodonta, Palaeoneilo,
Nuculana, Cypricardella, Nargunella, Cypricardinia, Grammysia (Grammysioidea),
Byssopteria?, Parallelodon and Dolabra.
Gastropods 
In the Silurian of Victoria, gastropods have been described only from the
Darraweit Guim Province of the Melbourne Zone.The oldest forms recorded
are of Wenlock age, these being Sinuitina?, Phragmolites, Tropidodiscus, Bellerophon,
Bucanella, Kokenospira?, Lophospira, Raphispira? and Loxonema from the ‘Illaenus’
band near Heathcote (Öpik, 1953; Talent, 1964), and Euomphalus from the
Anderson Creek Formation in the Melbourne district (Pritchard, 1944). Forms
recorded from the Ludlow include Tropidodiscus? and Trochonema
(Trochonemopsis?) from the Dargile Formation at Heathcote, Bucanella?,
Temnodiscus? and Straparollus (Serpulospira) from the overlying McIvor Sandstone,
and indeterminate bellerophontids and loxonematids from both formations
(Talent, 1964). The Kilmore Siltstone near Kilmore contains Australonema?,
Bellerophon and Mourlonia (Chapman,1916;Tassell, 1980),while only Capulus has
been recorded from the approximately contemporaneous Melbourne
Formation in the Melbourne district (Chapman, 1929).
Gastropods in the Mount Ida Formation, which spans the
Silurian–Devonian boundary in the Heathcote district, include Straparollus
(Straparollus), Platyceras (Orthonychia), and indeterminate loxonematids and
plethospirids (Talent, 1964). Elsewhere in the Darraweit Guim Province,
Early Devonian gastropods are recorded from the Humevale Siltstone
(Lochkovian–Pragian) in the Lilydale–Killara district, and the Lilydale
Limestone (middle–late Pragian). The Humevale Siltstone includes
Australonema?, Tropidodiscus, Bellerophon, Carinaropsis, Pleurotomaria, Siluriphorus
and Platyceras (Platyostoma) (Chapman, 1916;Tassell, 1977, 1980).The diverse
gastropod fauna of the Lilydale Limestone has been the subject of several
studies, the most recent by Tassell (1976, 1980), who described species of
Tremanotus, Bellerophon (Bellerophon), Tropidodiscus, Straparollus (Euomphalus)
(Fig. 22.6g), Phanerotrema, Stenoloron, Oriostoma, Naticopsis (Naticopsis),
Murchisonia (Murchisonia), M. (Ostioma), Michelia, Gyrodoma, Scalaetrochus,
Siluriphorus, Loxonema, Vallatotheca, Palaeoscurria, Australonema, Anomphalus,
Littorinides? and Subulites (Fusispira)?
In the Mount Easton Province, the limestone bodies of late Lochkovian age
in the Wurutwun Formation at Marble Creek, near Toongabbie, contain
Ostlerina, Cowwarrella, Tremanotus, Coelocaulus, Platyceras (Platyceras), P.
(Platyostoma), P. (Orthonychia) and Michelia (Talent & Philip, 1956;Tassell, 1977).
The limestone megaclast fauna of similar age and in the same formation farther
north in Deep Creek, east of Walhalla, includes Platyceras (Platyceras), Oriostoma
and Scalaetrochus (Tassell, 1977). From the Boola Formation (early Pragian) of the
Tyers area, Philip (1962, p. 136) recorded, but did not describe, Straparollus,
Orthonychia, a Loxonema-type gastropod, a large trochiform species probably
related to Scalaetrochus, and small bellerophontids. Presumed olistostromal
limestones of late Pragian age in the Norton Gully Sandstone at Loyola have
yielded Platyceras (Platyceras), P. (Praenatica?) and Scalaetrochus, while the
surrounding (Emsian) clastics contain Tropidodiscus, Temnodiscus?, Straparollus
(Straparollus) and Loxonema (Tassell, 1977).
Gastropods are abundant in the Bell Point Limestone (Pragian) at
Waratah Bay. The fauna was described by Tassell (1978), who recorded
Tropidodiscus, Straparollus (Euomphalus), Orecopia, Bassotrochus, Mourlonia?,
Gyronema, Murchisonia (Murchisonia) and M. (Hormotomina). From the
underlying Waratah Limestone, Bellerophon, Coelocaulus and Loxonema have
been reported (Talent in Singleton, 1973e, p. 130).
In East Gippsland, gastropods have been recorded from the Buchan
Caves Limestone (latest Pragian?–Emsian) and the Tabberabbera Formation
(Emsian).Teichert & Talent (1958, p. 11) stated that gastropods are generally
rare in the Buchan Caves Limestone, but they listed Loxonema, Baylea,
Mourlonia, Bellerophon and either Trochonema or Worthenia from the formation.
The fauna of the Tabberabbera Formation includes Buchanopsis, Prosoptychus?,
Temnodiscus, Tropidodiscus, Straparollus (Straparollus), Bembexia?, cf. Ulrichospira,
Platyceras (Orthonychia), Oriostoma, Michelia? and Loxonema (Talent, 1963).
Rostroconchs
Though occurring widely in Victoria in strata of Late Silurian (Ludlow) to
Early Devonian (Emsian) age, rostroconchs are relatively uncommon and are
typically represented at each locality by only a single species (Tassell, 1982).
Most species were originally included in Conocardium, but some of these were
reassigned to Hippocardia by Tassell (1982), who recorded the latter genus
from late Lochkovian limestones of the Wurutwun Formation in Deep Creek
and Marble Creek in the Walhalla–Toongabbie area, from the Lilydale
Limestone (middle to late Pragian) and, with question, from the Gibbo River
Siltstone (Ludlow) in the Mitta Mitta River area and from the Humevale
Formation (Pragian) at Seville East. Bransonia was tentatively identified by
Tassell (1982) from the Bell Point Limestone (Pragian) at Waratah Bay. In
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Fig. 22.11: Siltstones of the Humevale Formation (Lower Devonian), Middendorps
Quarry, Kinglake West. Photograph by F. Holmes.
addition to these occurrences, Conocardium has been recorded from the
Melbourne Formation (Ludlow) at South Yarra (Chapman, 1908), the
Coopers Creek Limestone (Pragian – earliest Emsian) in the Tyers district
(Philip, 1962), the Stoddart Member of the Mount Ida Formation
(Lochkovian) in the Heathcote district (Talent, 1964), the Tabberabbera
Formation (Emsian) (Talent, 1963), and the Buchan Caves Limestone (latest
Pragian? – early Emsian;Talent, 1956a).
Cephalopods
Cephalopods are almost entirely absent from the Ordovician of Victoria.The
only reported occurrences are undescribed orthoconic and cyrtoconic
nautiloids in the Digger Island Marlstone (early Tremadoc) at Waratah Bay
(Talent, 1959a, p. 17) and two coiled nautiloid specimens identified as Discoceras?
and Trocholitoceras? from Bendigonian Castlemaine Group slates in the Bendigo
area (Thomas & Teichert, 1947;Talent, 1959a).A single orthoconic nautiloid has
been found in early Eastonian shale from the Mount Easton Shale at Enoch’s
Point (A. H. M.VandenBerg, personal communication, 2002).
In the Silurian and Lower Devonian of the Melbourne Zone, orthoconic
nautiloids are relatively common but are generally too fragmentary and poorly
preserved to be identified generically. Genera identified by Teichert & Glenister
(1952, pp. 735–736) include Dawsonoceras? from the Melbourne Formation
(Ludlow) in the Melbourne district and the Kilmore Siltstone (Ludlow) near
Kilmore; Protokionoceras from the Melbourne Formation; Buchanoceras and
Protokionoceras from the Humevale Formation (Lochkovian–Pragian) at
Kinglake West; Dolorthoceras from the Lilydale Limestone (middle–late Pragian)
at Lilydale; and Kionoceras, Dawsonoceras, Geisonocerina and Plagiostomoceras from
the Norton Gully Sandstone in the Upper Yarra district and near Mount
Matlock. Anaspyroceras was described by Talent (1964) from the Dargile
Formation (earliest Ludlow) in the Heathcote district, and by Talent & Philip
(1956) from late Lochkovian limestones of the Wurutwun Formation at Marble
Creek near Toongabbie.
In East Gippsland, Spyroceras? occurs in the Tabberabbera Formation
(Emsian) at Tabberabbera (Talent, 1963).The nautiloid fauna of the Buchan
Group was partly described by Teichert & Glenister (1952), who recorded
Pectinoceras, Polyelasmoceras, Brachydomoceras. Macrodomoceras, Buchanoceras,
Sceptrites and Michelinoceras from the Taravale Marlstone. Also present in the
lower part of this formation are the ammonoids Talenticeras, Teicherticeras,
Bactrites, Lobobactrites and Anarcestes? (Teichert, 1948; Erben, 1965).
Ostracods
The only ostracod recorded from strata older than Silurian in Victoria is
Beyrichia, identified by Eckardt (1987, p. 20) from the Darraweit Guim
Mudstone (Ashgill–late Bolindian) near Darraweit Guim.
In the Silurian and Devonian, ostracods occur widely but the faunas
have not been extensively studied.The only Silurian fauna described is that
of the ‘Illaenus’ band (Wenlock) in the Heathcote district, but inadequate
material and poor preservation make generic assignment of many of the
species uncertain. Genera present are Velibeyrichia, Drepanellina?, Gillatia,
Aechmina, Ulrichia?, Ctenobolbina?, Grammolomatella, Kiesowia?, Dilobella?,
`Punctoprimitia’, Haploprimitia?, Cytherellina, Kayatia and Quadricollina (Öpik,
1953;Talent, 1964).The only other Silurian ostracods recorded are Gillatia
from the Kilmore Siltstone (Ludlow) near Kilmore (Chapman, 1903a; Öpik,
1953; Talent, 1963), and unidentified forms from limestones within the
Gibbo River Siltstone (Ludlow) in the Mitta Mitta River area (Chapman,
1920b, p. 191) and from the Silverband Formation (Ludlow?) in the
Grampians Group (Talent & Spencer-Jones, 1963).
In the Lower Devonian, Velibeyrichia and other unidentified ostracods
have been recorded from the Mount Ida Formation (early Lochkovian) in
the Heathcote district (Talent, 1964), and Velibeyrichia and Gillatia from the
Humevale Formation (Lochkovian–Pragian) at Killara (Chapman, 1903a;
Talent, 1963). However, evidence of a much more diverse fauna in the
Humevale Formation was presented by Eckardt (1987, 1988), who
identified Beyrichia (=Velibeyrichia), Hollinella, Kellettina, Euglyphella,
Strepulites, Drepanellina, Aechmina, Sigynus, Ulrichia and Haploprimitia from
localities in the Lilydale and Kinglake districts. Philip (1962, p. 136)
reported abundant unidentified ostracods towards the top of the Boola
Formation (early Pragian) in the Tyers area. Diverse ostracod faunas of
Pragian age have been described from the Bell Point Limestone at Waratah
Bay, which contains Chapmanites, Bairdia, Kloedenella, Eukloedenella, Geisina,
Kozlowskiella and Dibolbina (Krömmelbein, 1954; Pribyl, 1962), and from
the Lilydale Limestone, with Leperditia?, Primitia?, Paraparchites, Bairdia,
Bairdiacypris?, Camdenidea?, Bairdiocypris and Microcheilinella (Chapman,
1904; Willey, 1970). Ostracods are very common in the Buchan Caves
Limestone and the Taravale Marlstone (latest Pragian? – Emsian) of the
Buchan district but the fauna has not been fully described. Genera
recorded are Aparchites, Schmidtella, Cavellina, Chapmanites, Sulcella,
Kloedenella and Kirkbyina from the Buchan Caves Limestone, and
Aparchites, Cavellina, Bairdiocypris and Renibeyrichia from the Taravale
Marlstone (Krömmelbein, 1954; Reynolds, 1978). From the Murrindal
Limestone (early Emsian) only Bairdia has been recorded (Krömmelbein,
1954). In the Tabberabbera area, Velibeyrichia and other unidentified
ostracods occur in the Tabberabbera Formation (Emsian;Talent, 1963).
Echinoderms 
The uppermost Ordovician (Bolindian) to Lower Devonian (Lochkovian)
sequences of the Melbourne Zone are rich in fossil echinoderms, occurring
particularly in fine-grained clastics but also in sandstones and limestones. Classes
represented include Crinoidea,Blastoidea,Rhombifera,Asterozoa,Ophiuroidea,
Ophiocistioidea, Edrioasteroidea, Echinoidea, Soluta and Mitrata.
The Darraweit Guim Mudstone, dated by the graptolite Normalograptus?
extraordinarius, the nominate species of the penultimate Ordovician biozone,
yields the mitrate carpoid Protocytidium elliottae Ruta & Jell (1999a), which is
interpreted as ancestral to the Allanicytidiidae that spread across Gondwana
in the Silurian and Devonian.
Throughout the Murrindindi Supergroup, disarticulated and
unidentifiable echinoderm stem columnals are common, but a relatively small
number of species have been identified. The Upper Silurian (Ludlow)
Melbourne, Dargile and Kilmore formations in the Melbourne, Heathcote,
Kilmore, Clonbinane and intervening areas are rich in echinoderms,
including the mitrates Victoriacystis,Adoketocarpus and Notocarpus (Philip, 1981;
Gill & Caster, 1960; Ruta & Jell, 1999b); the edrioasteroids Epipaston,
Pyrgocystis and Isorophus (Holloway & Jell, 1983); the asterozoans and
ophiuroids Urosoma,Yarravaster, Lepidaster, Baliactis, Eoactis, Palasterina, Petraster,
Promopalaeaster, Phillipsaster, Ulrichaster, Schuchertia, Eospondylus, Furcaster,
Gregoriura, Sturtzura, Sturtzaster and Lapworthura (Withers & Keble, 1934a, b);
the crinoids Dendrocrinus, Nassoviocrinus, Hapalocrinus Helicocrinus, Phimocrinus,
Clematocrinus, Alisocrinus, Shintocrinus, Antihomocrinus, Quadritaxocrinus,
Trichocrinus and Kroppocrinus (Jell, 1999).
Early Devonian (Lochkovian) echinoderms are found in the Humevale
Formation in the Mooroolbark–Lilydale and Kinglake districts and in
comparable units in the Heathcote district. They include the blastoid
Sphagoblastus (Jell, 1983); an undescribed echinoid (Museum Victoria collection);
the ophiocistioid Gillocystis (Jell, 1983); the rhombiferans Hillocystis and
Henicocystis (Jell, 1983); the solutan Rutroclypeus (Gill & 
Caster, 1960); the mitrates Adoketocarpus, Notocarpos, Victoriacystis and
Pseudovictoriacystis (Ruta & Jell, 1999b, c); the edrioasteroid Rhenopyrgus
(Holloway & Jell, 1983); the asterozoans and ophiuroids Urasterella, Schuchertia,
Lapworthura, Eospondylus and Crepidosoma; and the crinoids Ophiocrinus,
Hollowaycrinus, Hexacrinites, Eudimerocrinus, Nexocrinus, Ctenocrinus, Cupulocrinus,
Plicodendrocrinus, Dictenocrinus, Dimerocrinites, Eucrinus, Clematocrinus, Frankocrinus,
Oehlerticrinus, Duncanicrinus, Stewbrecrinus, Codiacrinus, Holmesocrinus, Darraghcrinus,
Kroppocrinus, Meristocrinus,Ancyrocrinus, Crotalocrinites, Dendrocrinus, Geroldicrinus,
Shintocrinus and Kooptoonocrinus (Jell, 1999).
A small crinoid fauna consisting of Eucalyptocrinus, Hexacrinites and
Thylacocrinus is known from Lochkovian limestone in the Wurutwun
Formation in the Toongabbie limestone quarries in the extreme east of the
Melbourne Zone (Philip, 1961). Lenses of the ‘Loyola Limestone’ (Pragian,
kindlei Biozone) in the Norton Gully Sandstone, southwest of Mansfield,
yield the camerate crinoid Eucalyptocrinus fonzi, that genus also being known
in Queensland and New South Wales.
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22.2.3 Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic 
invertebrate fossils
Permian
Permian invertebrate fossils are rare in the glacially derived Lower Permian
(Tastubian and Sterlitamakian) Bacchus Marsh Formation of the Bacchus
Marsh district. A single brachiopod species, Trigonotreta victoriae Archbold
(1991a) and conulariid species referred to both Notoconularia and Paraconularia
are recorded (Garratt, 1969;Thomas, 1969). Recently a suite of arenaceous
foraminiferids, including species of Hemidiscus, Hyperammina and Ammodiscus
(Foster, Palmieri & McCann, personal communication), have been collected
from the same locality as the Notoconularia specimens referred to N. inornata
(Dana) by Thomas (1969). The ages indicated by the sparse marine
macrofossils were reviewed by Archbold (1998).
Cretaceous
Arthropods, Molluscs, Bryozoans and Annelids 
Mesozoic invertebrate fossils are rare in Victoria.They include about half-a-
dozen specimens of poorly preserved nonmarine bivalves, probably uniodids,
known from a few scattered localities (McMichael, 1957), in addition to the
classic insect fauna known only from one locality at Koonwarra.
The Koonwarra fossil beds in the Eumeralla Formation contain a diverse
fauna of over 80 species of invertebrates preserved in sediments deposited in a
shallow freshwater lake (Jell & Duncan, 1986).There are more than 70 insect
taxa. The crustaceans include a conchostracan (Cyzicus? banchocarus),
a cypridoid ostracod, a syncarid (Koonaspides indistinctus), an anostracan and 
a daphniid cladoceran. There are four arachnids (a limulid Victalimulus
macqueeni, two spiders and a harvestman), bryozoan statoblasts, a possible
uniodid bivalve, and possible oligochaete worms.The insects are represented
by 12 orders dominated in terms of diversity by Hemiptera, Coleoptera and
Diptera, but numerically by aquatic immature Ephemeroptera and Diptera.
Many taxa can be recognised in both immature and adult stages and many
can be referred to living families.
Marine invertebrates are known from bores in the Otway Basin.A single
ammonite,Hauericeras angustumYabe,was recorded by Glaessner (1964) from the
Coniacian Belfast Mudstone Member of the Paaratte Formation in Flaxmans
No. 1 Well between Warrnambool and Port Campbell. Other specimens of
invertebrates occurring in other wells in the basin have not been described.
Foraminifera 
Taylor (1964, 1971) described foraminiferids from subsurface Upper
Cretaceous (Cenomanian, or Turonian to Maastrichtian) sedimentary units
intersected in boreholes in the Otway Basin.These faunas are predominantly
of benthonic forms, although planktonic species are reasonably well
represented in the upper part of the Belfast Mudstone Member of the
Paaratte Formation. Benthonic foraminiferids are most commonly
arenaceous types. Foraminiferids were sufficiently common in the borehole
samples examined by Taylor (1964, 1971) to form the basis of a
biostratigraphical subdivision for these sequences. Genera recorded by Taylor
(1964) include, amongst others, Haplophragmoides Cushman, Textularia
Defrance, Quinqueloculina d’Orbigny, Nodosaria Lamarck, Lenticulina Lamark
and Cibicides de Montfort. Companion microfossil faunas of Ostracoda and
Radiolaria have been reported from the upper interval of the Belfast
Mudstone Member (Douglas et al., 1976).
22.2.4 Cainozoic invertebrate fossils and subfossils
Molluscs 
Cainozoic marine molluscs are known from all the onshore basins in
Victoria.The marine molluscan fauna is composed of four main elements:
1.Tethyan Indo-Pacific genera which have their major distribution in the
Indo-Pacific region and represent northern or tropical influences.
2.Australian–New Zealand genera which may have originated in either
New Zealand or Australia but are not known outside this region (these are
generally temperate to cool-water genera and some have a relationship with
species from southern South America and Antarctica).
3. Endemic genera known only from southern Australia or the deeper
cooler waters of the east and west coasts of the continent (the proportion of this
element has increased in southern Australia from the Paleocene to Recent).
4. Cosmopolitan genera, that is genera with a worldwide or nearly
worldwide distribution.
The proportions of these four elements fluctuated throughout the Cainozoic
era and thus give an indication of the climate during that time (Darragh, 1985).
For example, at the time when the Indo-Pacific element is strongest, it is inferred
that the sea temperatures were somewhat warmer than at present.
Molluscs are found in shelf sediments deposited at depths from just
below low-tide level to about the mid-shelf. Molluscs living on rocky
bottoms such as chitons, haliotids and turbinids are uncommon.
The earliest known fauna in southern Australia is of Late Paleocene age.
Occurring in the Otway Basin, it contains about 90 species of molluscs of
shallow-water origin, most of which are assigned to cosmopolitan genera
such as the bivalves Ledina, Cucullaea, Glycymeris, Pinna, Parvamussium, Anomia,
Pycnodonte, Bornia and Panopea; the gastropods Calliotropis, Conominolia,
Cirsochelus, Sassia, Columbarium (Fig. 22.13c,d), Proximitra, Acteon, Tornatellaea
and Spiratella; the scaphopod Fissidentalium; and the nautiloid cephalopods
Eutrephoceras and Aturoidea (Darragh, 1994, 1997a). There are very few
endemic genera present and the fauna does not show any particular faunal
affinity with other Palaeogene faunas of the southern hemisphere. Genera
with a southern hemisphere affinity are the bivalves, Lahillia (Fig. 22.12h,i),
Neilo (Australoneilo), and gastropods Colposigma, Marshallaria and Zemacies.The
only undoubted endemic genera are Eotrigonia (Fig. 22.12a,b) and Botelloides.
The composition of the fauna suggests that it lived in cool-temperate water.
By Late Eocene time, when the next youngest molluscan fauna of any
significance lived, the basic compositional elements of the modern molluscan
fauna had been established. Australian endemic genera (such as bivalves
Limarca and Exosiperna, and gastropods Jetwoodsia, Dennantia, Austrolithes,
Ancillista, Antephalium, Ternivoluta, Notopeplum, Ericusa and Notovoluta) formed
a significant part of the fauna and there had been an influx of immigrants
from the Tethyan region (bivalves Pratulum, Semelangulus, Myadora, Clavagella;
gastropods Basillisa, Bolma, Liotina, Orthochetus, Ataxocerithium, Cypraedia,
Chicoreus, Cochlespira, Borsonia and Conorbis) and the New Zealand region
(bivalves Notogrammatodon, Cosa, Notostrea, Hedecardium, Dosina, Hina,
Fossacallista; gastropods Pareora, Spirocolpus, Archierato, Proterato, Ellatrivia,
Alocospira, Waimatea, Waihoaia, Alcithoe, Omaruia), though cosmopolitan
elements were still important.This fauna lived in warmer water than that of
the Paleocene, but not as warm as that of the Oligocene and Miocene.
Eocene molluscs are known only from the Otway Basin.
The Oligocene and Early to Middle Miocene faunas of the Otway Basin
and Port Phillip Embayment are the richest in genera and species of the
Victorian Cainozoic.They provide evidence for a significant warming across
southern Australia, with a thermal maximum in the Middle Miocene marked
by the presence of several Indo-Pacific genera such as Crassatella, Solecurtus,
Cassidaria, Ficus, Ranella, Biplex, Concholepas, Tudicla, Personella, and Eudolium
that are not found higher in the stratigraphic column. However, nowhere in
the south could conditions be regarded as tropical.This warming event was
not uniform across southern Australia. In the Eucla and St.Vincent Basins,
faunas indicate even warmer water than in the southeast, leading to the
recognition of two provinces — the Austral-Indo-Pacific Province in the
Bremer, Eucla and St.Vincent Basins in Western Australia and South Australia
and the Southeast Australian Province in the Murray, Otway, Bass and
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Fig. 22.12: Cainozoic invertebrate fossils; bivalves (a–k) and gastropods (l, m). (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by M. Darragh). (a) Eotrigonia
intersitans (Tate), P42504, right valve internal view, Upper Oligocene, Maude, x 1.1. (b) Eotrigonia intersitans (Tate), P42504, right valve external view, Upper Oligocene, Maude, x
1.1. (c) Grandaxinea ornithopetra (Chapman & Singleton), holotype, P12465, right valve external view, Upper Oligocene, Bird Rock Cliff, Torquay, x 0.7. (d) Grandaxinea ornithopetra
(Chapman & Singleton), holotype, P12465, right valve internal view, Upper Oligocene, Bird Rock Cliff, Torquay, x 0.7. (e) Neotrigonia howitti (McCoy), P47581, left valve external
view, Lower Pliocene, Kalimna, x 0.8. (f) Eucrassatella kingicoloides (Pritchard), P127566, left valve external view, Lower Pliocene, Kalimna, x 0.7. (g) Eucrassatella kingicoloides
(Pritchard), P127566, left valve internal view, Lower Pliocene, Kalimna, x 0.7. (h) Lahillia australica Singleton, P142916, right valve external view, Upper Paleocene, Pebble Point, x 0.6.
(i) Lahillia australica Singleton, P142916, right valve internal view, Upper Paleocene, Pebble Point, x 0.6. (j) Proxichione subtilicostata Darragh, P23822, left valve external view, mid-
Miocene, Muddy Creek, x 0.8. (k) Proxichione subtilicostata Darragh, P23822, left valve internal view, mid-Miocene , Muddy Creek, x 0.8. (l) Serratifusus craspedotus (Tate), P26487,
apertural view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 1.3. (m) Serratifusus craspedotus (Tate), P26487, abapertural view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 1.3.
Gippsland basins of Victoria. Genera characteristic of the Austral-Indo-Pacific
Province include Veremolpa, Anodontia, Diastoma, Campanile, Strombus and
Terebelum.These are not known from Victoria.
The two provinces persisted through the Miocene into the Pliocene,
but by latest Pliocene there seems to have been more uniformity across
southern Australia with the establishment of a fauna that was essentially
modern in its composition, owing to a gradual cooling through the Late
Miocene and Pliocene.
Many genera characteristic of southern Australia first make their
appearance in the Late Oligocene to Middle Miocene.These include the
bivalves Propeleda, Scaeoleda, Neotrigonia (Fig. 22.12e), Plebidonax, Proxichione
(Fig. 22.12j,k) and Myochama, and gastropods Notohaliotis, Laetifautor,
Euninella, Nototrivia, Umbilia (Fig. 22.13g,h), Austrocypraea, Austrotriton,
Austroharpa, Ternivoluta (Fig. 22.13a,b), Amoria and Livonia.
In the Upper Miocene and Pliocene only shallow-water sediments
outcrop.These harbour genera typical of shallower waters such as the bivalves
Placamen, and Bassina, and gastropods Leiopyrga, Bankivia, Sydaphera and Tylospira
(Fig. 22.13e,f) appear for the first time. By the Pliocene, the fauna is essentially
modern at the generic level. Only one genus, Zenatiopsis, is known to have
become extinct at the end of the Pliocene. A very few genera make their
appearance in the Pleistocene, the scallop Pecten being the best known of these.
The faunas of the Pleistocene and Holocene deposits consist principally
of very shallow-water species (Valentine, 1965), all of which, with one or two
important exceptions such as Ninella torquata, are still living in the sea
adjacent to the Victorian coast.
Tertiary fossil chitons are listed by Cotton & Godfrey (1970) and Cotton
(1964) and all other Tertiary molluscs with bibliography in Darragh (1970).
Contributions since include Beu & Ponder (1979), Beu & Darragh (2001),
Cernohorsky (1970), Buonaiuto (1977), Darragh (1971, 1986, 1989, 1991),
Darragh & Kendrick (1980), Fleming (1978), Garrard (1972, 1977), Janssen
(1990), Long (1981), Ludbrook (1971b,1973), Ponder (1973, 1983, 1984,
1985), Ponder & Darragh (1975), Smith (1971),Vokes (1974a,b, 1985a,b).
Nonmarine Palaeogene and Neogene molluscs are very little known.A few
undescribed freshwater snails are found in freshwater limestones.The only other
nonmarine Cainozoic macrofossil invertebrate known is an insect in amber.
Corals 
Corals are found in all of the onshore Cainozoic marine basins. All corals are
ahermatypic and most are solitary.They mainly occur in marl and clay and these
facies are a major limiting factor on their distribution.The most significant locality,
the one with the greatest variation and quantity, is Torquay in the mid-Tertiary Jan
Juc Marl (Figs. 22.14, 22.15a–d). Early works on the systematic classification of
local Cainozoic corals include Dennant (1899a,b, 1902a,b, 1903, 1904).
Modern ahermatypic coral genera are temperature- and depth-dependent.
Where modern taxa have fossil relatives in the Victorian Cainozoic, that
relationship can be used to interpret the depth and the temperature of the fossil
forms’ environment of deposition (Table 22.3 in Appendix 1).
There are a total of 145 described species in 33 genera known from the
Palaeogene and Neogene of Victoria.The majority of the genera have a wide
distribution through both time and space. Only five genera, Holcotrochus,
Platytrochus, Trematotrochus, Notophyllia and Pleuropodia, are endemic to the
southern and eastern Australian regions.
Brachiopods 
There are 20 genera of brachiopods recorded from the Palaeogene and
Neogene of Victoria. The majority are members of three terebratellid
subfamilies—the Anakineticinae and Bouchardiinae found in carbonate sands
ranging in age from Eocene to Pliocene and the Terebratellinae found
predominantly in Miocene bioclastic sediments.With one exception, these
genera and their species are endemic; the exception, Neobouchardia minima, is
one of three species shared by Australia and New Zealand, a fact which
indicates that some part of the Gondwanan shelf fauna contributed to the
shelves of Australia and New Zealand (Richardson, 1994).
The genera belonging to other groups are an insignificant part of the
Tertiary fauna. Most are cosmopolitan members of the Inarticulata
(Craniscus), Rhynchonellida (Tegulorhynchia), and Terebratulida (Cancellothyris,
Murravia,Terebratulina, Gryphus, Epacrosina). Only individuals of species of two
genera of the Laqueidae, Aldingia and Frenulina, occur in sufficient abundance
to assess the variability in characters from which relationships with the other
members of the family can be evaluated.
The anakineticinid genera described are Aliquantula from the Eocene
(Castle Cove Limestone); Pilkena, Upper Oligocene (Gellibrand and Jan Juc
marls); Magadinella, Upper Oligocene (Point Addis Limestone) and Middle
Miocene (Muddy Creek Marl); Elderra, Middle Miocene (Gippsland
Limestone); and Anakinetica, Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene (Gambier
Limestone and Puebla Formation) and Upper Miocene (Black Rock
Sandstone). Bouchardiinid genera are Neobouchardia from the Lower Miocene
(Puebla Formation) and Malletia from the Lower Miocene (Puebla
Formation) and Upper Miocene (Black Rock Sandstone).
The terebratellinid genera are Cudmorella from the Oligocene (Jan Juc
and Fishing Point marls), Austrothyris (Fig. 22.15m–o) from the Oligocene
(Point Addis and Calder River limestones) and Miocene (Port Campbell
and Bairnsdale limestones), Victorithyris from the Miocene (Port Campbell,
Gambier, Bairnsdale, Batesford and Gippsland limestones, and Rutledges
Creek Member), and Deidrothyris, also Miocene (Batesford Limestone and
Muddy Creek Marl).
The greater abundance and diversity of genera from laqueid and
terebratellid families are a consequence of family age.They are the youngest of
the brachiopod families and Cooper (1988) has noted that, since the end of the
Jurassic, there is no evidence of diversification in the Rhynchonellida or in the
terebratulid suborder Terebratulinida. That is, with the exception of the
terebratellid and laqueid members of the Terebratellidina, the articulate
brachiopods in the Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene are a ‘relict’ group.
Modern seas contain species of Palaeogene and Neogene fossil genera from the
Anakineticinae (Ankinetica and Magadinella) but none from the Terebratellinae.
Distribution of brachiopods is independent of latitude, depth or
temperature. Substrate is the only significant factor governing their distribution.
A comprehensive list of Australian, including Victorian,Tertiary brachiopods
was published by Thomson (1927). Subsequent revisions have been undertaken
by Richardson (1973a,b, 1980, 1994, 1997) and Archbold (1991b).
Echinoderms 
There are 84 echinoid generic taxa currently described from the Palaeogene and
Neogene of Australia, of which 55 are known to occur in the onshore basins of
Victoria.The ratio of irregular to regular forms is exactly 2:1.The earliest Cainozoic
echinoids in Victoria occur in the Upper Eocene of the Aire district within the
Otway Basin.Although nine genera have been recorded, only six can be verified
from existing collections—Corystus (Fig.22.15j),Echinolampas,Eurhodia,Gillechinus,
Stereocidaris and Sylocidaris.The others, Apatopygus, Hemiaster and Orbispala may or
may not be of Late Eocene age.This restricted fauna indicates a weak correlation
with echinoids of a similar age in coastal basins of South Australia.
The Late Oligocene echinoid fauna of the Aire district strongly resembles the
fauna recorded from elsewhere in the Otway Basin, both in content and overall
diversity. On the other hand, the Upper Oligocene deposits of the Torquay Basin
contain a diverse echinoid fauna having more in common with that of the
southern Australian Eucla and St.Vincent basins.However, the Torquay Basin,with
the highly variable lithology of the Jan Juc Formation, possesses by far the most
diverse echinoid fauna of the Upper Oligocene,having a total of 27 genera.Three
of these genera, Apoxypetalum, Pentechinus and Waurnia, appear to be restricted to
this time interval and may also be endemic to the Torquay Basin.
The Victorian coastal basins, together with the intracratonic Murray
Basin, constitute a Miocene southeastern Australian province. A total of 32
echinoid genera characterise the province and separate it from a Miocene
southwestern Australian province formed by the Eucla and St.Vincent basins.
The Miocene pattern of echinoid distribution is quite distinct from 
the more uniform distribution pattern observed for Late Oligocene
echinoids across southern Australia. A similar relationship is seen in 
the distribution of molluscs.
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The southeastern Australian province itself became subdivided into
western and eastern sectors during the Miocene.The Miocene of the Murray
Basin (predominantly subsurface in Victoria) and of the Otway and Torquay
basins possess similar faunal elements, giving them a distinct western
Victorian character. The Port Phillip and Gippsland basins constitute an
eastern sector, with the Western Port Basin left unassigned owing to the
paucity of recorded material.
The Murray Basin, which forms the western limit of the southeastern
Australian province, possesses the most diverse fossil echinoid fauna recorded
in Australia.A total of 40 genera are known from the Miocene, five of which,
Hysteraster, Porterpygus, Cryptechinus, Menocidaris and Murravechinus, have not
been recorded elsewhere. The fauna has a close affinity with that of the
Torquay Basin, with which it shares a total of 20 genera, 91% of the Torquay
Basin’s Miocene echinoid fauna. The Otway Basin, the third basin of the
western sector, contains 32 recorded genera, 17 in common with the other
two basins. Nine of these, Clypeaster, Corystus, Echinolampas, Eupatagus,
Fibularia, Lovenia (Fig. 22.15k), Monostychia, Goniocidaris, and Ortholophus, are
widely distributed throughout southern Australia, while one, Actapericulum, is
endemic to these three basins.
In the eastern sector of the southeastern Australian province, 25 echinoid
genera are recorded from the Miocene of the Port Phillip Basin, one of
which, Evechinus, is endemic.The Gippsland Basin has a slightly less diverse
fauna with only 18 genera recorded, twelve being shared with the Port
Phillip Basin. Although none of these genera are restricted to the eastern
sector, five of them, Cyclaster, Schizaster (Schizaster) (Fig. 22.15g), Austrocidaris,
Delocidaris and Orbispala, are restricted to the southeastern Australian
province, while the others, Clypeaster (Fig. 22.15h), Eupatagus, Lovenia,
Monostychia, Goniocidaris, Ortholophus and Phyllocanthus, are widely distributed.
One genus found in the Gippsland Basin, Pseudechinus, is otherwise known
only from extant faunas.
Late Neogene faunas are poorly known, with only Fellaster being
recorded from both eastern and western Victoria.
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Fig. 22.13: Cainozoic fossil gastropods. (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by M. Darragh). Athleta (Terrivoluta) subcrenulifera Darragh,  P22481,
apertural view, Lower Miocene, Horden Vale, x 1.8. (b) Athleta (Terrivoluta) subcrenulifera Darragh,  P22481, abapertural view, Lower Miocene, Horden Vale, x 1.5. (c) Columbarium
acanthostephes acanthostephes (Tate), P16449, abapertural view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 1.3. (d) Columbarium acanthostephes acanthostephes (Tate), P16449,
apertural view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 1.3. (e) Tylospira coronata (Tate), P135835, apertural view, Lower Pliocene, Hamilton, Victoria, x 1.3. (f) Tylospira coronata
(Tate), P135835, abapertural view, Lower Pliocene, Hamilton, x 1.3. (g) Umbilia eximia (G. B. Sowerby), P302744, dorsal view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 0.9. (h)
Umbilia eximia (G. B. Sowerby), P302744, lateral view, mid-Miocene, Fossil Beach, Mornington, x 1.0.
Extant echinoid genera found in Australian waters total about 90 (Rowe
& Gates, 1995), of which one third are known from the Palaeogene and
Neogene fossil record of southern and western Australia.The compositions
of both these southern and western Australian fossil faunas show affinities to
the extant fauna of the present-day southern Australian region.Within the
modern Bass Strait province, 24 extant genera occur, of which four are
known from Australian mid-Cainozoic localities, although only 10 are related
to fossils recorded in adjacent Victorian onshore basins.While similarities
exist between Oligocene–Miocene and Recent faunas, temperature
preferences exhibited by extant genera show a very limited relationship to
mid-Cainozoic distribution patterns. Seven of the genera recorded from
Victorian basins, Brissopsis, Echinolampas, Echinoneus, Lovenia, Pericosmus (Fig.
22.15i), Schizaster (Schizaster), and Eucidaris, are today restricted to tropical
zones in northern Australia or to eastern zones, including the Tasman Sea,
under the influence of the subtropical East Australian Current.
The proportion of extant tropical genera present in the fossil record
increases from four in the Late Oligocene to eight in the Miocene. This
represents a major compositional change in the Australian echinoid fauna.
The period was marked by the first of a series of warming events
(McGowran & Li, 1994) that probably influenced evolutionary trends.This
compositional change is characterised by the extinction of genera such as
Apoxypetalum, Meoma, Waurnia, and Pentechinus, and the appearance of
Actapericulum, Brissus, Notolampas, Peraspatangus, Schizaster (Dipneustes),
‘Sismondia’, Studeria, Austrocidaris, Menocidaris, Heliocidaris and Murravechinus.
Other echinoderms known from the Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene
basins are restricted to segments of comatulids (free-swimming crinoids),
stalked crinoids, asteroids, ophiuroids and dermal spicules of holothuroids.All
are comparatively uncommon and undescribed.
Holmes (1993) published a complete list of Australian fossil echinoids,
with annotated bibliography. Subsequent references are Holmes (1995, 1999),
Irwin (1995), Irwin & Archbold (1994) and McNamara (1994).
Decapods and Cirripedes
Two groups of Cainozoic macroscopic crustaceans are well known—the
crabs (Decapoda) and the barnacles (Cirripedia). The only crab that is
relatively common locally is Ommatocarcinus corioensis, which can be found
in a comparably complete state preserved in burrows (Jenkins, 1975).
Other Tertiary decapod remains are usually fragmentary and have not been
described. Barnacles are common particularly in the Neogene or in faunas
typical of rocky bottoms (Buckeridge, 1983).
Bryozoans 
Bryozoa are exceptionally abundant and diverse in the marine Cainozoic of
Victoria, in many places forming a significant proportion of the sediment
fraction.Their importance as part of the fauna of the continental shelf has
continued to the Recent, where bryozoan remains constitute a major fraction
of the sediments off southern Australia.
Palaeogene and Neogene bryozoans have a long history of investigation
in southeastern Australia (e.g.Tenison Woods, 1880;Waters, 1881, 1882, 1885;
MacGillivray, 1895; Maplestone, 1901, 1904; Stach, 1935a,b; Brown, 1958;
Wass, 1975; Bock & Cook, 1993a, b, 1995a, b, 1996, 1999, 2001, 2002).
However, the use of scanning electron microscopy to show increased detail,
and the systematic studies since 1953, have resulted in the systematics of
many of the earlier bryozoan records being of little practical application.
Many of the descriptions of new species by early workers were apparently
based upon single fragments, or upon very small samples. It is clear that study
of larger collections is necessary for a fuller definition of interspecific and
intraspecific variation. In addition, the stratigraphic control of most of the
early bryozoan papers was inadequate.While there is a general belief that the
bryozoans are of little use in biostratigraphy, it would be more accurate to say
that their biostratigraphic value has not yet been adequately tested.
Most of the bryozoan faunas that have been studied were separated from
clay-rich sediments, in which the preservation is particularly fine. Bryozoa are
mainly found in open-marine environments; estuarine bryozoans are generally
poorly calcified, and are far less likely to be preserved. Mobile sandy substrates
may support bryozoans, but these also are rarely preserved.A characteristic fauna
of the modern shelf with a high diversity has been described as the ‘sand fauna’.
This contains a large number of bryozoans with soft, cuticular rootlets, such as
Sphaeropora and Melicerita (Cook, 1979).This fauna has some similarities with
components of the faunas collected from Cainozoic clay-rich sediments, such as
the Fyansford Formation. Many Cainozoic limestones also contain diverse and
important colonial bryozoan skeletal remains which, for the most part, have not
been studied in detail.The many studies of colony form distribution have shown
that there are no easy answers in palaeoecology, although bryozoans have
become an important tool in palaeoecological analysis (Hageman et al., 1998).A
major assumption in interpreting current or wave activity from the type of
bryozoan colony form is that the bryozoan colonies were attached to a rigid
local substrate. However, it is clear that a large number of flexible, ephemeral
substrates were also exploited, such as sponges, hydroids and uncalcified
bryozoans. Delicate bryozoans can survive moderate wave or current activity
when the local substrate can respond to the agitation.
The lack of recent revision of the fauna means that estimates of diversity
must be very approximate. More than 500 species can be recognised from the
existing literature on the Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene.While some of
these will be recognised as synonyms, it is clear that revision will also result in
recognition of many more undescribed species. A recent study of the group
of modern and fossil ‘lunulitiform’ (free-living, cap- or dome-shaped)
bryozoans from the Cainozoic of Australia and New Zealand by Cook &
Chimonides (1984a,b, 1985a,b,c, 1986, 1987) showed the high diversity of
the fauna; subsequent studies have revealed further new species.
The Order Cyclostomata has colonies constructed from tubular zooid
units, normally with a round terminal orifice.A few species are found in most
samples, with some clay-rich samples containing many erect, fragile forms.
Many species were described by the early workers, but there are no recent
studies of Australian forms.
The highest diversity is found in the Order Cheilostomata, in which the
zooids are typically box-shaped. Family-level systematics are still being revised.
Among the groups which are most significant in the Victorian Palaeogene and
Neogene are the Family Adeonidae, with a large number of erect bilaminate
species.The high diversity has continued to the modern fauna.The Family
Lepraliellidae has many fossil representatives, in the genera Celleporaria and
Sphaeropora. Celleporaria is found as large colonies in some localities, such as the
‘Cellepora Beds’ at Jan Juc Beach, and the limestone at Longford.Additional
small colonies or fragments are encountered in other facies.
The Family Phidoloporidae is represented by a large number of erect
fenestrate forms, mainly in the genus Reteporella (once known as Retepora)
(Fig. 22.16e); a number of encrusting forms are known, but have not been
revised recently.The Family Catenicellidae is one of the most diverse Recent
and fossil Cainozoic bryozoan groups of Australia. Colonies are erect and
bushy, and constructed of calcified units of one, two or three zooids (Fig.
22.16d).The uncalcified joints decay after the death of the colony, and so the
small calcified units are found in the fine fraction of the sediment.
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Fig. 22.14: Jan Juc Marl (Upper Oligocene), east of Fishermans Steps, Torquay.
Photograph by F. Holmes.
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Fig. 22.15: Cainozoic invertebrate fossils; corals (a–d) (specimens from M. Grover private collection; photographs by M. Grover); echinoids (e–l) and brachiopods (m–o) (specimens
from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by M. Darragh). (a, b) Placotrochus magnus Dennant, profile and calice views, Upper Oligocene (Jan Juc Marl), Torquay, x 1.5 and x
2.0. (c, d) Flabellum pavoninum distinctum Milne, Edward & Haime, profile and calice views, Upper Oligocene (Jan Juc Marl), Torquay, x 2.3 and x 2.8. (e, f) Goniosigma singletoni
(Philip), P102917, lateral and dorsal views, Upper Miocene (or lowermost Pliocene), Beaumaris, x 1.3 and x 1.1. (g) Schizaster sphenoides Hall, P53194, dorsal view, Middle Miocene,
cliffs between Port Campbell and Sherbrook River, x 0.5. (h) Clypeaster gippslandicus (McCoy), F. Holmes Collection, dorsal view, Middle Miocene, McCrae’s Quarry, x 0.5. (i)
Pericosmus quasimode McNamara & Philip, P302894, dorsal view, Middle Miocene (Bairnsdalian), Ingles Creek, x 0.4. (j) Corystus dysasteroides (Duncan), P78254, dorsal view, Upper
Oligocene, Waurn Ponds, x 0.6. (k) Lovenia woodsi (Etheridge), P307045, dorsal view, Upper Miocene (or lowermost Pliocene), Beaumaris, x 1.3. (l) Cassidulus? florescens (Gregory),
P143579, dorsal view, Upper Oligocene, Point Addis, x 1.1. (m, n, o) Austrothyris sp., P84723, profile, brachial valve and pedicle valve views, Middle Miocene, North Shore, Victoria,
x 1.5, x 1.5 and x 1.5. 
The Family Cellariidae forms erect bushy colonies, in which the
calcified units are rod-shaped, composed of many zooids. Cellariids are
also abundant and diverse in Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene sediments
(Fig. 22.16b). The lunulitiform bryozoans are one of the characteristic
components of the Cainozoic of Victoria, although they appear to be
absent in the coarser limestone facies.
A great variety of unilaminar colonies are recorded; these are referred to
a wide range of families, and many need revision. The Smittinidae are
represented by few species in Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene sediments,
in contrast to the modern ocean, where the family is highly diverse.
The Order Ctenostomata forms uncalcified colonies, which are unlikely to
be preserved except for species that excavate openings in shell substrates.Boring
bryozoans occur at Muddy Creek and further investigations should reveal more
species. One group of ctenostomate fossils which has not yet been found from
Victoria are the forms which are preserved by being entombed by an
overgrowth of a calcareous organism (bioimmuration).
Sponges, annelids, spicules and trace fossils 
Sponges
A few species of entire marine calcareous sponges have been recorded from
the Cainozoic marine sediments of Victoria. Four species in three genera
(two of which were new) from three localities were described by Hinde
(1900).All species are of small size, generally less than 20 mm in diameter.A
small Miocene limestone occurrence at Flinders contains numerous
specimens of the species Tretocalia pezica Hinde.
Sponge and holothurian spicules
Siliceous sponge spicules are a common component of the fine-grained
marine sediments, particularly the Miocene Balcombe Clay at Fossil Beach,
Mornington. Monaxon, tetract, and tuning fork types are dominant. At the
same locality, calcareous holothurian (echinoderm) spicules are a conspicuous
component of the sediment.
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Fig. 22.16: Bryozoans from the Miocene Balcombe Clay, Mornington. Photographs by P. Bock. (a) Cucullipora tetrasticha MacGillivray, x 35. (b) Cellaria contigua MacGillivray,
showing avicularia and ovicells,  x 39. (c) Oncousoecia? sp. (cf. ‘Filiparsa orakeiensis’ sensu MacGillivray), an erect cyclostomate with gonozooid, x 30. (d) Stenostomaria solida
(Waters), an example of the disarticulated single or paired zooids formed from colonies of the family Catenicellidae, x 74. (e) Reteporella rimata (MacGillivray), with avicularium and
ovicells, x 47. (f) Porina gracilis Lamouroux, a common extant species in a wide range of depths off the southern Australian coast, x 30. (g) ‘Membranipora’ profunda MacGillivray,
with avicularia distal to the opesia, x 26.
Annelids
Polychaete fossils are generally extremely rare, but an exception is in the
Miocene Port Campbell Limestone, in which abundant specimens of the
calcareous tubes of the polychaete Ditrupa wormbetiensis are seen.
Trace Fossils
Fine-grained Cainozoic marine sediments, such as the Fyansford Clay, are
often completely disturbed by bioturbation, indicating a diverse and active
burrowing infauna extending to a depth of several centimetres below the
depositional interface.
The principal identifiable trace fossils from the Cainozoic sediments are
the anastomosing burrows of callianassid decapod crustaceans, often identified
as the ichnogenus Ophiomorpha. These callianassid burrows are very well
developed in the Paleocene Pebble Point Formation in the coastal exposures
near Princetown, and are also found in the Black Rock Sandstone in the
Beaumaris area. Callianassid burrows are indicators of intertidal or very
shallow subtidal environments.
Foraminifera 
Planktonic foraminiferids have been extensively used in Cainozoic
biostratigraphic correlation throughout the globe, with a highly precise
zonation developed for sequences deposited in warm, low-latitude regions
(Berggren et al., 1995). Companion schemes have also been developed for
cooler, high-latitude marine sequences (Jenkins, 1985). The spatial and
temporal distribution patterns of southern high- and mid-latitude planktonic
foraminiferal faunas as they relate to Victorian (and other) Tertiary sequences
are discussed in Jenkins (1993) and McGowran et al. (1997).
In addition, a variety of local Victorian zonations have been developed
(Carter, 1964;Taylor, 1965b; Jenkins, 1985; Mallett, 1978; Mallett & Holdgate,
1985; Moss & McGowran, 1993; McGowran & Li, 1993;Taylor in figure 9 of
Bernecker et al., 1997, amongst others). Some of these, such as Mallett &
Holdgate (1985) and Chaproniere (1988), used planktonic foraminiferids
exclusively to establish biozones. Others, such as Carter (1964), McGowran
& Li (1997) and Li & McGowran (1997) integrated planktonic and
benthonic occurrences in order to define faunal units or assemblage zones
that may be used for regional southeastern Australian correlation. Integrated
biostratigraphic and sequence-stratigraphical or sea-level studies of Victorian
Cainozoic sequences which utilise foraminiferal data include Mallett (1978),
Mallett & Holdgate (1985), McGowran (1989), McGowran et al. (1997),
Holdgate & Gallagher (1997), Gallagher et al. (1999) and Li et al. (1999).
Benthonic foraminiferids have often been utilised in biostratigraphical
correlation of the marine outcrop of southern Victoria because of the plankton-
poor nature of most of the shallow-marine carbonate and marl facies of the Bass
Strait hinterlands (i.e. Carter, 1964). In offshore regions of Bass Strait, Upper
Eocene to Pliocene facies were generally deposited in deeper-marine settings.As a
result, they contain extensive successions of diverse and abundant planktonic
foraminiferal faunas, which provide the main means for correlation and dating.
Planktonic foraminiferids are the principal type considered here, although Tertiary
marine mudstone facies of Victoria often contain extremely rich and diverse
faunas of benthonic species (Fig. 22.18f-g). Examples of typical southeastern
Australian Cainozoic fossil and Recent benthonic foraminiferal faunas were
presented in Chapman (1907b, 1914c), Chapman & Parr (1926), Chapman et al.
(1934),Chapman & Crespin (1928),Crespin (1943),Carter (1964),Collins (1974),
Li & McGowran (2000) and Yassini & Jones (1995), amongst others.
The foraminiferal faunas described by McGowran (1965, 1970) have
provided critical evidence for the age of the oldest exposed Cainozoic deposits
of southern Victoria — the Upper Paleocene portion of the Pebble Point
Formation (Fig. 22.17) and the Lower Eocene Dilwyn Formation.The Pebble
Point Formation foraminiferal faunas are dominated by benthonic species with
planktonic species becoming conspicuous in the Dilwyn Formation
(McGowran, 1965). A significant occurrence of a planktonic species is the
presence of Pseudohastigerina pseudoiota (Hornibrook) in the Rivernook Member
of the lower Dilwyn Formation. In general, calcareous foraminiferal faunas, and
in particular planktonic faunas, are very sparse in Victorian Lower Paleocene to
Middle Eocene outcropping strata. However, some common benthonic
foraminiferal occurrences in the Palaeogene of southeastern Australia are of
arenaceous forms belonging to the genus Cyclammina Brady. Of particular note
are the occurrences of Cyclammina-bearing facies in the Lower Eocene Dilwyn
Formation and Middle Eocene Johanna River Sand.
Upper Eocene and lowermost Lower Oligocene strata in western
Victoria, such as the Browns Creek Clay, Castle Cove Limestone and Glen
Aire Clay, were deposited in well-oxygenated marine settings. Planktonic
foraminiferal faunas in these formations have enabled quite precise
international correlations. Of particular significance is the occurrence of
Hantkenina primitiva Cushman & Jarvis in the Browns Creek Clay and
Globigerinatheka index (Finlay) in the Castle Cove Limestone.
Outcrops of mid- to uppermost Lower Oligocene strata in southern Victoria
rarely contain calcareous fossils. Exposures of the Upper Eocene to Lower
Oligocene Anglesea Sand along the central Victorian coast include only
arenaceous foraminifera belonging to the genera Cyclammina Brady,Ammodiscus
Reuss, Bathysiphon M. Sars and Dorothia Plummer (Abele et al., 1976). However,
calcareous foraminiferal faunas are known from throughout the Lower Oligocene
in offshore drillhole sequences. They include the species Subbotina linaperta
(Finlay), S. angiporoides (Hornibrook) and Chiloguembelina cubensis (Palmer).
Fossiliferous lowermost Upper Oligocene strata are known from one onshore
cliff section where the uppermost Angahook Formation (sensu Reekman in Webb,
1995) is exposed at Bells Headland along the Bells Beach – Addiscott Beach
coastline.The precise age of this Angahook Formation exposure is not known
because it contains a paucity of planktonic foraminifera.However,according to Li et
al. (1999), samples of the Angahook Formation from nearby boreholes yield,among
others, the planktonic foraminiferids Globoturborotalita euapertura (Jenkins), G.
labiacrassata (Jenkins), Gumbelitria triseriata (Terguem) and Chiloguembelina cubensis.
This assemblage suggests that the Angahook Formation is latest Early Oligocene at
its base and earliest Late Oligocene at its top within the borehole sections.The
fossiliferous outcrop exposures, which lie immediately beneath the Jan Juc Marl at
Bells Headland, presumably correlate with the top of the Angahook Formation in
the nearby boreholes.The isolated outcrop at Bells Headland is therefore likely to
be equivalent to the lowermost part of the Upper Oligocene.
It was probably during the Oligocene that a broad open normal marine
passageway became established across Bass Strait. In south-central Victoria, the
Late Oligocene Jan Juc Marl and Point Addis Limestone overlie the Angahook
Formation. Planktonic foraminifera are very rare in these two Late Oligocene
formations, their age being inferred on the basis of Early Miocene index
foraminiferids present in the overlying Puebla Clay and Zeally Limestone.
Other Late Oligocene units include the Clifton Formation of southwestern
Victoria, which at its type locality yields the planktonic foraminiferids
Globoturborotalia angulisuturalis (Bolli) Globigerina ciperoensis Bolli andTurborotalia
kugleri (Bolli) (for discussion see Abele et al., 1976). Equivalent subsurface
strata in southeastern Victoria include the Lower Oligocene portions of the
Lakes Entrance Formation. In general, offshore regions of Bass Strait possess
diverse Late Oligocene planktonic foraminiferal faunas.
The major marine inundation of the Bass Strait region continued into
the Early Miocene and resulted in the deposition of the upper parts of the
Clifton Formation and Lakes Entrance Formation. In south-central Victoria,
the Jan Juc Marl and Point Addis Limestone are overlain by the Lower
Miocene Puebla Clay and Zeally Limestone. Generally, the base of the
Miocene in these sequences is taken as the first appearance of the
foraminiferid species Globoquadrina dehiscens (Chapman et al., 1934). As
outlined by Carter (1990) and more expansively by McGowran & Li (1993),
the first appearance of this species is generally followed in Victorian Lower
Miocene strata by the last appearance of Globoturborotalita euapertura and the
first appearances of the species G. woodi (Jenkins), G. connecta (Jenkins) and
Globigerinoides trilobus (Reuss).
The planktonic foraminiferid Praeorbulina sicana (De Stephani) (Fig.
22.18a), diagnostic of a late Early Miocene age, makes its first appearance
towards the top of the Zeally Limestone in south-central Victoria, within the
Gellibrand Marl of the Otway Basin, and within the Gippsland Limestone of
the Gippsland Basin.Within the biostratigraphical range of Praeorbulina sicana
in the Port Phillip Basin, the distinctively warm-water benthonic
foraminiferid Lepidocyclina howchini Chapman & Crespin is a conspicuous
component of calcarenite facies.The classic locality for Lepidocyclina-bearing
strata is the Batesford Quarry near Geelong.
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In south-central Victoria, the first appearance of Praeorbulina glomerosa
(Blow) (Fig. 22.18b) occurs subsequent to the disappearance of Lepidocyclina
howchini, although odd specimens of the latter occur reworked into younger
Neogene units of this region. Praeorbulina glomerosa marks the beginning of
the Middle Miocene and, within south-central Victoria, it first occurs within
the Fyansford Formation. It occurs in the Gellibrand Marl in the Otway
Basin and in the Gippsland Limestone in the Gippsland Basin. Subsequent
planktonic foraminiferal datums in these sequences define a number of
relatively small time-slices within the early Middle Miocene.These include
the successive first appearances of Orbulina suturalis Brönnimann, O. universa
d’Orbigny and Neogloboquadrina mayeri (Cushman & Ellisor) (Fig. 22.18c) and
the last occurrence of Globorotalia peripheronda Blow & Banner (Fig. 22.18d).
The younger part of the Middle Miocene is marked by the first appearance
of Globoturborotalia nepenthes (Todd), with the beginning of the Late Miocene
taken as the first appearance of Neogloboquadrina acostaensis (Blow) (Mallett &
Holdgate, 1985). This fossil succession is developed in subsurface sections
through the Fyansford Formation in the Port Phillip Basin, the Port Campbell
Limestone of the Otway Basin and the Gippsland Limestone of the Gippsland
Basin. Subsequent planktonic foraminiferal events include the first appearance of
Globorotalia conomiozea (Kennett) in the Late Miocene and the first appearance of
G. crassaformis (Galloway and Wissler) (Fig. 22.18e) around the base of the
Pliocene. G. punticulata (Deshayes) makes its first appearance slightly higher in
the Lower Pliocene.Both G. crassaformis and G.punticulata are represented in the
Jemmys Point Formation of the Gippsland Basin (Mallett, 1978). Carter (1990)
has recorded G. sphericonomiozea Walters from the upper Neogene strata of the
onshore Gippsland Basin and reported its occurrence between the first local
appearances of G. conomiozea and G. crassaformis. In the Port Phillip Basin,
shallow-marine facies of the Wannanue Formation yield the first local
appearances of the planktonic foraminiferids G. viola Blow and G. hirsuta
d’Orbigny.The co-occurrence of these two species, in the absence of younger
index species, is taken as characteristic of the Late Pliocene (Mallett & Holdgate,
1985).The end of the Neogene is approximated by the first appearance of the
planktonic foraminiferid G. truncatulinoides d’Orbigny high in the Werrikoo
Limestone of the Otway Basin and near the base of strata attributed to the
Bridgewater Formation, in the Port Phillip Basin (Mallett & Holdgate, 1985).
Ostracods 
Ostracods are found in great abundance in many Cainozoic marine
sequences of Victoria, where they are useful environmental indicators (Fig.
22.19). In their life cycles, ostracods form and shed shells of various sizes
which have different hydrodynamic properties.As a consequence, the analysis
of fossil ostracod population–age structures enables the recognition of sorting
and transportation by currents. In Palaeogene and Neogene marine
sequences of southeastern Australia, allochthonous (transported) specimens
are usually a small component of mid-shelf ostracod assemblages, but
commonly a large component of outer-shelf and bathyal assemblages (Warne,
1987, 1993; Warne & Whatley, 1994; Warne & Idris, 1995). Inner-shelf
assemblages have variable transported contents, but commonly show
evidence of the winnowing of small juvenile specimens by wave action.
The Palaeogene and Neogene assemblages of southern Victoria exhibit
profound changes that reflect a history of global sea-level fluctuations. In
particular, changes in the number of time-equivalent, depth-related ostracod
biofacies can be related to eustatic sea level changes. Intervals of maximum
transgression onto the Bass Strait hinterland correlate with maximum ranges of
synchronous shelf habitats and associated ostracod biofacies.An expansion in the
number of shelf habitats is first apparent in the Late Eocene to Early Oligocene
in the Otway Basin. However, it is especially in the Late Oligocene to Middle
Miocene, when deposition occurred under conditions of high sea level and
maximum accommodation space, that a wide diversity of biologically productive
habitats, both neritic and bathyal, is apparent.The maximum number of these
habitats occurred during the latest Early Miocene to earliest Middle Miocene.
Similar expansions in the range of shelf habitats are less obvious during the
major transgressive phases of the Pliocene because of a reduction in
accommodation space in Bass Strait as a consequence of sediment infilling and
the slowing of subsidence and/or initiation of regional uplift. However, the
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Fig. 22.18: Planktonic (a–e) and benthonic (f–h) foraminiferids. (All specimens from
Museum Victoria Collection; photographs by M. Warne). (a) Praeorbulina sicana (De
Stephani), P210174 (C. Mallett Collection), Gibson’s Beach, Princetown, x 66. (b)
Praeorbulina glomerosa curva  (Blow), P210173 (C. Mallett Collection), Gibson’s Beach,
Princetown, x 66. (c) Neogloboquadrina mayeri (Cushman & Ellisor), P210172 (C.
Mallett Collection), Colquhoun Bore No.11, 500 ft, x 86. (d) Globorotalia peripheronda
(Banner & Blow), P210178 (C. Mallett Collection), Gibson’s Beach, Princetown
(Gellibrand Formation), x 105. (e) Globorotalia crassaformis (Galloway & Wissler),
P210168 (C. Mallett Collection), Mangaa No.1 Oil Bore N.Z. (Hematite Petroleum), 8530
ft, x 75. (f) Textularia sp., P210180, Nepean 1 bore, 297.5 m, near Sorrento, (Fyansford
Formation, lowermost Upper Miocene), x 25. (g) Spiroloculina sp., P210181, west end
of Jan Juc Beach, near Torquay, (Jan Juc Formation, uppermost Upper Oligocene), x 67.
(h)  Siphonia sp., P210182, west end of Jan Juc Beach, near Torquay, (Jan Juc
Formation, uppermost Upper Oligocene), x 91.
Fig. 22.17: Pebble Point Formation (Late Paleocene) overlain by Dilwyn Clay (Early
Eocene), Pebble Point, near Princetown, Otway Coast. Photograph by W. Birch.
Miocene–Pliocene transition marks the beginning of a period, extending to the
present day, during which abundant marginal-marine and nonmarine ostracod
faunas are apparent within the Cainozoic fossil record of southern Victoria.
The Miocene–Pliocene boundary perhaps approximates the most profound
Cainozoic ostracod faunal turnover in southeastern Australia. It is around this
time that many broad elements of the modern coastal ostracod microfaunas first
become conspicuous in the fossil record of southern Victoria.
The Palaeogene and Neogene record of fossil Ostracoda in southern
Victoria shows strong links with several major characteristics of the
Cainozoic palaeobiogeography of the broader southwest Pacific Ocean
(Warne in McGowran et al., 2000).The first of these is the origination of
endemic Palaeogene clades in shallow-marine environments. In the
southwest Pacific, this is associated with an environmental shift and deep-
ocean colonisation as Late Cretaceous, Gondwanan, neritic clades were
displaced from shelf regions and transported into, or invaded, deep Pacific
environments. The second is the invasion of deep-sea ostracods into the
Bass Strait region during major and rapid marine transgressions in the
Early and Middle Miocene, which were times of intense global oceanic
upwelling. The third is the Neogene and Quaternary migration of the
‘modern’ faunas of the neritic, Indo-Pacific realm into neritic
environments of southern Australia.
In the following discussion, a small proportion of the total number of
ostracod genera present in Cainozoic strata of southeastern Australia is used to
illustrate important aspects of ostracod palaeoenvironmental distribution patterns
and evolutionary history. A fuller perspective can be gained from Chapman
(1914c, 1926), Chapman & Crespin, (1928), McKenzie et al. (1990, 1991, 1993),
Neil (1994),Warne (1987, 1990a,b) and Whatley & Downing (1983).
A key to understanding the evolutionary origins of southeastern
Australian Cainozoic Ostracoda is to compare them with the Late
Cretaceous ostracod faunas from shallow-marine facies in the Perth and
Carnarvon basins, Western Australia. In these basins, numerous ostracod
genera such as Pelecocythere, Premunseyella and Paramunseyella make their
earliest evolutionary appearances. The occurrence of a descendant
Pelecocythere species in the Paleocene Pebble Point Formation of
southwestern Victoria is good evidence for evolutionary links between
ostracods from the two regions and indicates that descendant species of
this genus maintained shallow neritic habitats into the Palaeogene (Neil,
1997). However, later species that arose within this genus mostly evolved
to occupy deep-marine realms such as those of the southwest Pacific
Ocean and, as a consequence, are not known from Victorian late
Palaeogene and Neogene shallow-marine strata.
Strong taxonomic links between Western Australian Late Cretaceous
faunas and southeastern Australian Paleocene faunas are also reflected by
the particular pectocytherid species groups prevalent in both provinces. For
instance, some Munseyella species from the Pebble Point Formation have
strong morphological affinities with Late Cretaceous species of
Premunseyella and Paramunseyella from the Gingin Chalk and Toolonga
Calcilutite, Western Australia (Neil, 1997). The palaeobiogeographical
distribution of this endemic species group of pectocytherids strongly
suggests the presence of a later Cretaceous to Paleocene shallow-marine
passage-way extending from southwestern Australia along the southern
continental margin to southeast Australia.The ostracod migration along this
route was probably largely from west to east.
Similarly, species of the genus Bradleya (Fig. 22.19g–h) first appeared in
Upper Cretaceous neritic facies and this genus seems to have originated in
the new seaways that developed between the rifting fragments of Gondwana.
Some descendant species groups, such as those of the subgenus Quasibradleya
(Fig. 22.19e-f), maintained shallow-marine niches throughout their
evolutionary history, these groups being mostly endemic to the Cainozoic of
Australasia. Other species groups of Bradleya evolved to occupy worldwide
deep-sea habitats during the Cainozoic.The locus for migration of Bradleya
species into the deep sea was the southwest Pacific Ocean (Whatley, 1983).
Bradleya (s.l.) species are extremely common in Eocene to Quaternary strata
of southeastern Australia, with both shallow- and deep-marine species groups
being represented in mid-Miocene sequences of southern Victoria. This
reflects the significant diversity of palaeobathymetric settings within southern
Victorian sedimentary basins at this time.
Examples of the evolution of new Palaeogene clades in Australasia are
Arcacythere andVandiemencythere. Arcacythere is a trans-Tasman genus with many
neritic species known from the Cainozoic of New Zealand and southeastern
Australia, as well as a significant group of deep-sea species in Upper Eocene
to Holocene ocean-floor sediments of the southwest Pacific Ocean.
Arcacythere seems to have evolved in the new seaways that developed in
former rift valleys between southern Australia and Antarctica and between
eastern Australia and New Zealand (Whatley et al., 1982).
Vandiemencythere is a distinctive and endemic trans-Tasman genus that
probably evolved from Arcacythere stocks. A single neritic species of
Vandiemencythere is known to range from Upper Eocene to Middle Miocene
strata in New Zealand and a different species is known from mid-Miocene
deep-neritic facies of the Fyansford Formation in southeastern Australia.
Other species are known from Pliocene sediments of the Marion Plateau,
offshore southeastern Australia and from the Recent of the Coral Sea (Ayress
& Warne, 1993). Vandiemencythere is a classic example of the marine
palaeobiogeographical links between neritic southern Australian and neritic
New Zealand Cainozoic faunas with diverging lineages in the two regions
probably arising as early as the Late Eocene.
Examples of the evolution of new mid-Cainozoic clades in southeastern
Australia are the first appearances of the genera Ponticocythereis and
Papillatabairdia in lower Middle Miocene, shallow-marine facies of the
Fyansford Formation of the Port Phillip Basin and Sherwood Formation of
the Western Port Basin (Warne, 1987, 1993). Descendant species have
retained a shallow-marine habitat, as well as remained restricted to the
Australian – southwest Pacific Ocean region (Warne & Whatley, 1996).
Important ostracod ecostratigraphical events are also evident in mid-
Miocene strata from southern Victoria.These correlate with the extensive
flooding episodes on the southeastern Australian continental shelf that
occurred during this period. Significant ostracod occurrences in deep-shelf
facies include a species of the deep-sea genus Legitimocythere. In modern seas
Legitimocythere species are often associated with the oceanic oxygen-
minimum zone and water-depth ranges in the order of 200–750 m (Warne
& Whatley, 1994). The co-occurrence of sporadic and rare Legitimocythere
specimens with continental-shelf taxa in some deep-neritic muddy units of
the Fyansford Formation attests to the mixing of oceanic water masses at this
time. In offshore regions beneath Bass Strait (Kingfish 8 well, Gippsland
Basin), other deep-sea Ostracoda such as Zabythocypris make their first
appearance within Miocene bathyal (continental-slope) facies. In modern
seas, Zabythocypris species have been found living only on deep ocean floors
(~1000–6000 m). Zabythocypris is perhaps one of the most ancient deep-sea
faunal components of modern oceanic faunas. However, it appears to have
occupied shallower continental-slope niches during periods of major oceanic
upwelling or oceanic water-mass turnover, as exemplified by the relatively
shallow-bathyal mid-Miocene occurrences of offshore Victoria.
The relatively warm climatic conditions of the mid-Miocene are
reflected in the occurrence of ostracod species such as Triebelina vadum
(Warne, 1986) in late Early Miocene neritic carbonate facies (e.g. Batesford
Limestone) of southern Victoria. Most modern species of this genus inhabit
warm shallow-marine environments. In contrast, distinctively warm elements
are absent in the Victorian late Middle and early Late Miocene ostracod
assemblages, suggesting a phase of climatic cooling.
The Miocene–Pliocene transition in southern Victoria is marked by
numerous synchronous speciation events in different clades and by the
migration into southern Victoria of ostracod genera or species groups that
were previously unknown from the local fossil record. An example of
speciation during the latest Miocene is seen in the shallow-neritic genus
Neobuntonia Hartmann, a well-known clade from the Cainozoic of southern
Victoria. This speciation event, which is observed in the Black Rock
Sandstone of the Port Phillip district, is one manifestation of the major faunal
turnover of continental-shelf ostracod faunas that occurred at this time in
southeastern Australia. A regional unconformity and prominent uppermost
Miocene phosphatic nodule bed at the base of the Black Rock Sandstone
marks the start of this faunal turnover. Some ostracod species in the nodule
bed suggest a minor warming event across southeastern Australia.
A conspicuous event of this time is the first occurrence of euryhaline
taxa such as Osticythere baragwanathi (Chapman & Crespin) in the rich
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shallow-marine ‘nodule bed’ ostracod faunas of the Black Rock Sandstone
(Warne, 2002). Along the modern coast of southeastern Australia,
O. baragwanathi has a coastal-lagoon or estuarine habitat and is able to tolerate
significant fluctuations in temperature, salinity and oxygen levels.
Mutilus pumila (s.l.) (Brady) is another taxon to make its first appearance
at about this time. It is ubiquitous in marine-lagoonal facies of the Lower
Pliocene Jemmys Point Formation near Lakes Entrance. It continues as a
pervasive faunal element in younger marine–lagoonal and shallow open-
marine facies of the southern Victorian margin and is a widespread species
along the modern southeastern Australian coastline (Reyment et al., 1988).
Ostracod migration events are apparently ongoing phenomena of the
southern Australian coastline. For instance, species of the late Mesozoic to
Cainozoic genus Alocopocythere are known from modern continental shelf
regions around Australia (Yassini & Jones, 1995), but are so far unknown from
southeastern Australian Cainozoic fossil faunas.
In continental environments, one of the earliest local Cainozoic
occurrences of nonmarine ostracods is in the upper Neogene or lower
Quaternary lacustrine Coimadai Limestone at Lake Merrimu, near Bacchus
Marsh,Victoria (Warne, unpublished data). Descriptions and palaoecological
interpretations of nonmarine ostracods from Quaternary lake deposits of
southeastern Australia have been compiled by De Deckker (1981, 1982).
22.3 Vertebrate fossils
22.3.1 Fish fossils 
Victoria has an excellent record of fossil fishes that spans over 400 million
years. Apart from some gaps in the late Palaeozoic and first half of the
Mesozoic era, there is a continuity through time which demonstrates some
of the major steps of fish evolution.
Palaeozoic fish faunas
The oldest fish fossil from Victoria is a partial body of an enigmatic teleostome
called Yealepis douglasi from the Upper Silurian beds near Yea that contain the
Baragwanathia–Monograptus cf. uncinatus association. It has small acanthodian-like
scales but lacks the characteristic fin-spines of that group (Burrow & Young,1999),
so cannot be confidently placed in any known class of vertebrates at present.
Early Devonian fishes are known from limestones outcropping near
Buchan and Walkerville. At Walkerville, the oldest remains are from the late
Pragian Bell Point Limestone, which has yielded a lower jaw of the lungfish
Ichnomylax kurnai, described by Long et al. (1994). It is the oldest member of the
Dipnoi known from Australia. Other remains of placoderms and acanthodians
come from the same rocks but have not yet been studied in detail.
Extensive Lower Devonian (Emsian) outcrops of the Buchan Group
limestones, near Buchan, have yielded many kinds of fishes which inhabited
the warm carbonate platform.The fishes are three-dimensionally preserved
and can be etched from the limestone with acetic acid, mostly as isolated
bones and rare articulated specimens. The fauna includes scales of the
agnathan thelodont Turinia cf. T. australiensis (Basden, 1999); placoderms such
as the acanthothoracids Murrindalaspis wallacei and M. bairdi; the petalichthyid
Wijdeaspis warooensis (Long, 1984b); the arthrodires Buchanosteus
confertituberculatus (Hills, 1936a; Stensiö, 1945; Young, 1979), Taemasosteus
maclartienis, Arenipiscis westolli and Errolosteus cf. E. goodradigbeensis (Long,
1984b).Acanthodians (Fig. 22.20a) are known from isolated scales (e.g. Long,
1991) and one ischnacanthid, Rockycampacanthus milesi (Long, 1986a)
represented by a single gnathal bone. Osteichthyan fish are known from jaws
of the lungfish Dipnorhynchus sussmilchi (Thompson & Campbell, 1971) and
undescribed bones and teeth of onychodontid fishes have been found in the
underlying Fairy Formation.
A fauna of microvertebrates, of probable earliest Devonian age, is known
from the Silverband Formation in the Grampians Group of western Victoria.
Scales first thought to belong to sharks (Talent & Spencer-Jones, 1963) were
redescribed by Turner (1986) as belonging to the thelodont Turinia fuscina.
Middle–Upper Devonian fluviatile and lacustrine deposits of central and
eastern Victoria have yielded many fish fossils, the first of which were
recorded from the Blue Range Formation (Marysville Igneous Complex)
and from eastern Gippsland by Hills (1929, 1931, 1936b).A lungfish from the
Blue Range Formation was named as Eoctenodus microsoma by Hills (1929)
but was later referred back to the European genus Dipterus (Hills, 1931). Long
(1987b) re-examined this material and reinstated it as an endemic genus.
The most significant site in the Devonian of Victoria is on the banks of the
upper Howqua River, near Mt. Howitt, where fish have been preserved whole
in all stages of growth in lacustrine banded shales.The fauna is now regarded as of
late Givetian age (Young, 1993a; Long, 1999) and includes Bothriolepis
gippslandiensis, B. fergusoni (Fig. 22.20c), B. cullodenensis (Long, 1983a; Long &
Werdelin, 1986), Austrophyllolepis ritchiei (now known to be synonymous with A.
youngi; Long, 1984b, 1999), Groenlandaspis sp. (Long, 1991), Culmacanthus stewarti
(Long, 1983a) and Howittacanthus kentoni (Long, 1986b). Osteichthyans from
Mount Howitt include a very primitive palaeoniscoid, Howqualepis rostridens
(Long, 1988) (Fig. 22.20d) and several sarcopterygians, namely the fleurantiid
lungfishes Howidipterus donnae and Barwickia downunda (Long, 1992, 1993), the
most primitive and earliest known coelacanth Gavinia syntrips (Long, 1999), the
canowindrid osteolepiform Beelarongia patrichae (Long,1987a) and a ?rhizodopsid
Marsdenichthys longioccipitus (Long, 1985). In addition, there are undescribed scales
of a Glyptolepis-like porolepiform and another undescribed osteolepiform with
rhombic, heavily ornamented scales.
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Fig. 22.19: Ostracods. (All specimens from Museum Victoria Collection; photographs
by M. Warne). (a) Cytherelloidea intermedia (Chapman & Crespin), left valve external
view, P307168, Fyansford Formation (lower Middle Miocene), Grice’s (Gunyoung)
Creek, near Mornington, x 40. (b) Cytherelloidea intermedia (Chapman & Crespin),
right valve external view, P307169, locality as for ‘a’, x 40. (c) Cytheropteron
parawellamni Whatley & Downing, left valve external view, P307170, locality as for ‘a’,
x 77. (d) Cytheropteron parawellmani Whatley & Downing, right valve external view,
P307171, locality as for ‘a’, x 77. (e) Quasibradleya sp., left valve external view,
P307172, Fyansford Formation (Upper Miocene), Nepean 1 bore, 190.5 metres, near
Sorrento, x 51. (f) Quasibradleya paradictyonites Benson, right valve external view,
P307173, Fyansford Formation (uppermost Lower Miocene), Batesford Limestone
Quarry, near Geelong, x 41. (g) Bradleya pyxos Neil, left valve external view, P307174,
locality as for ‘f’, x 51. (h) Bradleya pyxos Neil, right valve external view, P307175,
locality as for ‘f’, x 51.
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Fig. 22.20: Fossil fish. (a) Scale of the acanthodian Nostolepis sp., Lower Devonian Buchan Group, eastern Victoria, x 200. (b) Miocene shark’s tooth, Isurus hastalis Agassiz,
Beaumaris Beach, Melbourne, x 1. (c) Placoderm fish Bothriolepis fergusoni Long, Mt Howitt, Avon River Group, Middle Devonian (Givetian), x 0.4. (d) Palaeonisoid Howqualepis
rostridens Long, Mt Howitt, locality as for ‘c’, x 1. (e) Primitive teleostean fish Wadeichthys oxyops Waldman, Lower Cretaceous Koonwarra fossil bed (Strzelecki Group), south
Gippsland, x 1. Photographs provided by J. Long.
Other Middle–Late Devonian fish faunas are known from the Lewis
Farm Conglomerate near Tatong (Long & Werdelin, 1986), from the South
Blue Range, near Mansfield (Hills, 1936b) and from within sediments of the
Wellington Volcanic Group at Freestone Creek, near Briagolong. The
Freestone Creek fauna contains several species in common with Mount
Howitt, although much of the material remains undescribed. Long (1989b)
described a new phyllolepid placoderm, Austrophyllolepis edwini, from the
South Blue Range (probably the Kevington Creek Formation), and regarded
this fauna as the oldest of the Victorian Middle–Upper Devonian succession.
Carboniferous fishes are only known from the Snowy Plains Formation
just north of Mansfield.Woodward (1906a) assigned all taxa to European
genera, although later revisions of the fauna found that all of the species
belong in endemic taxa, except for the acanthodian Gyracanthides murrayi, a
genus widespread throughout Gondwana.Woodward identified another two
acanthodians but both could be placed in the cosmopolitan genus Acanthodes,
although not enough material has been found to confirm this identification.
The fauna is dominated by osteichthyans, which include the palaeoniscoids
Mansfieldiscus sweeti, M. gibbus and Novogonatodus kazantsavae (Long, 1988), the
lungfish Delatitia breviceps (Long & Campbell, 1985) and the rhizodontid
Barameda decipiens (Long, 1989a; Long & Ahlberg, 1999). Until recently
Barameda was the only rhizodontid described from articulated cranial remains
and it remains one of the most primitive members of the group (Johanson &
Ahlberg, 1998). Microvertebrate remains at this locality include teeth and
scales of xenacanth-like sharks, which have yet to be described.
There are no Permian fish remains known from Victoria.
Mesozoic fish faunas
There are no Triassic or Jurassic fish remains known from Victoria. However,
Early Cretaceous fish are well preserved in the Koonwarra fish beds (Eumeralla
Formation) near Leongatha, in Gippsland, and are also known from isolated
remains occurring elsewhere in the Strzelecki and Otway groups.
The Aptian Koonwarra fish site contains whole fishes preserved in
lacustrine shales.The fauna includes rare fragments of the lungfish Ceratodus
sp., the late surviving palaeoniscoid Coccolepis woodwardi, the archaeomaenid
holostean Wadeichthys oxyops (Fig. 22.20e) and an early teleost Leptolepis
koonwarri (Waldman, 1971). In addition, excavations at the site by staff from
Museum Victoria and the Australian Museum in the 1980s yielded some
remains of other actinopterygian fishes not previously identified in the fauna.
Isolated fish remains from the coastal exposures of southern Victoria
include several lungfish. These include a partial lower jaw toothplate of
Ceratodus avus (Woodward, 1906b), isolated scales and toothplates of Ceratodus
sp. (A. Kemp, 1991) and toothplates of an extinct species of the Queensland
lungfish Neoceratodus nargun (A. Kemp, 1991).
Cainozoic fish faunas
Cainozoic fish remains from Victoria are known only as isolated teeth and
bones which occur in marine deposits in the southern half of the State.
Early works by Chapman & Pritchard (1904, 1907) and Chapman &
Cudmore (1924) were the only descriptions of these isolated remains until
otoliths (ear stones) were later studied by Frost (1928) and Stinton (1958,
1963). In recent years the sharks’ teeth faunas have been studied by 
N. Kemp (1991).
The Paleocene Pebble Point Formation, near the mouth of the
Gellibrand River in the Otway Ranges, has yielded a sharks’ teeth assemblage
including the lamniforms Carcharias cf. C. acutissima and Otodus obliquus. Near
Princetown, Carcharias sp., C. macrotus and a hexanchid shark, Hexanchus sp.,
have also been recorded from the Rivernook Member, which is of similar or
slightly younger (Early Eocene) age. A single, possibly Eocene tooth of
Otodus obliquus has also been collected from a bore hole, Olney No. 1, in
northeastern Victoria (N. Kemp, 1991).
Fish remains, mostly represented by sharks’ teeth, occur in the
uppermost Oligocene Jan Juc Marl near Torquay, the Point Addis
Limestone and the Waurn Ponds Limestone near Geelong. These faunas
include abundant teeth of Carcharias taurus, Isurus desorii and rare I. planus,
and the very large teeth of Carcharocles angustidens. Carcharoides totuserratus
also occurs at Jan Juc and in several Lower Miocene units of Victoria.
Sharks’ teeth are abundant throughout the Miocene of Victoria. Early
Miocene assemblages are well known from the Batesford Limestone in the
Batesford Quarry near Geelong and at Muddy Creek and Grange Burn near
Hamilton. Middle Miocene teeth are not as common but occur at a few sites,
the most notable being at Muddy Creek, Hamilton and in the Fyansford
Formation at Balcombe Bay near Mornington. Late Miocene – Early
Pliocene teeth are found at Grange Burn, Hamilton, in the Black Rock
Sandstone at Beaumaris beach and in the Jemmys Point Formation at
Jemmy’s Point near Bairnsdale and nearby areas in eastern Gippsland. Most of
the species occurring in the Miocene of Victoria are wide-ranging and details
of individual sites and their faunas can be found in N. Kemp (1991).
In general, the commonest teeth found in Miocene deposits around
Victoria are the small spindly teeth of Carcharias taurus (the extant Grey
Nurse shark), large triangular teeth of an extinct mako, Isurus hastalis (Fig.
22.20b) and slightly smaller I. retroflexus, the extinct tiger shark Galeocerdo
aduncus, the small serrated teeth of the whaler Carcharhinus sp., as well as
sporadic occurrences of the largest predatory shark that ever lived, Carcharocles
megalodon, whose teeth are up to 15 cm high.Amongst the rarest shark fossils
from Victoria’s Miocene are an associated dentition of Paraotodus sp. from
Batesford and a very rare occurrence of a tooth of Paraotodus cf. benedini from
Balcombe Bay, Mornington.
The modern Great White shark, Carcharodon carcharias, makes its first
appearance in the Early Miocene and is common by the Pliocene.The only
hexanchid shark known in Victoria’s Miocene is Notorynchus primigenius from
Batesford and Hamilton.
Rounded crushing toothplates of the extinct Port Jackson shark,
Heterodontus cainozoicus, are also found, as are teeth of the extinct eagle ray,
Myliobatis sp., and giant chimaerid toothplates of Edaphodon sweeti, E. mirabilis
and Ischyodus cf. I. dolloi. Details of the many other shark species known from
the Miocene of Victoria can be found in N. Kemp’s (1991) comprehensive
review of Australian fossil chondrichthyans.
Early Pliocene sharks’ teeth are known from the uppermost sediments at
Grange Burn (Grange Burn Formation) near Hamilton.The fauna includes
similar species to those found in the Miocene, but Isurus hastalis, Carcharias
taurus, Galeocerdo aduncus and Carcharodon carcharias are particularly abundant.
A very rare occurrence of a single serrated Isurus tooth assigned to I. escheri is
recorded from Grange Burn, and the extant hexanchid Notorynchus cepedianus
occurs in the Lower Pliocene Jemmys Point Formation in the Gippsland
Basin, also based on just one tooth.
Actinopterygians are known throughout the Palaeogene and Neogene
of Victoria as isolated bones.These are difficult to identify apart from their
otoliths, so very little taxonomic work has been done on the material at
hand. Chapman & Pritchard (1907) identified a toothplate of an extinct
wrasse Nummopalatus depressus, as well as jaws of the tetraodontiform
(toadfish) Diodon formosus from the Upper Miocene Black Rock Sandstone
at Beaumaris. Chapman & Cudmore (1924) described other isolated
Miocene pharangeal tooth mills from labrids as the new species Oplegnathus
manni and Labrodon batesfordiensis.
The otoliths of teleostean fishes have been described from several sites in
the Oligocene–Miocene of Victoria by Frost (1928) and Stinton (1958,
1963).These reveal a fish fauna similar, at the generic level, to that inhabiting
southern Australian waters today, although most of the species are extinct.
They include whiting (Sillago), flathead (Platycephalus), flounder (Pleuronectes),
red snapper (Trachichthyodes), ox-eye herring (Megalops), hake (Merluccius) and
marine eels (Uroconger,Astroconger, Muraenesox) amongst many others. Unusual
occurrences are the cod (Gadus), which now lives only in cold waters of the
Northern Hemisphere, and the whiptail Coelorhynchus, which today inhabits
very deep waters (250–900 metres).
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22.3.2 Tetrapod fossils 
The fossil tetrapod record of Victoria (Fig. 22.21) may be conveniently
broken down into five divisions.These are Devonian amphibian footprints,
late Early Cretaceous, Neogene, and Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrates, and
Cainozoic marine vertebrates.The temporal gaps reflect the spotty nature of
this record. What is not evident in this listing is how sparse most of the
records are. Only the Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrate record can be regarded
as anything like reasonably abundant and, even there, the record is based
entirely on isolated bones and teeth rather than articulated skeletons.The
greatest potential for significantly expanding knowledge of Victorian fossil
tetrapods is to be found in the study of Cainozoic marine vertebrates.
Vickers-Rich et al. (1991) is the most current source of information about
Victorian fossil tetrapods, and it contains an extensive bibliography.
Devonian amphibian footprints
Warren & Wakefield (1972) described unquestioned Late Devonian
(Frasnian) amphibian trackways from the Combyingbar Formation of far
eastern Victoria. At that time, this was the oldest known record of tetrapods
anywhere. Subsequently, Warren et al. (1986) recognised what they
considered to be Early Devonian tetrapod trackways from the Grampians
Group at Glenisla in western Victoria. If truly footprints, they are the oldest
evidence of tetrapods on Earth. However, Clack (1997) regarded it highly
questionable that these tracks are those of tetrapods.
Cretaceous terrestrial vertebrates.
The shore platforms forming the southern flanks of the Strzelecki and Otway
ranges have yielded, respectively, early Aptian and early Albian assemblages of
terrestrial vertebrates (Fig. 22.22). The specimens occur in the Strzelecki
Group and the Eumeralla Formation of the Otway Group, respectively.The
most refined dating of these units has been based on palynology corroborated
by means of fission track dates (Constantine et al., 1998; Wagstaff &
McEwen-Mason, 1989).
There are a number of clear biases in the fossil vertebrate assemblages from
the Wonthaggi and Eumeralla Formations. In the first place, there are no large
bones preserved intact.What evidence there is indicating the former presence of
large dinosaurs the size of Allosaurus, for example, is based on the existence of a
few small fragments of individual bones. These fragments are the smallest
possible that can be identified to indicate the presence of the largest elements in
the fauna. For example, specimens with a maximum dimension of 20 cm
suggest the former presence of dinosaurs that stood five metres high.
A second bias is in the elements preserved. Teeth and femora of
hypsilophodontids are overwhelmingly the most abundant fossils of all the
dinosaurs found (Fig. 22.23b).This may or may not reflect true numerical
dominance of hypsilophodontids in the former living assemblage. Certainly,
since of hypsilophodontid skeletal elements alone, teeth and femora are
highly favoured, caution is warranted before accepting that the
hypsilophodontids were the most abundant vertebrates.
Except in the case of Leaellynasaura amicagraphica, the
hypsilophodontids are represented solely by isolated bones and tooth rows.
This means that it is difficult to assess how many different taxa of this
family were present. Four have been named: L. amicagraphica, Fulgurotherium
australe (also known from Lightning Ridge, New South Wales.),
Atlascopcosaurus loadsi and Qantassaurus intrepedius but there are possibly as
many as three more.Where they are known elsewhere, hypsilophodontids
are usually rare. For example, there are only two genera of
hypsilophodontids amongst about one hundred genera named from the
Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation of the western USA. That
hypsilophodontids constitute half the approximately twelve dinosaur taxa
now known from Victoria may indicate that they were favoured in the
polar latitudes where Victoria was located in the Early Cretaceous.
Histological evidence (Chinsamy et al., 1998; Constantine et al., 1998)
suggests that the hypsilophodontids were metabolically active year-round.
That is concordant with enlarged optic lobes on the brains of
hypsilophodontids, suggesting they had enhanced visual ability, an
adaptation that would have been useful for seeing under the low-light
conditions of a polar winter (Chinsamy et al., 1998; Rich & Rich, 1989).
Among dinosaurs, only hypsilophodontids and some closely related groups
show histological evidence for continuous metabolic activity.
That, coupled with enhanced visual ability, which is not seen in
hypsilophodontids from lower palaeolatitudes, may well have been the key
to their success in a polar environment.
The estimates of the climatic conditions that prevailed during the late
Early Cretaceous in polar Victoria range from cool-temperate, based on
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Fig. 22.21: Principal localities for terrestrial and marine vertebrate fossils in Victoria.
Devonian terrestrial tetrapod trackways: (1) Grampians, (2) Genoa River. Early
Cretaceous tetrapods: (3) Casterton, (4) Knowledge Creek, (5) Dinosaur Cove, (6) Point
Lewis, (7) San Remo, (8) Punch Bowl, (9) The Arch, Kilcunda, (10) Eagles Nest, (11) Flat
Rocks, Inverloch, (12) Koonwarra. Neogene terrestrial vertebrates: (13) Hamilton, (14)
Smeaton, (15) Great Buninyong Estate Mine, (16) Coimadai, (17) Dog Rocks Local
Fauna, Batesford Quarry, (18) Beaumaris, (19) Morwell, (20) Bunga Creek and (21) Lake
Tyers. Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrates: (22) Strathdownie, (23) Glenelg Caves, (24)
Portland, (25) Byaduk Caves, (26) Mt Eccles, (27) Spring Creek, (28) Bushfield, (29)
Pejark Marsh, (30) Lake Keilambete, (31) Lake Colongulac, (32) Lake Corangamite, (33)
Lake Colac, (34) Lime Burners Point, (35) Duck Ponds, (36) Bacchus Marsh, (37) Kow
Swamp, (38) Lancefield, (39) Gisborne, (40) Keilor, (41) Footscray, (42) North
Melbourne, (43) Phillip Island, (44) Omeo and (45) Buchan Caves. Cainozoic marine
tetrapods: (46) Devils Den, Glenelg River, (47) Portland, (48) Grange Burn, (49) Spring
Creek, (50) Twelve Apostles, (51) Torquay, (52) Batesford Quarry, (53) Beaumaris and
(54) Lakes Entrance.
Fig. 22.22: Dinosaur Cove, Otway Coast. Site of Early Cretaceous tetrapod fossils.
Photograph by W. Birch.
assessment of the palaeoflora (Parrish et al., 1991), to frigid based on
geochemical (Gregory et al., 1989) and sedimentological analysis
(Constantine et al., 1998). Constantine et al. (1998) presented evidence from
the Strzelecki Group of seasonally frozen ground just three metres
stratigraphically below one of the principal fossil vertebrate sites (Flat Rock).
Many of the late Early Cretaceous tetrapods of Victoria are either
amongst the earliest or latest records of major groups. Early records include
the dinosaurs ornithomimosaurs and protoceratopsians (Rich & Vickers-
Rich, 1994) and oviraptorosaurs (Currie et al., 1996), as well as (arguably)
placental mammals (Rich et al., 1997, 1999). These records of early
occurrences could reflect a Gondwanan, if not specifically Australian, origin
of these groups, which are far better known in the Upper Cretaceous of the
Northern Hemisphere. However, it must be borne in mind that the
knowledge of Aptian and Albian tetrapods worldwide is much poorer than
for those from the Upper Cretaceous;Victoria happens to have its Cretaceous
record in that sparsely sampled interval.
Latest occurrences include the allosaurid dinosaurs (Molnar et al., 1981,
1985;Welles, 1983) and temnospondyl amphibians (Warren et al., 1997). In
the case of the temnospondyl, it has been argued that the polar location of
Victoria was a favourable refugium because the frigid temperatures in the
Aptian prevented the morphologically convergent crocodilians from
occupying the area. Crocodilians are known in the Albian of Victoria where
there is no trace of the temnospondyls (Warren et al., 1997).
Rich et al. (2002) summarised the polar dinosaur assemblages of the
world and assessed the Early Cretaceous tetrapods of Victoria in this context.
Neogene terrestrial vertebrates
Eight Victorian sites have yielded Neogene terrestrial vertebrates. Detailed
summaries of each site listing the stratigraphic unit, age and the basis for that age
assignment, together with a faunal list, are given in Rich et al. (1991).
By far the most prolific of these sites is the Early Pliocene Hamilton
local fauna. Although composed almost exclusively of small mammals, the
assemblage also contains a few of the larger diprotodontoids. Oddly, although
more than 1000 small teeth, as well as about thirty jaws of small mammals are
known, no other class of vertebrates is represented at this site by even a single
bone.With the exception of Burramys, the Mountain Pygmy Possum, which
lives today in the Victorian Alps, the total assemblage from the Hamilton local
fauna suggests adaptation to a moist forest habitat, as in northern Australia
today (Turnbull & Lundelius, 1970).
The Hamilton local fauna was collected from an unnamed lithic unit
that was interpreted as a fossil soil by Gill (1957b). It overlies the Lower
Pliocene Grange Burn Formation (Ludbrook, 1973) and underlies a basalt
aged 4.46±0.1 Ma (Rich et al., 1991).As such, it is one of the most securely
dated of all Australian Neogene land-mammal localities.
Another well-dated Victorian Neogene terrestrial vertebrate site is at the
base of the Black Rock Sandstone at Beaumaris. Although fewer than a
dozen fossils of land mammals have been recovered, they are quite significant
for stratigraphic purposes because they have been assigned to three genera of
diprotodontoids: Zygomaturus (Fig. 22.24b), Kolopsis and Palorchestes. Based on
its content of marine macroinvertebrates (Singleton, 1941, amongst others),
the Black Rock Sandstone is considered to be latest Miocene to Early
Pliocene (Abele et al., 1976).
The Hamilton and Beaumaris local faunas are highly significant in
biostratigraphic terms. As their ages in the Lyellian framework are well
established, they are among the few Neogene assemblages of Australian land
mammals that can be used as a basis for international correlation.While there
is far more known about the Neogene land mammals of northern South
Australia, the Northern Territory and northwestern Queensland, their
correlation is dependent for the most part on the land-mammal assemblages
themselves.This is done primarily by assessment of their overall ‘stage-of-
evolution’, rather than superposition or correlation by other means. The
exceptions are those central Australian terrestrial vertebrate assemblages that
have mammals, particularly diprotodontoids, similar to those at Beaumaris
and Hamilton (Rich et al., 1991).
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Fig. 22.23: Fossil tetrapods. (a) Skull and lower jaw of the holotype of the primitive
baleen whale Mammalodon colliveri Pritchard, Upper Oligocene, Torquay, x 0.16.
Photograph by E. Fordyce. (b) Femora of Victorian hypsilophodontid dinosaurs, x 0.29.
Photograph from P. Vickers-Rich and T. Rich.
Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrates
The Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrate sites of Victoria can be conveniently
divided into caves and open sites.While numerous cave sites occur in the
Glenelg and Buchan regions, there are also other occurrences, primarily
south of the Great Dividing Range, between these two districts.Those in the
Buchan region have formed in recrystallised Devonian limestones, whereas
those in the Glenelg district occur in more friable upper Cainozoic
calcarenites. Although most of the open sites also occur south of the Great
Dividing Range, there are several sites to the north, particularly along the
Murray River. Baird et al. (1991) and Horton (1984) list most Victorian
Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrate sites.
One of the principal problems with the scientific assessment of
Pleistocene terrestrial vertebrate sites is determining their ages (Miller et al.,
1999). Thus far, it has not been possible to subdivide the Pleistocene of
Australia, much less that of Victoria, on the basis of its land-mammal
assemblages.This is in contrast to other continents, such as North America,
where a three-fold division of the Late Pliocene–Pleistocene is well
established. In the North American case, this was facilitated by the entry into
the continent during that time of large land mammals from Asia. It is not
intrinsically impossible for a similar set of terrestrial mammalian migrants to
eventually be recognised in Australia. If this does eventuate, the group most
likely to be useful in this way will almost certainly be rodents.
The only subdivision within the Victorian Pleistocene that has been
possible thus far is based on 14C ages.The practical effect of this is to divide
the Pleistocene sites into two categories, those within the range of 14C and
those beyond it. About 98% of the Pleistocene lies beyond the limit of the
radiocarbon method. It is quite conceivable that the great majority of the
known Victorian Pleistocene fossil vertebrate sites beyond the range of 14C
have ages that fall in the last 10% of that epoch.
One Victorian Pleistocene site beyond the range of 14C, the Portland
local fauna, is constrained to the interval 0.73–1.66 Ma by a combination of
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Fig. 22.24: Fossil tetrapods. (a) Skull of Diprotodon sp., Bacchus Marsh, x 0.25. Photograph from P. Vickers-Rich and T. Rich. (b) Right lower jaw with M2-4 of Zygomaturus gilli
Stirton, Black Rock Member, Sandringham Sands Formation (Late Miocene or earliest Pliocene), Beaumaris, x 1.4. Photograph from P. Vickers-Rich and T. Rich
palaeomagnetic and biostratigraphic evidence (MacFadden et al., 1987).
Some elements of this fauna stand apart from other Pleistocene assemblages
in a striking way. The large diprotodontoid Zygomaturus is quite small,
resembling not contemporaneous Pleistocene examples of this genus in size,
e.g. Zygomaturus trilobus, but the Mio-Pliocene Zygomaturus gilli from
Beaumaris. On the other hand, there is an unusually large pseudocheirid in
the assemblage, Pseudokoala cathysantamaria (Archer et al., 1997). This is
reminiscent of island faunas. Mammals on islands are often characterised by
adult sizes quite atypical of mainland relatives. For example, giant hedgehogs
and miniature elephants of late Cainozoic age occur on various islands of the
Mediterranean (Freudenthal, 1971; Shoshani & Tassey, 1996).
If there is a central problem in the study of Victorian Pleistocene
terrestrial vertebrates and those of Australia generally, it is determining the
mechanism which brought about the extinction of many large mammals
such as Diprotodon (Fig. 22.24a) and Sthenurus, as well as the giant flightless
bird Genyornis, all members of the Megafauna.Was it due to climatic change
or brought about by humans, either directly through their hunting practices
or indirectly by their alteration of the environment? The timing of that event,
or events if the extinctions were not simultaneous, is critical to its resolution.
Because a reliable framework of dated sites still remains a desideratum rather
than a fact, the temporal information relevant to the resolution of this
controversy has yet to be acquired (Baynes, 1995).
Cainozoic marine tetrapods
About half the Victorian coastline is formed of Cainozoic marine deposits.
However, only a few marine fossil tetrapods, mainly whales and penguins,
have been described from these coastal units (Fig. 22.23a).There are also a
few inland sites, such as Waurn Ponds and Batesford Quarry (both in
Batesford Limestone) near Geelong (Fordyce, 1991).This scarcity is no doubt
in large part due to the fact that these fossils have never been extensively
studied. However, the seas off the Victorian coast may have been a major
centre of cetacean evolution once the Circum-Antarctic Current was
established during the Oligocene (Fordyce, 1977).That the marine Cainozoic
exposures along the Victorian coast may have a rich record of this key phase
in cetacean evolution suggests that pursuit of a long-term field program and
analysis of fossils from these rocks has great research potential. Rare fossils of
seals and an albatross are also known from Victorian Cainozoic strata.
22.4 Fossil plants
22.4.1 Plant macrofossils 
The plant associations that make up such an integral part of our environment
had their counterparts in past ages and the rocks of Victoria provide a
wonderful record of the development of this vegetation (Fig. 22.25).A wide
spectrum of sedimentary rocks contains fossil plants, providing a readily
discernible progression from the algal assemblages in the oldest marine beds
to conifer and angiosperm giants of the modern forests.
The preservation of the whole plant organism is the exception rather
than the rule. As a result, different binomial names are commonly
bestowed on different portions of the same plant (leaves, wood,
spore–pollen, fruiting bodies), because much of the original plant is
unknown. Foliage, especially the leaf, is the most common visibly fossilised
part of the land plant, and may be preserved well away from the site of
growth because of transport by water and wind. Epidermal waxes
(‘cuticle’4), which are present to greater or lesser degree, facilitate
preservation and identification. However, in highly weathered outcrops
taxa distinguished on leaf morphology predominate. Heavier vegetative
elements, such as wood, may be preserved in situ or transported before
being coalified, silicified or otherwise preserved.These are also prominent
in the fossil record.
Palaeobotany differs from animal palaeontology in another major
respect. Microscopic reproductive units, such as spores of cryptogams5 and
the pollen grains of advanced groups like the gymnosperms and angiosperms,
are often widely dispersed in an endeavour to maximize reproduction, and
are even more widely dispersed by the processes of sedimentation.The waxy
outer surface of their cuticle (exine) facilitates preservation and such remains
are a prime tool for the biostratigraphic subdivision of the rocks in which
they are preserved.They are of such importance that their study is included 
as a discipline of its own, called palynology (palyn = pollen), dealt with 
in section 22.4.2.
Early Palaeozoic
From early in the Cambrian period to the middle of the Devonian, the
marine environment predominated in eastern Australia. During the
Cambrian there was a great explosion of life in the sea, but the only fossils
with probable plant affinity of this age recorded from Victoria are thalloid
remains attributed to algae (Douglas, 1981).Throughout the Ordovician and
the Early Silurian, the land surface, not yet colonised by erect plants, would
have presented expanses of sediment and rock interrupted by bodies of water
and streams.The mantle of green was yet to appear.The occurrence of the
vascular land plant Baragwanathia longifolia (Lang & Cookson, 1935) in Upper
Silurian (Ludlow) beds near Yea, central Victoria (Garratt, 1978; Garratt &
Rickards, 1984), provides dramatic evidence of the earliest appearance of
plants visibly modifying the landscape (see also Chapter 26).
There has been no monograph on the ‘Baragwanathia Flora’ but the
early descriptions by Cookson (1935) and Lang & Cookson (1930, 1935)
have been supplemented by new species described by Douglas (1981, 1983),
Tims & Chambers (1984) and Douglas & Jell (1985). Several other new
forms are currently under investigation. In an unpublished work by Tims
(1980) there are descriptions of eight new fossils adding substantially to the
known diversity of the ‘Baragwanathia Flora’. Many of the taxa are affiliated
with long-extinct families, such as the Rhyniaceae, Zosterophyllaceae and
Trimerophytaceae. Tables 22.4 and 22.5 give an idea of the size of plant
assemblages at this early stage of plant development. Baragwanathia appears to
have been the progenitor of a long line of the Lycopsida, culminating in the
herbaceous perennials Phylloglossum, Huperzia, Lycopodium and Lycopodiella, all
relatively insignificant elements of the flora of Victoria today.
Late Palaeozoic
From Middle Devonian time, after the Tabberabberan Orogeny, sedimentation
was principally in large continental basins. However, in several localities 
(Table 22.6) fragmentary specimens attest to the introduction of other groups,
for example the Filicales (ferns) and perhaps the Sphenopsida, a group no longer
endemic to Australia but known in the northern hemisphere as ‘horsetails’.
Terrestrial sedimentation continued from the Late Devonian into the
Carboniferous when a few better preserved specimens show the continued
development of the Lycopsida (as Lepidodendron casts; Douglas, 1983).These are
comparable to species dominant in the great Northern Hemisphere forests of
the time. Extensive glaciation, which affected Gondwana in the Late
Carboniferous – Early Permian, seems to have devastated the Devonian and
Carboniferous plant assemblages, which were replaced by the readily
distinguishable Glossopteris flora6.
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4
Cuticle is a chemically complex waxy layer or layers that exist as an external cover over photosynthesising parts of the plant, notably the leaf; it is extremely resistant to decay,
and has specific anatomical features.
5
An old-fashioned, but useful term embracing primitive land plant groups such as ferns, mosses and liverworts.
6
Glossopteris is an easily recognisable broad-leaf genus of the late Palaeozoic found principally in the southern or Gondwanaland continents.
Well-preserved Glossopteris assemblages are prominent in the Permian
coal measures of New South Wales and southern Queensland, but in
Victoria are found in only a few isolated localities. Mortons Quarry
(Bacchus Marsh Formation) near Bacchus Marsh is the type locality of
Gangamopteris obliqua, G. angustifolia and G. spatulata (McCoy, 1875), and
G. douglasii (Rigby & Chandra, 1990). Although the assemblage from this
locality is represented in museum collections by only a few score of highly
weathered leaf impressions in massive sandstone, it provides an invaluable
link between Palaeozoic and Cretaceous floras.
Triassic 
Occurrences of Triassic sediments are confined to a siltstone remnant in an
adit near Yandoit and a not-much-larger exposure of sandstone with
conglomerate lenses near Bacchus Marsh.The latter has been designated the
Council Trench Formation and occurs in a down-faulted block overlying the
Permian Bacchus Marsh Formation at Bald Hill. A noteworthy aspect of
plant fragments from the Yandoit locality is their preservation with cuticular
anatomy discernible under the microscope after treatment. These are the
oldest Victorian fossils whose cuticle has been used to facilitate their
determination, an approach that becomes vital in the examination of the
plants of younger deposits.The age of the Council Trench Formation is based
on highly weathered and fragmentary leaf and pinnule remains referable to
Bennettitales, Sphenopsida, Filicales and Ginkgoales of Triassic aspect.
Early Cretaceous
There are no outcropping sediments regarded as Jurassic in age in Victoria,7 but
a magnificent record of plant life throughout the Cretaceous is preserved in the
Otway and Gippsland basins.
Knowledge of the Early Cretaceous floras is facilitated by a multitude of
outcrop localities in the Otway and Strzelecki ranges and the Casterton area.
In addition, bore core, particularly from the deep bores in the Otway Basin, has
given access to a treasure-trove of dispersed cuticle.A plethora of plant remains
has facilitated the biostratigraphical subdivision of a sequence regarded as
difficult to subdivide lithostratigraphically.
The oldest (Table 22.7) or ‘Zone A’assemblage (Douglas,1969,1986),known
only from bore core obtained at about 2400 m in the Planet Casterton Bore 1,
consists essentially of several members of the Bennettitales, an order of cycad-like
plants prominent in many Mesozoic assemblages, and nondescript Filicales.
The oldest outcrop, or ‘Zone B’ assemblage, is best observed in basin-
margin deposits near Tyers in Gippsland. Here in the Boola Boola assemblage
(Fig. 22.25c), the Bennettitales are again a dominant element, but there are also
plentiful ‘Pteridosperm’8 Coniferales and Filicales with minor cryptogams,
Ginkgoales and Sphenopsida. It is possible that this assemblage represents, in
part, plants derived from the uplands surrounding the enormous land-locked
basin formed as an initial episode in the separation of Australia and Antarctica.
The ‘Zone C’ assemblage occurs over much of the Strzelecki and eastern
Otway ranges. It is identified by an absence of Bennettitales and the prevalence of
a new conifer suite and Ginkgo australis, along with numerous ferns.This record
conveys a picture of a landscape dominated by conifers and Ginkgo.
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Fig. 22.25: Fossil plants. (a) Lepidodendron australe McCoy, Late Devonian, Genoa River, x c.1 (photograph from J. Douglas). (b) Athertonioides sp., Miocene overburden of the
Morwell open cut coal mine, x c.0.75 (J. Douglas private collection; photograph by M.Warne). (c) Rienitsia (long indented leaf) and conifer leaves, Early Cretaceous, Boola Boola
Forest, x 0.8 (photograph by J. Douglas). (d) Angiosperm leaves (GSV 65082), Eocene, ALCOA coal mine, Anglesea, x 0.4. (photograph from J. Douglas).
7
Up to the middle 1950s the Lower Cretaceous deposits of the Otway and Strzelecki groups were identified as Lower Jurassic largely because of a superficial resemblance of
some of the plant fossils to taxa present in the Jurassic flora of Yorkshire, England. 
8
Pteridosperm literally means ‘seed fern’, but the term has been bestowed on a great many completely unrelated taxa to which more precise nomenclature cannot be
comfortably allocated.
The classic Koonwarra fish bed locality has been included in ‘Zone C’
(Douglas, 1969).This locality provides a splendid overview of the biota of 110
million years ago with fish, invertebrates (including insects) and birds (as
feathers) fossilised in finely laminated weathered shales. Drinnan & Chambers
(1986) monographed the accompanying plant remains which, although
principally preserved as impressions (and therefore lacking the anatomical detail
to facilitate identification), are an important element of this great fossil locality.
Koonwarra has provided much evidence for palaeoenvironment and
palaeoclimate speculation.Waldman (1971) suggested that fish kills occurred
after seasonal freezing and death was the result of anoxia. Douglas & Williams
(1982) concluded that the laminae of mudstone, siltstone and fine sandstone lack
the regularity of true varves, and that the strata suggest episodic fluctations in
fluvial discharge rather than marked seasonal changes of temperature.
‘Zone D’, sampled in western Otway Ranges outcrops, the Glenelg
River cliffs south of Casterton and Port Campbell Embayment bore cores,
displays a particularly marked floral contrast, reflecting the onset of marine
inundation of much of the lowlands.The fern Phyllopteroides dentata (Cantrill
& Webb, 1987) is a key species here and is often found fossilised en masse or
with araucarian and podocarp conifers, liverworts and other ferns.
The very thick Lower Cretaceous section provides an excellent record
of plant development over some 40 million years. The plants represent
vegetation from a great variety of habitats, from constantly damp fern glades
of deep forest gullies to sparsely covered barren uplands. These plant
associations and associated fauna provided an impetus for controversy when
palaeomagnetic calculations for the Albian Stage (Zone D) (Schmidt &
Embleton, 1981; Veevers et al., 1991) placed the depositional basins in
subpolar and even polar latitudes. Such a site implies winters several months
long with the sun beneath the horizon and raises many questions about those
ancient ‘forests of the night’. The ability of plants, particularly trees, to
photosynthesise, and the effect on the life cycles of any number of biota, have
been the subject of investigation by Read & Francis (1992).
Most attention (e.g. in section 22.3.2) has been placed on the
dinosaurs of those postulated forests and their existence under such a
regime. Douglas & Williams (1982) postulated a reduced obliquity of the
ecliptic as a mitigating influence facilitating the existence of biota
functioning under milder, high-latitude conditions than the present day.
Others (e.g. Axelrod, 1984) advocated the possibility of forest growth and
development at high polar latitudes without recourse to such drastic
change. It has also been pointed out that small discrepancies in the
palaeomagnetic determinations could mean that the assemblages grew in
more northerly palaeolatitudes, more consistent with our current
experience of the forest environment.
Several Early Cretaceous assemblages from Victoria are important in
elucidating the history of today’s dominant plant group, the angiosperms,
or flowering plants.An isolated leaf or two high in the sequence had been
noted by Medwell (1954), and angiosperm-like seeds and leaves attributed
to aquatic dicotyledons described by Douglas (1963, 1965), added to a
steadily increasing number of mid-Cretaceous discoveries from around the
world. However, the description of “diminutive…leaves…bearing pistillate
organs” by Taylor & Hickey (1990) attracted worldwide attention to the
world’s oldest flower.
Late Cretaceous
Upper Cretaceous rocks do not outcrop, so our knowledge is restricted to
bore core provided by extensive drilling in the Otway Basin. Some drill
core contains hand specimens of plants; more common are bands of
sediment packed with cuticular debris, which facilitates diagnosis, and
plant microfossils (see section 22.4.2). For example, in the Port Campbell
Bore 1 at 1740 m, the assemblage (known as the Waarre Flora because of
its occurrence in the Waarre Formation) contains the youngest species of
the primitive conifers known as the Ginkgoales9 yet documented from
mainland Australia. Several other conifers also no longer appear in the
fossil record, but the change in regime is perhaps best reflected by an
influx of angiosperms, which began to make their mark on the landscape,
although the conifers still dominated the skyline.
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NAME 19- Frenchmans Boola Turtons Coles
Mile Spur Boola Creek Clearing
Baragwanathia longifolia Lang & Cookson 1935 * * * * *
Baragwanathia sp. *
Lycopod sp1 * *
Hedeia sp * *
Hedeia corymbosa Cookson 1935
Yarravia oblonga Lang & Cookson 1935
Rhyniophyte *
Pachytheca Lang & Cookson 1930
Sporoginites chapmani Lang & Cookson 1930
Zosterophyll sp.1 *
Zosterophyll sp. 2. *
Zosterophyllum australianum Lang & Cookson 1930 *
Salopella australis Tims & Chambers 1984 *
Salopella caespitosa Tims & Chambers 1984 *
Dawsonites subarcuatus Tims & Chambers 1984 *
Buthotrephis trichotoma Douglas & Jell 1985
Buthotrephis walhalla Douglas & Jell 1985
Affiliation uncertain 1 *
Affiliation uncertain 2 *
“Seed” 1 *
“Seed” 2 *
Table 22.5: The Baragwanathia Flora — Devonian (Pragian) assemblage; major
localities in Melbourne Zone, including 19-mile Quarry type locality. A full species list is
presented, but site information restricted to major, currently accessible localities. Taxa
with no accreditation are J. Douglas identifications. Location details for sites listed are
as in Douglas (1983) and Holmes (1988).
NAME                Yea     Ghin     Melbourne
               Ghin
Baragwanathia longifolia Lang & Cookson, 1935
Baragwanathia sp. 1 (described in Tims, 1980)
Baragwanathia sp. 2 (described in Tims, 1980)
Baragwanathia-like taxon (described in Tims, 1980)
Zosterophyllum sp. 1 (described in Tims, 1980)
Zosterophyllum sp. 2 (described in Tims, 1980)
Zosterophyllum sp. 3 (described in Tims, 1980)
Zosterophyllum sp. 4
Salopella australia Tims & Chambers, 1984
Hedeia sp. 1 (described in Tims, 1980)
Yeaia flexuosa Douglas, 1982
Buthotrephis gracilis Hall, 1847
Alga sp. 1 (described in Tims, 1980)
Alga sp. 2
Alga sp. 3
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
  *
*
*
*
Table 22.4: The Baragwanathia Flora — Silurian (Ludlow) assemblage; major localities
in Melbourne Zone. Taxa with no accreditation are J. Douglas identifications. Location
details for sites listed are as in Douglas (1983) and Holmes (1988).
Bindaree
Mansfield
Avon River
Freestone
Creek
Iguana Creek
Tabberabbera
Combienbar
Genoa River
Psilopsida
Unidentified sp.
Taeniocrada
langi
Barinophyton
citrulliforne
Lycopsida
Lycophyte sp.
Lepidodendron
mansfieldense
Lepidodendron
australe
Lepidodendron  sp.
Lepidodendron sp.
Pteridophyta
Archaeopteris howitti
Sphenopteris iguanensis
Archaeopteris sp.
Rhacopteris sp.
Sphenopteris sp. 
Archaeopteris howitti
Sphenopteris carnei
Sphenopsida
Unidentified sp. 1
Asterocalamites sp.
Phyllotheca sp.
Unidentified sp.2
Unidentified sp. 3
Unidentified sp. 4
Cordaitales
Cordaites
australis
Cordaites
australis
Lepidodendron
australe
Locality
Table 22.6: Late Devonian or Early Carboniferous plant fossil localities in Victoria.
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Little is known of the vegetation of the latter part of the Late
Cretaceous, although the Paaratte Flora from the cuticle-rich Belfast
Mudstone Member of the Paaratte Formation has been placed in the
Senonian Stage (Dettmann & Douglas, 1976).
Palaeogene
The plant macrofossil record provides no data on the extinctions at the
Cretaceous–Tertiary boundary, and a search through the pertinent section of
the Geological Survey of Victoria core holdings in 1992 (J. G. Douglas,
unpublished data) revealed no evidence for an iridium anomaly or any other
discernible mineral layer. However, Partridge (1999a) has inferred the
approximate position of this boundary from major changes in spore–pollen
assemblages in oil-well sections of the Gippsland Basin. Despite extensive
outcrops of probably Paleocene fluviatile beds (Pebble Point Formation) on
the western flanks of the Otway Ranges and a thick subsurface section in the
Latrobe Group in the Gippsland Basin, no plant macrofossils have been
recorded from undisputed Paleocene sediments.
The oldest Palaeogene macrofossil plant remains recorded appear to be
of Early Eocene age (Partridge, 1998b) in fluviatile siltstone underlying basalt
at the Brandy Creek mine, Hotham Heights. Impressions and compressions
of leaves attributed to the Lauraceae, Proteaceae and Elaeocarpaceae are
abundant with well-preserved dispersed cuticle facilitating determination.
Conifers are represented as Agathis and Dacrycarpus and ferns are also present
(Greenwood et al., 2000).
Brown coal deposits in the Demons Bluff Formation west of Melbourne
(Wensleydale, Benwerrin and those currently exploited at Anglesea) provide
an extensive record of the Eocene vegetation.Angiosperm leaves in “exquisite
preservation” (Christophel, 1993) from the overburden of the Alcoa brown
coal mine at Anglesea, represent a subtropical lowland riparian vegetation
(Fig. 22.25d). Over 50 leaf taxa have been recorded from one of several clay
lenses postulated as having been deposited in a meandering stream
environment (Christophel et al., 1987). Families prominent include
Proteaceae (Musgraveinae), Myrtaceae (but not Eucalyptus), Ebenaceae,
Casuarinaceae and Lauraceae. In addition there are the gymnosperms
Dacrycarpus, Decussocarpus, Falcatifolium, Podocarpus, and Prumnopitys of the
family Podocarpaceae and Pterostoma and Bowenia of the Zamiaceae (cycads).
Although Nothofagus (Fagaceae) pollen is so prevalent as to suggest
landscape dominance, its leaves have not been recognised here and are rare at
other Victorian Palaeogene localities.This suggests that the genus may not have
formed such an important element of the vegetation as previously thought.
Leisman (1986) described a silicified log of Cryptocaryoxylon gippslandicum
(Lauraceae) several metres long and a metre in diameter. It was found in
gravel under an Eocene basalt flow at Jungle Creek near Buchan.
The best-documented Oligocene assemblage is from under basalt in a
quarry at Berwick (Deane, 1902; Pole et al., 1993).The assemblage contains the
oldest authenticated record of Eucalyptus leaves in Victoria (E. kitsoni Deane),
together with one of the rare records of Nothofagus (N. maideni Deane) fossilised
in leaf form. In addition to a new species of the conifer Agathis, undetermined
leaves of the Lauraceae, Casuarinaceae, Cunionaceae? and Proteaceae were also
recorded.This assemblage indicates that the rainforests of the time were in the
process of being replaced by sclerophyllous plants.
The Calivil Formation in the ‘deep leads’ contains plant fossils
commonly in the form of coriaceous fruits that survived stream abrasion.
Mueller (1874, 1883) first described these fossils from the central Victorian
goldfields in classic studies that have been updated by Rozefelds &
Christophel (1996) (Fig. 22.26). Several of these assemblages have been dated
as Oligocene.The temporal ranges of Victorian Palaeogene macrofossil plant
localities are summarised in Table 22.8.
Neogene
The Middle Eocene to Middle Miocene Latrobe Group brown coal measures are
formed from immense deposits of plant remains, with the thickest seams being
100 metres or more.However,many of the fossil plants described,with the notable
exception of coalified wood (Patton, 1958), have been obtained 
from the mainly Neogene overburden beds in the huge Yallourn, Morwell and
Loy Yang opencuts.
Cookson (1947) published one of the first accounts in Australia of
fossil species (Oleaceae) using cuticular anatomy as recognition criteria.
Later, with collaborators, Cookson provided further descriptions of
Latrobe Group plant species. Blackburn (1981) produced an overview of
the palaeobotany, and Greenwood (1981) listed Pterostoma (a cycad),
Podocarpus or Prumnopitys, Dacrycarpus, Phyllocladus, Agathis, Araucaria
(conifers), Gymnostoma, Diospyros and Ceratopetalum.
The Maddingley Coal Seam (Werribee Formation) in a quarry at Bacchus
Marsh contains myrtaceous leaves (but not Eucalyptus), Elaeocarpus fruits and
conifer shoots, and many other undescribed forms.
The Sentinel Rock Clay, near the mouth of the Aire River, is probably
Neogene and contains leaf remains that include Acacia (Cookson, 1954a).
Among the youngest Neogene plant remains are leaves, including Eucalyptus,
in dark, well-bedded shale in the Haunted Hills Formation overburden in the
Morwell open cut.They are probably Pliocene in age (Greenwood et al., 2000).
These authors also list over sixty plant-fossil localities, and provide the most up-
to-date assessment of the Victorian Palaeogene and Neogene macrofloras.
Temporal ranges of Victorian Neogene macrofossil plant localities are summarised
in Table 22.8.
9
Carpenter et al. (1994) recently recorded Ginkgo in an assemblage of possible
Eocene age at Richmond, Tasmania.
Fig. 22.26: Fruit and seeds from the Haddon deep lead near Nintingbool: (top)
Xylocaryon lockii Mueller (5 cm across) (MV Collection P53980). Photograph by A.
Rozefelds. (bottom, left to right) Tricoilocaryon barnardi Mueller (2.5 cm) (MV
Collection P53896); Rhytidotheca lynchii Mueller (MV P206435); Spondylostrobus
smythii Mueller (MV P53089). Photograph by M. Darragh.
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Quaternary
Douglas (1983) reported logs of Eucalyptus, Casuarina and Melaleuca that had
been found in Coode Island Silt during bridge construction at King Street,
Melbourne.Eucalyptus camaldulensis is listed from Lake Hindmarsh in the Mallee,
and calcareous root and stem casts are common in Pleistocene coastal dunes.
The largest assemblage of Quaternary plants, however, seems to be leaf
impressions and fruit compressions from ash and tuff beds on the shore of
Lake Colac.These are regarded as Early to middle Pleistocene by Tickell et
al. (1991), but require further study.
Summary
The brief outline above of the plant fossil record in Victoria provides food
for thought and a plethora of research opportunity. Elucidation of the history
of the southeastern Australian monocotyledons (grasses, etc.), of which we
know virtually nothing, will necessitate a great deal more collection and
investigation of fossil material. Extending and improving the scanty records
of Acacia and Eucalyptus ancestors will provide a new dimension to
knowledge of these genera that are so dominant in our present-day
assemblages. Use of fossil plants as indicators of past climates will enhance
our knowledge of climate change and its potential impacts in the future.
22.4.2 Plant microfossils 
Plant microfossils (Fig. 22.27) have played a significant role in the dating and
correlation of stratigraphic units of Victoria, particularly those of Mesozoic
and Cainozoic age. They have also contributed to knowledge of the
development of the modern Australian flora. Notable among the plant
microfossils are acid-resistant, organic-walled palynomorphs that include
pollen of flowering plants and gymnosperms, spores (iso-, micro- and
megaspores) of free-sporing land plants, and cysts of marine and freshwater
phytoplankton. Amongst the phytoplankton are dinoflagellates (Dinophyta),
acritarchs (unicelled protists of uncertain origin) and microscopic colonial
algae (e.g. Amosopollis cruciformis, Botryococcus, Pediastrum). Other acid-resistant
microfossils found in sediments include fragments of leaf cuticles and woods
and fruiting bodies, spores and hyphae of fungi. Plant groups represented by
calcareous or siliceous microfossils, which require different methods of
recovery from those used to extract palynomorphs, have been less studied,
and consequently have a rather sketchy record. Most studied and best known
are calcareous nannofossils (coccolithophorids and discoasters of the
Chrysophyta), which make important contributions to the dating and
correlation in Cainozoic sequences in Victoria (e.g. Rade, 1977; Siesser, 1979;
Waghorn, 1989; Shafik, 1983, 1990, 1996).
Palaeozoic – early Mesozoic
Palynomorphs first recorded from Victorian sediments are also the oldest.
Lang & Cookson (1935) figured and briefly commented on spores isolated
from sporophylls of the Silurian–Devonian lycopod Baragwanathia longifolia
Lang & Cookson (see section 20.3). Few palynomorphs have been recorded
from younger Palaeozoic sediments of the Tasman Fold Belt, due principally
to a lack of studies and, to a lesser extent, to the high thermal maturity of
some of the rocks, rendering them palynologically barren. Late Palaeozoic
records are from the uppermost Carboniferous Urana Formation from the
subsurface in the Murray Basin and from the Lower Permian glaciomarine
Bacchus Marsh Formation.The latter is known from outcrops in the Bacchus
Marsh region, scattered localities through central Victoria and from a bore in
the Gippsland Basin (Douglas, 1964, 1969; Evans & Hodgson, 1964; Bowen
& Thomas, 1988). For the early Mesozoic, the record is confined to the
palynoflora associated with pteridosperm macrofossils and cuticular remains
reported from Triassic strata at Old Nuggetty Gully,Yandoit (Douglas, 1969).
Bisaccate pollen, possibly of corystosperms and referable to Falcisporites,
dominate these palynofloras.
Late Mesozoic
The main application of palynology to Victorian geology has been the use of
fossil spore and pollen and microplankton (dinoflagellate cysts and other
microscopic algae) for dating and correlation of thick nonmarine to marginal
marine sequences of Cretaceous and Cainozoic age in the Gippsland, Bass
and Otway basins. The earliest studies of well-preserved spore–pollen
microfloras confirmed a mostly Early Cretaceous age (latest Tithonian to
Albian) for the extensive outcrops of the predominantly volcanoclastic
Eumeralla Formation of the Otway and Strzelecki groups (Cookson &
Dettmann, 1958, 1959; Dettmann, 1963). The first major study on fossil
dinoflagellates in Australia established the presence of subsurface Upper
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks on the southern margin of Australia (Baker &
Cookson, 1955; Deflandre & Cookson, 1955). Since this early work,
palynology has become established as the principal technique for correlation
and dating of all Cretaceous sequences.
The Cretaceous spore–pollen zonation is an amalgam of the Early to mid-
Late Cretaceous zones proposed largely on the basis of the palynofloral
sequence in the Otway and Eromanga basins (Dettmann,1963, 1986;Dettmann
& Douglas, 1976; Dettmann & Playford, 1969), and the latest Cretaceous
(Santonian to Maastrichtian) zones formulated for the Gippsland Basin (Stover
& Evans, 1974; Stover & Partridge, 1973). Subsequently, Helby et al. (1987)
modified several of the zone names and defining criteria when they established
an Australia-wide palynological zonation framework for the Mesozoic. More
detailed studies of the Otway Basin (Morgan et al., 1995) have since highlighted
the difficulties associated with a broad approach to zonation.These relate to
differing inter-basin species ranges, extreme scarcity of some index taxa
particularly at their range limits, and differing species range concepts between
palynologists.Notwithstanding these caveats there is broad consensus on the key
defining characters and taxa of the zones (Tables 22.9 and 22.10).
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The spore–pollen assemblages of the Victorian Cretaceous sediments reflect
a series of microfloras in which austral conifers (Podocarpaceae and
Araucariaceae) were important and often dominant components. Based on
present-day ecological parameters, combined with palaeotemperature and
palaeolatitudinal data, these austral conifers are interpreted to have formed high-
latitude forests, characterised by conically crowned, widely spaced trees with
height:width ratios up to 4:1 (Specht et al., 1992). Superimposed on this long-
persisting regional character of the forests is a progressive modification in the
understorey and fringing plant communities, reflected in the change from spore-
dominated assemblages in the Early Cretaceous to angiosperm-dominated
assemblages in the Late Cretaceous.The earliest appearance of the flowering
plants (angiosperms) is in sediments of latest Barremian-Aptian age, but their
pollen are low in diversity (average <10 species) and abundance (average <1%)
in deposits older than mid-Santonian. A rapid increase in both abundance and
diversity occurs through the succeeding Campanian and Maastrichtian.
The spore–pollen microfloras are grouped into superzones and zones (Helby
et al., 1987).The oldest Microcachryidites Superzone correlates with macroplant
zones A–C of Douglas (1969) and is of latest Jurassic – earliest Cretaceous to early
Albian in age. Spore–pollen assemblages from the superzone reflect a wooded
vegetation of podocarp and araucarian conifers associated with pteridosperms
and/or cycadeoids and cycads and/or ginkgophytes. Understorey and fringing
communities included terrestrial ferns allied to the Osmundales, Dicksoniales,
Gleicheniales and Schizaeales, and there were diverse terrestrial and epiphytic
lycophytes.The earliest angiosperm pollen (Clavatipollenites hughesii) are recorded
within the C. hughesii Zone (latest Barremian – Aptian), and are believed to have
derived from herbaceous magnoliid plants that occupied lakeside and riverine
environments (Dettmann, 1986). Assemblages of the succeeding C. striatus
Zone (latest Aptian – early Albian) are notable for the diversification of aquatic
communities of hepatophytes and heterosporous ferns, the latter represented in
the assemblages by megaspores.
The succeeding Albian to Cenomanian Hoegisporis Superzone records
the persistence of araucarian and podocarp conifer forests and a continued
expansion in diversity of understorey fern/bryophyte and aquatic
fern/hepatic communities.These communities are confirmed by associated
Zone D macrofloras, which in addition display a prominence of Ginkgo.
Angiosperms gradually increase in diversity with introduction of most basic
pollen morphotypes, but they are rarely common and never abundant in the
assemblages. Hoegisporis spp., Appendicisporites distocarinatus and Clavifera triplex,
characteristic of this superzone in northern Australia (Helby et al., 1987;
fig.33) and the Duntroon and Bight basins on the southwestern margin
(Powis & Partridge, 1980), are absent from assemblages of this superzone in
Victoria, reflecting the existence of a climatic gradient.
The Hoegisporis uniforma Zone at the top of the Hoegisporis Superzone
(Tables 22.9 and 22.10) is a replacement name for the modified concept of the
Appendicisporites distocarinatus Zone adopted by Helby et al. (1987). The A.
distocarinatus Zone was originally proposed by Dettmann & Playford (1969) with
a reference section spanning the upper part of the type section of the Waarre
Formation to the basal core assigned to the type section of the Flaxman
Formation in the Port Campbell 2 well. More detailed palynological studies of
this and adjacent wells have subsequently demonstrated that the immediately
younger P. mawsonii Zone extends to the base of the Waarre Formation in the
Port Campbell Embayment of the Otway Basin (Partridge, 1996a). The
ramifications of this change are that all sections previously assigned to the
A. distocarinatus Zone in the Otway Basin actually belong to the younger
P. mawsonii Zone, and there is consequently little if any Cenomanian section in
either the Otway or adjacent Gippsland basins.Therefore, to avoid possible
future confusion between the many older references to the A.distocarinatus Zone
and the more widely distributed Cenomanian portion, the Hoegisporis uniforma
Zone is adopted as a replacement name for the modified concept of the A.
distocarinatus Zone proposed by Helby et al. (1987).
All Upper Cretaceous sedimentary rocks identified in Victoria belong to
the Turonian to Maastrichtian Proteacidites Superzone. Pollen of the austral
conifers (Podocarpaceae and Araucariaceae) continue as prominent components
of Late Cretaceous assemblages and are joined by pollen of forest canopy
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Fig. 22.27: Spore and pollen taxa from Victorian Cretaceous sediments. (Photographs by M. Dettmann; scale bars = 10 µm). (a) Microcachryidites antarcticus Cookson. (b)
Ruffordiaspora australiensis (Cookson) Dettmann & Clifford. (c) Foraminisporis wonthaggiensis (Cookson & Dettmann) Dettmann. (d) Cyclosporites hughesii (Cookson & Dettmann)
Cookson & Dettmann. (e) Dictyotosporites speciosus Cookson & Dettmann. (f) Foraminisporis asymmetricus (Cookson & Dettmann) Dettmann. (g) Crybelosporites striatus (Cookson
& Dettmann) Dettmann. (h) Coptospora paradoxa (Cookson & Dettmann) Dettmann. (i) Pilosisporites notensis Cookson & Dettmann. (j) Appendicisporites distocarinatus Dettmann
& Playford.  (k) Phimopollenites pannosus (Dettmann & Playford) Dettmann. (l) Hoegisporis uniforma Cookson. (m) Tricolpites apoxyexinus Partridge. (n) Phyllocladidites mawsonii
Cookson. (o) Proteacidites aeimnestus Dettmann & Jarzen.  (p) Forcipites sabulosus (Dettmann & Playford) Dettmann & Jarzen. (q) Gambierina rudata Stover. (r) Nothofagidites
senectus Dettmann & Playford. (s) Forcipites longus (Stover & Evans) Dettmann & Jarzen.
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Lagarostrobos (Phyllocladidites mawsonii), Dacrydium (Dacrydiumites florinii,
Lygistepollenites balmei) and Wollemia (Dilwynites spp.) in the lower part of the
superzone. In the upper part of the superzone, pollen of Nothofagus (southern
beech) and other angiosperms (Proteaceae) become common and are probably
also represented in the forest canopy. All these newly introduced taxa are
believed to have origins in the southern high-latitudes of the circum-Antarctic.
In the understorey and fringing communities, Gleicheniales, Dicksoniales and
Schizaeales are initially prominent but gradually decline and become much less
prominent or, in some cases, may even become extinct (e.g. Appendicisporites
distocarinatus, Cicatricosisporites/Ruffordiaspora) as the diversity and abundance of
angiosperms increased rapidly from about the mid-Santonian.These Santonian
to Maastrichtian assemblages are characterised by a diverse suite of angiosperm
pollen superficially similar to Northern Hemisphere Normapolles pollen
known from extinct Juglandales/Myricales. They also contain the oldest
occurrences of pollen referable to extant families (Winteraceae, Epacridaceae,
Gunneraceae,Trimeniaceae and Ranunculaceae).
Organic-walled microplankton are recorded in Victoria throughout the
Cretaceous. However those from the Lower Cretaceous sequences are 
largely nonmarine lacustrine forms, whereas assemblages from Upper
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks, although mostly marine, display varying
degrees of endemism.
The Early Cretaceous sequences contain low-diversity but in places
abundant assemblages of acritarchs (e.g. Microfasta evansii, Micrhystridium
spp.), algal microplankton (e.g. Ovoidites spp., Sigmopollis spp.) and the
distinctive Schizosporis reticulatus Cookson & Dettmann, now identified as
probable resting eggs of rotifers (van Geel, 1998). These types are all
considered diagnostic of lacustrine environments but lack a formal
zonation framework. In contrast, marine microplankton recorded from the
Lower Cretaceous sequences are restricted to a few extremely rare
occurrences of Aptian to early Albian dinoflagellates in the westernmost
Otway Basin (Padley et al., 1995). Other marine dinoflagellates cysts
previously reported as coming from palynological assemblages at the top
of the Eumeralla Formation and given a late Albian age (Dettmann &
Playford, 1969; p.193) are now known to belong to the overlying Turonian
Waarre Formation (Partridge, 1996a).
In the Australian-wide microplankton zonation framework proposed
by Helby et al. (1987) for the Late Cretaceous (Table 22.11), the
succession from the P. infusorioides Zone to I. korojonense Zone was first
recognised in the Otway Basin (Evans, 1966b; Partridge, 1975), while the
M druggii Zone was initially identified in the Gippsland Basin (Partridge,
1976). The zones have a circum-Antarctic distribution and are recorded
from the Antarctic Peninsula (Duane et al., 1992), New Zealand
(Roncaglia & Schiøler, 1999; Schiøler & Wilson, 1998) and along the
southern and southwestern margins of Australia (Marshall, 1984).
Assemblages recorded from the Otway Basin are largely cosmopolitan, but
are less diverse than those from the Perth Basin. They are dominated by
dinoflagellate cysts assigned to Heterosphaeridium and various
peridiniacean genera (Isabelidinium, Chatangiella, Nelsoniella etc.) or,
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especially in the older part of the sequence, by the colonial alga
Amosopollis cruciformis, which may exceed 25% of the total palynomorph
count.The Cenomanian D. multispinum Zone at the bottom of the zonal
succession is missing in the Otway Basin due to a break in the
stratigraphic record, but is present farther west along the southern margin
in the Duntroon and Bight basins (Powis & Partridge, 1980).
In contrast to the more cosmopolitan assemblages of the Otway Basin, the
microplankton succession in the Gippsland Basin (Table 22.11) commences with
a largely endemic suite of algal cysts described by Marshall (1989).These are here
referred to the Turonian Rimosicysta Superzone and are interpreted as diagnostic
of large and deep fresh-water lakes (Partridge, 1996b). After a gap in the
sequence, the succeeding Santonian to Campanian assemblages are represented
by a mixture of cosmopolitan and probable endemic dinoflagellate cysts which
are grouped under the Isabelidinium variabile Superzone, with the eponymous
species typically dominating most assemblages (Marshall, 1988, 1990). The
superzone is subdivided into older local zones based on probable endemic
species (Chatangiella porosa Range and Isabelidinium ponticum Interval Zone) and
younger zones based on more cosmopolitan species (Nelsoniella semireticulata
Interval, Satyrodinium haumuriense Interval and Isabelidinium korojonense Range
Zones).Correlation with the zones in the Otway Basin is based on the observed
ranges of both the cosmopolitan species and associated spore–pollen species.
Early to mid-Maastrichtian deposits in the Gippsland Basin, represented by up
to 1 km of continental and coastal plain sediments, lack diagnostic
microplankton. However, the overlying sediments of latest Maastrichtian age are
referable to the fully cosmopolitan M. druggii Zone.
Cainozoic
The initial palynological studies of Cainozoic deposits in Victoria were mostly
focused on the extensive brown coal deposits and those outcrops that lacked
independent dating by other fossils. Early publications concentrated on
documenting the fossil pollen record of selective modern families and genera,
such as Dacrydium, Nothofagus and Proteaceae (Cookson, 1946, 1950, 1953a,
1957, 1959), or fossil dinoflagellate cysts and algae (Cookson, 1953b, 1956,
1965a,b; Deflandre & Cookson, 1955; Cookson & Eisenack, 1965a,b,c, 1967).
Aside from the description by Cookson (1954b) of two successive spore–pollen
assemblages in the Birregurra No.1 bore from the Otway Basin, there was little
understanding of the biostratigraphic resolution of the microfloras.
The first formal spore–pollen zonation was proposed by Harris (1965) and
was based on the Paleocene to Lower Eocene outcrops of the Wangerrip Group
near Princetown in the Otway Basin.This scheme was subsequently expanded by
the addition of Middle and Late Eocene zones (Harris, 1971). Concurrently,
offshore petroleum exploration and the discovery of major oil and gas fields in the
Gippsland Basin were the impetus for the independent proposal of a spore–pollen
zonation by Stover & Evans (1974) and Stover & Partridge (1973).This zonation,
which was based on better sampled sections of thick, near-continuous Upper
Cretaceous to Cainozoic sequences, has since been adopted as the framework for
the preferred spore–pollen biostratigraphy (Tables 22.12 and 22.13).
Formal description of Cainozoic microplankton zones has lagged behind
the more widely applied spore–pollen zones.The framework of Paleocene
and Eocene zones outlined on a stratigraphic table by Partridge (1976, fig.2)
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has been widely referred to by subsequent authors (e.g.Wilson, 1984; Harris,
1985; Chaproniere et al., 1996; McGowran et al., 1997). Many of the zones
have been described as part of other zonation schemes (Harris, 1985; Helby et
al., 1987;Wilson, 1984, 1988).The calcareous Oligocene to Recent marine
sequences have been less studied, because of the availability of well-tested and
competing planktonic foraminifera zonal schemes. Published microplankton
studies are restricted to the more continental Murray Basin (Martin, 1991a,
1993; Macphail & Kellett, 1993; Truswell et al., 1985) and uppermost
Miocene to Pleistocene sections in the Gippsland Basin (McMinn, 1992).
The Cainozoic spore–pollen succession is divided into four microfloras,
which reflect major shifts or changes in the vegetation. There are nine
assemblage zones and numerous informally named subzones defined on first
and last appearance datums (Table 22.12). The oldest Lygistepollenites
Microflora, which is mostly Paleocene and equivalent to the Lygistepollenites
balmei Zone, starts at or close to the Cretaceous–Palaeogene boundary. Here
there is a decline in diversity and numerous extinctions amongst the spores
and angiosperm pollen, but less so or negligible amongst the gymnosperm
pollen. Most notable is the extinction, or marked decline in abundance, of
distinctive members of the austral Normapolles, including Battenipollis sectilis,
Forcipites longus, Quadraplanus brossus and Gambierina spp.The angiosperm-
rich latest Cretaceous assemblages are replaced by assemblages dominated by
gymnosperm pollen, in which there is the gradual introduction through the
Paleocene of angiosperm pollen with affinities to modern families. Many of
the new angiosperm pollen types are from wind-pollinating plants that
become much more prominent later in the Cainozoic. They include
Nothofagidites pollen of the modern brassii, menzesii, and fusca types (Dettmann
et al., 1990) and pollen of the families Casuarinaceae (Haloragacidites harrisii),
Euphorbiaceae (Malvacipollis subtilis), Myrtaceae (Myrtaceidites parvus) and
Restionaceae (Milfordia homeopunctata). In addition, late in the Paleocene,
there are the oldest occurrences of pollen of the more tropical families
Olacaceae (Anacolosidites acutullus) and Sapindaceae (Cupanieidites orthoteichus).
The forest canopy was dominated by gymnosperms of Podocarpaceae
(Dacrydium, Lagarostrobos, Microcachrys, Podocarpus), Araucariaceae (Araucaria,
Wollemia), with the angiosperm Nothofagus of secondary importance. The
understorey was a mixture of ferns (Cyathea, Dicksonia, Gleichenia, Lycopodium)
and angiosperms, the most abundant of the latter being a diversity of
Proteaceae. The Paleocene is also the oldest period where there is a
geological record for the hinterland montane forests, which are overall similar
but perhaps cooler and less diverse (Taylor et al., 1990).
An extinction event at or close to the Paleocene–Eocene boundary is
marked by the loss of the last of the austral Normapolles (Gambierina rudata
and G. edwardsii) and ancestral gymnosperms (Lygistepollenites balmei) and the
introduction of the Early Eocene Euphorbiaceae/Casuarinaceae Microflora.
This microflora, which is represented by the Malvacipollis diversus and
Proteacidites asperopolus zones, is characterised by increased abundance of
Casuarinaceae (Haloragacidites harrisii) and Euphorbiaceae (Malvacipollis diversus
and M. subtilis), increased diversity and abundance of Proteaceae (notably
Proteacidites grandis and P. pachypolus), and a corresponding decline in
podocarp conifers and Nothofagus pollen. Newly introduced taxa include the
mangrove Nypa, Tiliaceae, Santalaceae and Sapotaceae. Marked successional
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Table 22.11: Comparison and correlation of Late Cretaceous microplankton zonal nomenclature applicable to Victoria. The zones recognised in the Otway Basin are largely
cosmopolitan, whereas the zones recognised in the Gippsland Basin are fully endemic during the Turonian, partly endemic during the Santonian to Campanian and only become
fully cosmopolitan in the Late Maastrichtian. Diagnostic criteria for identifying the zones are provided by first and last appearances of key species. The Diconodinium multispinum
Zone does not occur in the Otway Basin, but is included on the diagram to facilitate comparison.
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and horizontal changes in abundance of principal taxa in the assemblages
indicate a more complex vegetation mosaic.This was presumably drier or
more seasonal, as the principal rainforest indicator species show the greatest
decline.Taxa identified indicate the presence of mangrove, levee, backswamp,
woodland/shrubland and mega-mesophyll rainforest communities in the
Gippsland and Otway basins during this time interval.
Early in the Middle Eocene there is another extinction event that is
accompanied by an abrupt rise in abundance of Nothofagus pollen of the
brassii type. Thereafter, this pollen dominated almost all southeastern
Australian assemblages until the Late Miocene and constitutes the
Nothofagidites emarcidus Microflora. The basal Middle Eocene extinctions
documented in the thicker and more complete sequences in the Gippsland
and Bass basins appear to be local, as most of the species that disappear range
into younger sediments in more northerly or westerly basins (e.g. Murray
Basin and St. Vincent Basin). The Nothofagidites emarcidus Microflora is
represented by the Nothofagidites asperus, Proteacidites tuberculatus and
Triporopollenites bellus zones (Tables 22.12 and 22.13) (Fig. 22.28).Typical
abundances of Nothofagus pollen increase abruptly from the M. diversus
(1–3%) and P. asperopolus (<7%) zones, into the Lower N. asperus Zone
(average 25%), Middle and Upper N. asperus and major part of the
P. tuberculatus Zones (>50%), before declining to <30% in the T. bellus Zone
in the Gippsland Basin, but <20% in the same zone in the Murray Basin
(Kershaw et al., 1994).This long interval, dominated by Nothofagus brassii-type
pollen, signifies climatically optimum conditions for the parental sources,
Nothofagus (Brassospora), which today are restricted to equitable temperate
rainforest of New Caledonia and the upland regions of New Guinea.
The Nothofagidites asperus Zone (early Middle Eocene to earliest Oligocene)
also contains high frequencies of Casuarinaceae (probably including rainforest
Gymnostoma known from contemporaneous macrofloras) and the ancestral
Huon pine (Lagarostrobos), as well as diverse and common Proteaceae and highly
diverse associations of other angiosperm pollen.Turnover of taxa within the
zone is not always contemporaneous in the separate basins. Introductions
include a mix of rainforest and sclerophyll types, e.g. Quintinia (Saxifragaceae),
epiphytic Loranthaceae, Isopogon (Proteaceae) and Ungeria (Sterculiaceae). Losses
at the base of the zone in the Gippsland and Bass basins include mangroves
(Nypa, Tiliaceae) and several proteaceous pollen taxa. The compositional
variations within and between the separate depositional basins may be related to
variation in floristics of the mosaic of plant communities present in the separate
regions (Macphail et al., 1994). Notophyll rainforests of high species diversity,
with fringing wet and dry sclerophyll associates and restricted mangrove
communities, appear to have been represented in the vegetation. The local
extinction of many Proteaceae species, and marked decline in diversity at the
base of the Upper N.asperus Zone, are interpreted to reflect temperature decline
in the latest Eocene – earliest Oligocene related to the establishment of the
circum-polar deep-water current (Kennett & Shackleton, 1976).
Assemblages of the succeeding Proteacidites tuberculatus Zone (Early
Oligocene to Early Miocene) and Triporopollenites bellus Zone (Early to Late
Miocene) are characterised by continued high frequencies of Nothofagus
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Table 22.12: Paleocene to Early Oligocene palynological zonal nomenclature applicable to Victoria, based mainly on the more complete sedimentary record in the Gippsland Basin.
Diagnostic criteria for identifying the zones and subzones are provided by first and last appearances of key species.
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pollen of the brassii-type, with lower diversity angiosperm associations and
increased diversity and representation of cryptogam spores. Several taxa were
introduced into the region during Oligocene – Early Miocene times.These
include the angiosperms Acacia (Acaciapollenites myriosporites), Embothrium
(Granodiporites nebulosus), Epilobium (Corsinipollenites epilobioides), Guettarda
(Guettardidites iviriensis), Randia (Triporopollenites bellus) and the fern Lophosoria
(Cyatheacidites annulatus).The vegetation of well-drained sites is interpreted as
microphyll-notophyll Nothofagus rainforest with understorey of angiosperms
(herbaceous and shrubby) and cryptogams (terrestrial and epiphytic ferns and
fern allies). Assemblages from the Latrobe Group (Oligocene – late Early
Miocene) confirm lowland communities of podocarps (Lagarostrobos,
Phyllocladus) associated with Cunoniaceae, Quintinia, Sapotaceae and
Aquifoliaceae in and around coal swamps, whereas Myrtaceae and
Elaeocarpaceae were prevalent during deposition of interseam sediments.
Fire-prone heath/scrub included Dacrydium/Podocarpus, Epacridaceae,
Gleicheniaceae, Banksia/Dryandra and Restionaceae (Kershaw & Sluiter,
1982; Kershaw et al., 1994).
The fourth and youngest Asteraceae Microflora (latest Miocene to
Pleistocene) is characterised by the increasingly prominent occurrence of
Asteraceae (Tubulifloridites spp.) and Chenopodiaceae pollen in the
spore–pollen assemblages. It is subdivided into the Cingulatisporites bifurcatus,
Myrtaceidites lipsis and Tubulifloridites pleistocenicus zones (Table 22.13). In the
Gippsland Basin, the latest Miocene assemblages of the C. bifurcatus Zone
retain moderate frequencies of Nothofagus (10–20%), increased prominence of
Casuarinaceae and Myrtaceae, and persistent low frequencies of Poaceae and
true Eucalyptus pollen, the latter indicating gradual opening of the rainforest
(Kershaw et al., 1994). In the Murray Basin the frequencies of Nothofagus are
much less and Myrtaceae more prominent. These assemblages have been
assigned to an Early Myrtaceae phase, considered representative of wet
sclerophyllous forest (Martin, 1994; Kershaw et al., 1994).The succeeding M.
lipsis Zone contains only rare Nothofagus of the brassii type, but increased
abundance of gymnosperms (Podocarpus, Dacrydium and Dacrycarpus) indicative
of cooler temperate podocarp rainforest.This zone is assigned an Early to
mid-Pliocene age in the Gippsland Basin and is considered equivalent to the
combined Gymnosperm–Nothofagus phase and Upper Myrtaceae phase
(Martin, 1994; Kershaw et al, 1994), and most of the Monotocidites galeatus Zone
of Macphail & Truswell (1993) in the Murray Basin.The final T. pleistocenicus
Zone is latest Pliocene to Pleistocene and is characterised by Asteraceae pollen
abundances of more than 20% and increased frequencies of Casuarinaceae,
Myrtaceae and especially Eucalyptus pollen, indicating the emergence of more
modern and familiar vegetation mosaics. In the lower part of the zone in the
Gippsland Basin, Nothofagus of the menzesii type occurs in persistent but low
frequencies, indicating the continued presence of remnants of the once
widespread Cainozoic rainforests.
The Cainozoic microplankton succession is represented by the
Deflandrea Superzone (Paleocene to earliest Oligocene,Table 22.12), and the
Operculodinium Superzone (Early Oligocene to Recent,Table 22.13).The
Deflandrea Superzone is subdivided into a nearly continuous and extensively
tested succession of fifteen zones, whereas the Operculodinium Superzone
includes local untested zonal schemes proposed for the Oligocene to
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Table 22.13: Oligocene to Pleistocene palynological zonal nomenclature applicable to Victoria, based mainly on the better-studied sedimentary record in the Gippsland Basin.
Diagnostic criteria for identifying the superzones, zones and subzones are provided by first and last appearances of key species.
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Miocene of the Murray Basin (Martin, 1993) and the Late Miocene to
Pleistocene of the Gippsland Basin (McMinn, 1992).
The Deflandrea Superzone is characterised by the common to abundant
occurrence of peridiniacean dinoflagellates originally described under the
cyst genera Deflandrea and Wetzeliella, but subsequently split between many
genera (e.g. Apectodinium, Charlesdowniea, Gippslandica) within the subfamilies
Deflandreoideae and Wetzelielloideae of the Order Peridiniales. Half of the
diagnostic zone species come from these two subfamilies.The fifteen zones
recognised comprise a mixture of acme, total range and interval zones.
The Paleocene microplankton succession commences with the
Trithyrodinium evittii Acme Zone of Helby et al. (1987), followed by the new
Palaeoperidinium pyrophorum, Alisocysta circumtabulata and Eisenackia crassitabulata
interval zones, which are each defined by the successive last occurrences of
the respective eponymous species. All four zones are recorded in the
subsurface from the Gippsland and Otway basins, but the E. crassitabulata
Zone is also identified in the basal two metres of the outcrop sections of the
Pebble Point Formation in the Otway Basin (Cookson, 1965b; Cookson &
Eisenack, 1965c). Following an interval that is left unzoned, the latest
Paleocene is characterised by the oldest consistent and often abundant
occurrence of the genus Apectodinium.The Apectodinium sp. nov.Acme Zone
(formerly the Wetzeliella homomorpha Zone of Partridge, 1976) is
characteristic of paralic environments interbedded with the coal measures in
the Gippsland Basin and Torquay Sub-basin, but has not yet been recorded
from the remainder of the Otway Basin. The succeeding Apectodinium
Fig. 22.28: In Victoria Nothofagus cunninghamii (Myrtle Beech) is a modern-day relic of past wetter climates and is presently restricted to wet and sheltered environments (i.e. mountain gullies on
Mount Donna Buang, Mount Baw Baw and in the Otway Ranges). N. cunninghamii is a modern descendant of the ancestral fossil type Nothofagidites asperus which has lived in Victoria for the past
50 million years (since end of Early Eocene). N. asperus is a consistent fossil palynomorph in assemblages from the Middle Eocene to Late Miocene (although never particularly abundant). This period
is the climax of development of temperate rainforests in southeastern Australia. Both temperatures and rainfall were significantly higher than the present climate in Victoria. Various elements of the
southern rainforests of Australia, such as Nothofagus species, are notable for their general distribution in southern hemisphere landmasses derived from the breakup of Gondwana. (top) Nothofagus
cunninghamii forest; Mount Donna Buang, Victoria. Photograph by M. Gibson. (lower left) Nothofagus cunninghamii foliage; Mount Donna Buang, Victoria. Photograph by M. Gibson. (lower right)
Nothofagidites asperus (pollen) from Blemy-1 well, Gippsland Basin, Victoria — Late Eocene Middle N. asperus Zone. Photograph by A. Partridge.
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hyperacanthum Range Zone, which straddles the Paleocene–Eocene boundary,
represents the most extensive Paleocene transgression in the three Bass Strait
basins. It is best documented by assemblages described from outcrops of the
Dartmoor Formation and Rivernook Member in the Otway Basin
(Cookson & Eisenack, 1965b, 1967).
Apectodinium homomorphum is characteristic of most assemblages
throughout the Early Eocene, but the A. homomorphum Interval Zone is
restricted to the interval between the youngest occurrence of A. hyperacanthum
and oldest occurrences of Homotryblium tasmaniense and the rarer Rhombodinium
waipawaense.The late Early Eocene is also characterised by environmentally
widespread but erratically abundant occurrences of the chorate dinoflagellate
cyst Homotryblium tasmaniense, whose total range defines the H. tasmaniense
Zone of Harris (1985). This interval can be further subdivided with great
precision by short-ranging and distinctive species of the Wetzelielloideae
subfamily, which are found in the most distally marine sections.The species
Rhombodinium waipawaense, Wilsonidium ornatum, Charlesdowniea sp. nov. cf.
C. coleothrypta and Charlesdowniea edwardsii define individual range zones that do
not overlap except where there has been demonstrable reworking.The zones
occur in stratigraphic sequence and have their thickest and best expression in
the Flounder Formation, which partly infills the Tuna–Flounder Channel in
the Gippsland Basin.A few scattered occurrences of these index species are also
reported from offshore exploration wells in the Otway Basin.
Microplankton assemblages representative of the early Middle Eocene
interregnum in the Otway Basin (McGowran et al., 1997) have only been
recorded from the offshore Gippsland Basin.Although this interval is poorly
documented and not formally zoned it can be subdivided by the last
occurrence of the short-ranging acritarch species Tritonites asteris, followed by
the acme of the distinctive dinoflagellate cyst Arachnodinium antarcticum (e.g.
Marshall & Partridge, 1988).
The best sequences of the youngest four zones of the Deflandrea
Superzone are found in the condensed and glauconitic Gurnard Formation in
the Gippsland Basin, although the Corrudinium incompositum Zone is
undoubtedly better preserved in the Browns Creek Clay in the Otway Basin
(Cookson, 1965a; Cookson & Eisenack, 1965a).The Enneadocysta partridgei and
Deflandrea heterophlycta zones are interval zones defined by the first occurrences
of the eponymous species.The Corrudinium incompositum Zone is a total-range
zone, while the Phthanoperidinium comatum Zone is characterised by an acme of
the eponymous species just prior to its extinction in the Gippsland Basin.
Enneadocysta partridgei Stover & Williams is a replacement name for the
Southern Hemisphere dinoflagellate cysts previously considered conspecific
with the Northern Hemisphere Areosphaeridium diktyoplokus (Klumpp). Its
association in the Gippsland Basin with the species Arachnodinium antarcticum,
Senegalinium asymmetricum, Vozzhennikovia apertura and V. rotundata is considered
diagnostic of the cool-water Transantarctic Flora for dinoflagellate cysts (Wrenn
& Beckmann, 1982;Truswell, 1997).The original Gippslandica (al. Deflandrea)
extensa Interval Zone recognised by Partridge (1976) has subsequently been
replaced by the C. incompositum Interval Zone of Harris (1985). Both
eponymous species have the same range in the Gippsland Basin,with G. extensa
abundant in the paralic sediments interbedded with coal measures in the
onshore basin. C. incompositum is mostly restricted to the distal marine
sediments of the Gurnard Formation in the offshore portion of the basin.
The Operculodinium Superzone is coeval with widespread carbonate
deposition in Victoria commencing in the Oligocene. It is characterised by
assemblages dominated by a mixture of chorate dinoflagellate cysts with long
processes, and spherical, morphologically simple proximate dinoflagellate cysts
belonging to the Order Gonyaulacales.There is also a corresponding decline in
the abundance of the dinoflagellate cysts belonging to the Order Peridiniales
that are so characteristic of the Paleocene and Eocene assemblages.The chorate
cyst group is dominated by species belonging to the genera Spiniferites,
Achomosphaera, Operculodinium, Nematosphaeropsis, Systematophora,
Hystrichokolpoma and Lingulodinium, as well as a significant number of
undescribed species referred to Protoellipsodinium. The proximate cyst group is
represented principally by species belonging to the genera Pyxidinopsis,
Tectatodinium and Impagidinium.
In the Gippsland Basin, the oldest occurrences of Tuberculodinium
vancampoae and Melitasphaeridium choanophorum provide potential subdivisions
within the earlier part of the Operculodinium Superzone. However, their first
appearances are not precisely tied to the stratigraphy, while the late Neogene
was divided by McMinn (1992) into three interval zones and three subzones.
These comprise the Melitasphaeridium choanophorum Zone, with a currently
undefined base and top in the Early Pliocene, the mid-Pliocene to Early
Pleistocene Achomosphaera ramulifera Zone, which is subdivided into a lower
Operculodinium israelianum Subzone and a upper Lingulodinium machaerophorum
Subzone, and the Early Pleistocene to Recent Protoperidinium leonis Zone,
which also has a lower Bitectatodinium tepikiense Subzone.
Additional local zones based on prominent species occurrences are
recognised in the Murray Basin following Martin (1993), who proposed an
Oligocene (or Late Eocene?) to Middle Miocene succession comprising the
Hystrichokolpoma Zone, Hystrichokolpoma/ S. placacantha Zone, Systematophora
placacantha Acme Zone and Emmetrocysta urnaformis Acme Zone. Subsequently,
Macphail & Kellett (1993) documented the characteristics of the
microplankton assemblages from the Pliocene Bookpurnong Formation but
did not erect a formal zone.
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